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Foreword
India’s journey towards 100% household electrification is remarkable and has been recognised the world over. 

The country almost doubled the electricity access rate from 59.4% to near 100% in the last 20 years, ensuring 

grid-connected electricity for all willing households. However, owing to India’s large spread of demographics 

and geography, there still exists infrastructural and economic challenges when it comes to providing reliable 

grid-connected electricity to the rural communities, the last mile! 

As a result, an estimated 100 million people1 still do not have access to reliable electricity in the country. 

However, in regions where grid-connected electricity remains unviable, mini-grids have proved to credibly 

reduce this gap by providing access to clean, sustainable, and reliable power to the customers. 

Despite the obvious benefits that mini-grids guarantee, there are challenges in the way of developing and 

replicating mini-grid projects at scale and sustainably. One of the foremost reasons that mini-grids often fail 

to produce the desired result is the lack of in-depth planning for developing a mini-grid system. As a result, the 

electricity demand of rural households and enterprises are often underestimated, which leads to a mini-grid 

system designed for lower capacity, ending up operating at heavy loads during peak hours. 

This handbook “Solar PV Mini-grid Systems Design, Installation, Operation and Maintenance Guidelines”, 

therefore aims to address these gaps and provide engineers and developers with specialized knowledge of how 

to enhance their existing skills and implement safe & reliable solar PV mini-grid systems by following the best 

practices in design, installation, operation, and maintenance. The handbook has been compiled with the help of 

different training materials and resources available at the GSES library, references of relevant IEC, NEC, and 

AS/NZS standards, and GSES India’s in-house expertise and experience.

The handbook provides standard operating procedures for design installation, operation, and maintenance of 

solar PV mini-grid systems, considering hybrid configuration with a diesel generator. The handbook will not 

only assist in designing and installing an optimized mini-grid system, but also in operating and maintaining as 

per benchmark protocols.

This handbook contains four parts:

• Part I provides an overview of solar PV mini-grid systems in terms of their components, typical configura-

tions, and standards and regulations applicable to the design and installation of such systems.

• Part II contains standard operating procedure for designing a solar PV mini-grid system.

• Part III covers detailed operating procedure for installation of a solar PV mini-grid system.

• Part IV details procedures for maintenance of solar PV mini-grid system and protocol for monitoring and

evaluation of system performance. 

I sincerely hope that this ready-to-practice handbook for mini-grid engineers and developers will enhance their 

existing skills to design, install and maintain Solar PV mini-grid systems effectively, enabling them to develop 

quality solar mini-grid systems with better performance and reliability.

JAIDEEP MUKHERJI

CEO, Smart Power India________________________________________
1 IEA report 2021
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Foreword
The power sector in India is considered as one of the most significant services that help in advancing 
the country’s socio-economic development. The Indian Government’s ‘Power for All by 2022’ 
initiative has set a renewable energy target of 175 GW by 2022, which includes 100 GW from solar[1], 
to facilitate access to affordable, reliable, renewable, and modern energy. It was reported that India’s 
electricity usage fell by 30% and daily electricity use fell by 15% as a result of the COVID perpetuated 
lock down[2] . However, despite a 23.9 per cent drop in GDP in the first quarter of this fiscal year, rural 
demand pushed up India’s electricity consumption, with a 3.4 per cent increase in the farm sector [3]. 

As the pandemic reduced demand for power, electricity system operators actively balanced demand 
and supply in real-time, as well as reevaluated the energy mix of renewable and nonrenewable energy 
sources needed to meet the demand. As a result, grid operators have had to rely on more dispatchable 
electricity, such as solar power, which can be switched on and off quickly in response to the new daily 
load curve, thus reducing supply from baseload coal plants. India’s focus on harnessing renewable 
energy sources to accelerate electricity access is noteworthy.

Despite the apparent advantages of renewable energy, it is essential to ensure optimization of the 
supply network in order to increase the reliability of access to quality electricity. Mini-grids, which 
are well-suited to small, remote communities, are now a cheaper and greener choice for rural 
electrification. With over 400 mini-grids under its belt, SPI believes that these mini-grids have 
the potential to be a major driver of rural development, unlocking latent economic potential and 
livelihoods while also enabling aspirations for a better quality of life. The Handbook “Solar PV Mini-
grid Systems Design, Installation, Operation & Maintenance Guidelines”, therefore aims to guide 
developers on improving their current skills and incorporating secure and dependable solar PV mini-
grid systems by adopting best practices in design, implementation, operation, and maintenance. The 
document has been compiled with the help of different training materials and resources available at 
the GSES library, references of relevant IEC, NEC, and AS/NZS standards, and GSES India’s in-house 
expertise and experience. 

SAMIT MITRA

SR. DIRECTOR, SMART POWER INDIA

________________________________________
[1] https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=34566
[2] https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/high-on-agriculture-rural-demand-driving-up-power-consumption/articleshow/77901642.cms
[3] https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/how-pandemic-is-changing-indias-energy-equations/articleshow/77931859.cms
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About Smart Power India

Smart Power India (SPI), a subsidiary of the Rockefeller Foundation is the key agency for implementing the Smart 

Power initiative of the Foundation. SPI extends power to those without sufficient access to end energy-poverty 

and transform the livelihoods of the under-served. It is working towards building and nurturing ecosystems to 

promote sustainable and scalable models to deliver electricity access.

Providing electricity access to 475 villages in India

Impacting lives of 380,447 people
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About GSES

Established in 1998, Global Sustainable Energy Solutions (GSES) based out of Sydney, Australia, is a multi-

disciplinary organization specializing in professional services and training across the Renewable Energy sector 

and comprises a team of highly experienced system engineers, designers and installers and accredited trainers. 

GSES India has been operating from New Delhi since 2012.

GSES has successfully developed a consultancy and training business based on proven industry experience 

in renewable energy technologies. Our expertise covers technical, commercial and policy aspects of on-grid, 

off-grid and hybrid renewable technologies. We are uniquely placed to provide unbiased consulting services 

without focussing on specific technologies or brands, as we do not engage in retail or commercial installation.

GSES’ core ethos is capacity building. GSES believes that the sustainable industry needs both an institutional 

level quality framework as well as a competent, well trained work force. GSES has been capacity building for 

over 25 years by creating the structures necessary for the industry to grow and ensuring that, at an individual 

level, these structures are understood and accepted. GSES’ team of experts consists of professionally qualified 

Renewable Energy System Engineers, Trainers, Designers and Installers, some of whom are recognised as 

pioneers of the solar industry.

GSES has worked with governments and their agencies to assist in the development of renewable energy 

businesses and projects and capacity building activities in more than 40 countries during its 20 years of 

operation.

As a commitment towards generating social opportunity and gender equity, GSES India provides special 

concessions to unemployed youths, students and women participants in order to increase their professional, 

entrepreneurial & technical skills in the renewable energy sector.

GSES champions the vision to create sustainable change through quality education, engineering, communication 

and leadership. GSES believes that offering quality service, products and education can help all stakeholders to 

work towards a more sustainable future.
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About this Handbook

This handbook has been created to provide engineers and developers with specialized knowledge of how to 

enhance their existing skills and implement safe & reliable solar PV minigrid systems by following the best 

practices in design, installation, operation and maintenance. It is expected that users of this handbook have 

prior engineering knowledge on solar PV systems and its components and understand basic design principles of 

grid-connected and off-grid PV systems. 

The handbook been compiled with the help of different training materials and resources available at the 

GSES library, references of relevant IEC, NEC and AS/NZS standards, and GSES India’s in-house expertise and 

experience.

This handbook provides standard operating procedures for design, installation, operation and maintenance of 

solar PV minigrid systems, considering hybrid configuration with diesel generator.

This handbook contains four Parts. 

Part I gives an overview of solar PV minigrid systems in terms of its components, typical configurations and 

standards and regulations applicable to design and installation of such systems. 

Part II contains the step-by-step standard operating procedure for designing a solar PV minigrid system. 

Part III of the handbook covers the step-by-step operating procedure for installation of a solar PV minigrid 

system. 

Part IV contains procedures for maintenance of solar PV minigrid system and protocol for monitoring and 

evaluation of system performance. 

The desired outcome of this manual is to facilitate engineers and developers to effectively design, procure, 

install and maintain Solar PV minigrid systems as per international best practices and standards to ensure 

safety, performance and reliability.

We hope that this ready-to-practice handbook for minigrid engineers and developers will enhance their existing 

skills to design, install and maintain Solar PV minigrid systems effectively, enabling them to develop quality 

solar minigrid systems with better performance and reliability.  
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°C Degree Celsius 
A Ampere
a.c. Alternating Current (AC)
AB Cable  Arial Bundled Cable
ACDB a.c. Distribution Box
AGM Absorbed Glass Mat 
Ah Ampere Hour
AS/NZS Australia Standard/New Zealand Standard
ASCE American Society of Civil Engineers
BoS Balance of System
BS British Standard
CCC Current Carrying Capacity
CERC  Central Electricity Regulatory Commission
CFL  Compact Fluorescent Light 
d.c. Direct Current (DC)
DCDB d.c. Distribution Box
DG Diesel Generator 
DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung
DISCOM Distribution Company
DOD Depth of Discharge
DVC Decisive Voltage Classification 
E Energy
EE  Energy Efficiency
EPDM Ethylene Propylene Diene Terpolymer
FF Fill Factor 
GI Galvanised Iron
H Hour
HRC High Rupturing Capacity
Hz  Hertz
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IE Rules Indian Electricity Rules
Imp Current at Maximum Power 
Isc Short Circuit Current
IP Ingress Protection
IS Indian Standard
I-V Current Voltage
kg  Kilogram
kHz  Kilohertz
kVA Kilovolt-ampere
kW  Kilowatt
kWh  Kilowatt-hour
kWp  Kilowatt Peak
L Litre
LED  Light Emitting Diode
LID Light Induced Degradation 
Li-I Lithium Ion

Abbreviations and Acronyms
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LoLP Loss of Load Probability
m  Meter
m2 Square Meter
mm2 Square Millimeter
m3 Cubic Meter
m/s Meters per Second
MC4 Multi-contact 4mm Diameter Contact Pin 
MCB Miniature Circuit Breaker
MCCB Moulded Case Circuit Breaker
MDOD Maximum Depth of Discharge
MPPT Maximum Power Point Tracker
MU  Million Units
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration  
OC Open Circuit 
O&M Operations and Maintenance
OPsZ Ortsfest PanZerplatte Flüssig
PF Power Factor
PID Potential Induced Degradation
PPM Parts per Million
PSH Peak Sun Hour
PPE Personal Protective Equipment
PV Photovoltaic
PVC Polyvinyl Chloride
PWM Pulse Width Modulated
REC REC Ltd. (Formerly Rural Electrification Corporation Ltd.)
SC Short Circuit
RCC Reinforced Cement Concrete
RMS Root Mean Square
SC Short Circuit
SG Specific Gravity
SPD Surge Protection Device
SPF Sun Protection Factor
SRRA Solar Radiation Resource Assessment
STC Standard Test Conditions
SWG Standard Wire Gauge
TS Technical Specification
TV Television
UL Underwriters Laboratory
UV Ultraviolet
V Volt
VA Volt-ampere
DVE Verband der Elektrotechnik
Vmp Voltage at Maximum Power
Voc Open Circuit Voltage
VRLA Valve Regulated Lead Acid
W  Watt
WEEB Washer, Electrical Equipment Bonding
Wh  Watt-hour
Wp Watt Peak
XLPE Cross-linked Polyethylene
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Part I 
Overview 
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Overview of Solar PV Minigrid Systems

1.1 Introduction

Solar PV minigrid systems (as shown in Figure 1) are small-scale electrical networks that operate 
independently or in tandem with large scale electrical grid networks to supply affordable, reliable 
and clean energy to the surrounding communities and business enterprises. Such a minigrid system 
consists of a solar PV array, a battery bank, an inverter and a control unit which controls how energy 
is distributed on site. 

Figure 1: Illustration of Solar PV minigrid system

The size of a minigrid system depends on the number of consumers and their corresponding energy 
demands. The capacity of a minigrid system can be as small as 100W to supply basic lighting load for a 
few adjacent households or more than 100kW to supply residential and commercial load in a village. 

In IEC62257 Part 9-1:2008, Micropower system technical specifications cover low-voltage a.c., three 
phase or single phase, with rated capacity of the power plant at the electrical output less than (or 
equal to) 100kVA.  
 

1

Remote Monitoring

Solar Power Plant

Institutions

Shops

Institutions
Households

Commercial Load

Telecom Tower
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The voltage levels covered under this IEC technical specification are:

(i) Low voltage a.c. systems:    120 - 240V single phase at 50Hz of 60Hz

   208 - 415V three phase at 50Hz or 60Hz 

(ii) Extra low voltage d.c. systems:  < 120V d.c.

A solar PV minigrid system can supply clean, affordable and reliable electricity in remote areas, where 
the traditional grid is unable to reach or the supply of power through the power distribution network 
is erratic and inadequate to cater to personal and commercial needs. Smart solar PV minigrid systems 
can also be used in urban areas for supplemental and backup power. 

Despite the seemingly perfect answer that minigrids could potentially help to eradicate poor 
electricity access that plagues the rural areas, there are still challenges in the way of developing and 
replicating minigrid projects that have a positive social impact and are economically viable in the 
long run. One of the foremost reasons that minigrids seem to fail, is the lack of in-depth planning 
that should go into developing a minigrid system. The electricity demand of rural households is often 
underestimated, which leads to a minigrid system designed for lower capacity, ending up operating at 
heavy loads during peak hours. This reduces the operational life and efficiency of the system. System 
failure may also occur due to flaws in the design of the minigrid, incorrect installation or lack of proper 
operation and maintenance. 

Success of a solar PV minigrid project is determined by reliable operation, sustainable performance 
and positive return on investment.  In general, PV systems are exposed to a variety of losses due to 
environmental factors, device limits as well as manufacturing defects. Inadequate system design and 
component sizing results in low performance and premature failure of any off-grid solar PV system. 
Favourable solar radiation and the best of equipment cannot alone perform well if the system is not 
designed and installed in a technically competent way. Project managers and design engineers must 
assess electricity demand and consumer dynamics carefully, identify critical site parameters, assess 
the long-term impact on the system and consider them in the system sizing and design process to 
build a sustainable and profitable solar PV minigrid project.

Figure 2: A solar PV minigrid system installed and operated by MLINDA Foundation
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1.2 Components a PV Minigrid System

1.2.1 PV Module

A PV module is an assembly of solar cells connected to convert sunlight into electricity through the 
photovoltaic effect. It is the basic component of a solar PV system. Every PV module has a rated 
power output which is determined by the voltage and current that it can produce. While selecting a 
PV module, it is important to ensure its compliancy with the relevant codes and standards.

Depending on the material used and the manufacturing process, there are three major types of PV 
modules commercially available - monocrystalline, polycrystalline and thin film:

       

 Monocrystalline  Polycrystalline Amorphous silicon Cadmium telluride 
 PV module PV module thin film PV module thin film PV module

Figure 3: Different types of PV modules

The physical sizes of PV modules vary according to their rated power. Typical sizes of crystalline PV 
modules are presented below. Indicated power output may vary based on the efficiency of the solar 
cells used in the modules.

Figure 4: Typical size and power of crystalline PV modules
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m
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1.2.2 Battery Storage

In a standalone PV system, battery storage is required if electrical loads are required to operate at 
night-time, or during extended periods of cloudy or overcast weather when the PV array by itself, 
cannot supply enough power. The main purposes of a storage battery in a PV system are: 

• Storage of electrical energy and providing autonomy: A battery stores the electrical 
energy generated by the PV array and supplies the stored energy to electrical loads as 
and when needed.

• Stabilization of voltage and current: Since the output from the PV array keeps changing 
due to variation in solar irradiance and ambient temperature, a battery stabilizes power 
from the PV array and supplies it to the loads at stable voltage and current.

• Supply surge currents: Output from a PV array is limited based on its capacity and available 
solar irradiance. A battery can supply required surge current to start the inductive loads.  

Battery autonomy: The number of days the battery storage capacity is available to operate the 
electrical loads directly from the battery, without any energy input from the PV array is called days 
of ‘autonomy’ in a standalone PV system. For common and less critical PV applications, autonomy 
periods are typically considered to range from two to six days. For critical applications involving 
essential loads or public safety, autonomy periods may be greater than ten days.

In general, electrical storage batteries are broadly classified as Primary and Secondary Batteries. In 
standalone PV systems, secondary batteries are used as they can store and deliver electrical energy 
and can also be recharged by passing a current through it in an opposite direction to the discharge 
current. 

The batteries that are commercially available and viable for use in solar PV systems include:

a) Flooded lead acid batteries

 They are the most common lead acid batteries which contain vents, allowing the resulting 
hydrogen gas from electrolysis to escape. As a result, the electrolyte level will fall over time, 
and must be monitored and topped up with water, preferably demineralized. The hydrogen gas 
produced is highly flammable. Care must be taken to ensure that there is adequate ventilation 
above and around such batteries.

b) Valve regulated lead acid (VRLA) batteries

 They are also known as captive electrolyte batteries. Here, the electrolyte is immobilized and 
the battery is sealed under normal operating conditions. Under excessive overcharge conditions, 
the normally sealed vents open under gas pressure through a pressure regulating mechanism. 
The electrolyte cannot be replenished in these battery designs; therefore, they are intolerant 
of excessive overcharge. VRLA batteries are available in two different technologies: Absorbed 
Glass Mat (AGM) and Gelled Electrolyte.

c) Lithium-ion batteries

 They are an emerging technology and have a number of advantages over other batteries, 
especially lead acid batteries. Generally smaller and lighter for the same capacity, they are much 
faster at charging, and are less susceptible to degradation due to charging and discharging. 
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 Lithium-ion batteries may suffer thermal runaway and cell rupture if overheated or overcharged.  
In extreme cases, this can lead to combustion. Therefore, each cell must be separately monitored 
for temperature and voltage during charging and independently disconnected from the charging 
device if required. The connection of the charging device could be per cell, not just the complete 
battery bank as in the case of lead acid batteries. Deep discharge of lithium-ion batteries may 
short-circuit the cell, in which case recharging would be unsafe. 

 To reduce these risks, lithium-ion battery packs can contain fail-safe circuitry that shuts down 
the individual battery cell when its voltage is outside a specified safe range for that particular 
battery. 

 Table 1 compares battery technologies commonly used in solar PV systems in various 
characteristics. It is important to remember that these are approximations which may change 
over time and appropriate research should be done when selecting a battery technology and 
brand.

Table 1: Comparison of battery technologies in various characteristics 

Battery 
Characteristics

Battery technologies commonly used in solar PV system

Flooded Lead Acid VRLA Lithium-ion

Battery Types • OPzS Batteries 
• Stationary 

Batteries
• Tubular Plate 

Batteries

• Absorbed Glass 
Mat (AGM)

• Gelled Electrolyte

• Lithium Polymer
• Lithium Iron 
 Phosphate

Cycle Life (80% DOD) at 25°C ~ 1500 ~ 500 ~ 3000

Cycle Life (50% DOD) at 25°C ~ 3000 ~ 1500 ~ 9000

Cycle Life (20% DOD) at 25°C ~ 6500  ~ 3000  ~ 15000

Effect of Overcharging Loss of electrolyte. 
Requires regular  
re-filling of water

Loss of electrolyte. 
This can cause 
irreparable damage 

Thermal runaway and 
cell rupture. This may 
result in combustion

Self-discharge/Month ~ 5% ~5% < 3%

Nominal Cell Voltage 2V 2V 3.2V

Allowed Charge Temp -20 to 50°C -20 to 50°C 0 to 55°C

Allowed Discharge Temp -20 to 50°C -20 to 50°C -40 to 55°C

Maintenance ~ 3 to 6 months ~ 3 to 6 months Infrequent

Toxicity High High Low

Relative Battery Cost Low Medium High

1.2.3 Inverters and Other Electronic Equipment

The purpose of an inverter is to convert the d.c. electricity into a form suitable for a.c. electrical 
appliances and/or exportable to the a.c. grid (as shown in Figure 5). The typical low voltage supply for 
residential or commercial loads will be either 230V a.c. single phase or 415V a.c. three phase. 
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Standalone PV system with battery inverter Grid-connected system with PV inverter

Figure 5: Schematic of standalone and grid-connected PV system

In a standalone PV system, the PV array is not usually connected to the inverter but is wired through 
a system controller to the batteries. The system controller or voltage regulator itself can act as an 
MPPT. The inverter takes power from the batteries to supply to the a.c. circuits. Standalone inverters 
are typically voltage specific, i.e. they are manufactured to operate from a specific nominal battery 
voltage e.g. 12V, 24V, 48V or 120V d.c. 

Some standalone inverters can be connected in parallel to deliver more power and can be configured 
into a three phase system according to the connected loads. 

In a grid-connected PV system, the PV array is directly connected to the grid-connected inverter. 
The grid-connected inverter is the device which delivers the solar power to the a.c. power grid. The 
inverter will convert the solar d.c. power to an a.c. sine wave that matches the a.c. supply in voltage 
and frequency to which it is connected. Grid-connected inverters cannot independently produce a 
grid equivalent a.c. sine wave: the inverter must reference the grid to be able to operate. If the a.c. grid 
is not present, the inverter will simply not function.

Hybrid inverters, depending upon their design and permissible configuration, can be used in a parallel 
circuits with a diesel generator to supply power to load and charge the battery bank when adequate 
solar energy is not available or there is additional energy demand which cannot be supplied from the 
solar PV system alone. Some hybrid inverters (called multigrid or multimode) also allow the inverter 
to be connected directly to the PV array and thus have the provision of grid feeding. 

1.2.4 Charge Controller (PWM or MPPT)

A charge controller regulates battery charging and controls the energy produced by the PV array. The 
most important functions of battery charge regulators and system controls are listed below:

• Prevent battery over-charge and over-discharge 

• MPPT charge controllers optimize the utilization of power from PV array 

• Provide load control functions 

• Provide status information to system users/operators

• Interface and control backup 
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1.2.5 Balance of System Equipment

Apart from the major components in a solar PV system as discussed above, there are a few additional 
components required to complete the system – which are referred to as ‘Balance of System’ (BoS) 
equipment. BoS equipment includes the following:

• Solar array mounting system: Safely secures the PV modules to the ground or building 
roof  

• Cabling: d.c. and a.c. cabling required to connect components of a PV system

• Minigrid distribution system: Low voltage (single phase or three phase) distribution 
network to supply electricity to the customers/ users of minigrid system

• d.c. combiner box: Used to combine the PV array strings and connect them to the inverter

• Protection and disconnect switches: To ensure the safety of the system

• Lightning protection: Requirement dependent upon criteria stated in the IEC62305-2/
IEC 62305-3

• Metering: Measures the quantity of electricity generated by solar or the electricity 
consumed by a customer

• System monitoring: Offers information about energy consumption and generation, 
battery state of charge, optimizing energy usage and helps to detect problems in the 
system 

• Signage: Used to provide installers and system operators information about the system 
such as warning signs and system shutdown procedure. Signage is especially important in 
order to guide a technician or system operators about what to do in case of an emergency
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1.3 Typical Configurations of a PV Minigrid System

1.3.1 The d.c. Bus System

When a solar PV minigrid system is combined with another generator such as a diesel generator, their 
outputs are connected to a common bus which can be a d.c. or a.c. bus.

In a d.c. bus system, the PV array is connected to a common d.c. bus through an MPPT as shown in 
Figure 6; in Figure 7 and in Figure 8, the battery bank and inverter is also connected.  The inverter 
will supply power to the a.c. loads through a low voltage distribution system. In this configuration, d.c. 
loads (operates in the same d.c. bus voltage) can be directly connected to the d.c. bus. 

A diesel generator in a d.c. bus system can be connected in three different configurations – series 
(Figure 6), switch (Figure 7) and parallel (Figure 8). In case of a series configuration, the diesel generator 
is used as a standby power supply to charge the battery bank when the state of charge of the battery 
bank goes below the desired level and solar energy is not adequate to recharge the battery bank. 
This configuration is simple and less expensive but inefficient. It is suitable for small systems where 
predominantly d.c. loads are operated.

Figure 6: The d.c. bus system with DG set in switch configuration 

The salient feature of the switch configuration is that, when the diesel generator is running, it can 
supply power to both the battery charger and the a.c. loads directly. When the diesel generator is 
not running, the a.c loads will be switched to the inverter. In the series and switch configurations, 
the battery inverter is unidirectional and cannot charge the battery and does not have the provision 
to connect the diesel generator directly. The switching may be done automatically or manually by a 
changeover switch. The battery charger, inverter and automatic changeover switch may be integrated 
into a single unit.
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Figure 7: The d.c. bus system with DG set in switch configuration 

The parallel configuration (Figure 8) can be used in both d.c. bus and a.c. bus systems. The key feature 
of this configuration is the use of a battery inverter-cum-charger. This inverter allows bi-directional 
power flow and it is capable of synchronizing and supplying a.c. power to the loads in parallel with the 
diesel generator set.

Figure 8: The d.c. bus system with DG set in parallel configuration 
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1.3.2 The a.c. Bus System

In a.c. bus systems, the solar PV array is directly connected to an a.c. bus via a PV inverter (grid tied 
inverter). This PV inverter will have an inbuilt MPPT for maximum power point regulation of the 
PV array. Therefore, no separate MPPT is required in this configuration. The bi-directional a.c. bus 
interactive inverter is connected to the battery bank on one side and an a.c. bus on the other side. The 
a.c. bus in this configuration can be established in a separate switching device as shown in Figure 9 or 
it can be a part of the bi-directional interactive inverter.  Loads are generally supplied from the a.c. bus.  

In regular operation, the PV inverter synchronises with the a.c. output from the interactive inverter 
and converts d.c. power from the array into a.c. power and feeds it into the a.c. bus from where power 
will flow to the a.c. loads and charge the battery through a bi-directional interactive inverter.  When 
the diesel generator needs to be operated, the switching device, under the control of the interactive 
inverter, connects the diesel generator set and synchronises with the PV inverter a.c. output. When 
operating in parallel with the diesel generator set, the direction and amount of power flow through 
the inverter at any instant is controlled to ensure optimum loading of the diesel generator and battery 
charging at the highest possible rate while meeting the load demand at all times. This configuration 
provides the best utilization of the diesel generator, and good quality power output with stable supply 
voltage. 

Figure 9: The a.c. bus system with DG set in parallel configuration

Some systems can be a combination of a.c. bus and d.c. bus systems where part of the array is connected 
by d.c. through a solar controller to the battery and part of the array is connected directly to the a.c. 
load side via a PV inverter. This configuration is typically used when the battery charger feature inside 
the a.c. bus interactive inverter is not able to provide an effective equalization charge to the battery.
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1.3.3 Integration to Distribution Grid

It is possible to connect a solar PV minigrid system with an a.c. bus configuration to the distribution 
grid using a programmable interconnection switch at the common connection point of the a.c. bus.  
The minigrid system in this case will be capable of feeding surplus energy to the distribution grid 
and will also be able to import electricity from the distribution grid in the event of supply shortage 
from the solar array. With the help of the programmable interconnection switch, it is possible to set 
priorities for solar PV, distribution grid, battery bank and diesel generator set. This interconnection 
switching device will be a programmable automatic switching device through which interconnection 
can be customized according to the local regulation and operating principles of power distribution 
companies. A typical configuration is illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Grid integrated solar PV minigrid system configuration 

This configuration will allow to customize the interconnection for ‘gross’ or ‘net’ metering of the 
PV array output, according to the local electricity regulation and distribution company operating 
procedure. 

Under normal conditions, the system will supply electricity to the a.c. loads and maintaining the charge 
of the storage battery using PV as prior source and grid as support source. In the event when PV 
power is not adequate and grid is not available and the battery bank state of charge reaches the set 
level, the diesel generator will start automatically and supply energy to the a.c. loads and charge the 
battery bank parallelly. The interconnection switching device manages the required interconnections 
depending on the conditions. 
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1.4 Standards and regulations applicable to solar PV minigrid systems

Designers and installers should follow country or regional standards for solar PV minigrid systems. 
When no specific standards are available, IEC or other equivalent international standards should be 
followed, considering modifications as needed to fit local conditions. The standards are often updated 
and amended, so the latest version should always be applied. Listed below are standards applicable 
for solar PV minigrid system design and installation, and standards for major equipment used.

1.4.1 Standards Applicable for Design & Installation 

• IEC 62548: Design requirements for PV arrays

• IEC 60364: PV power supply systems

• IS 2039 / IEC62405: Protection of building and allied structure against lightning – Code 
of practice

• IS 732 / IEC 60364: Electrical installations for buildings / wiring rules

• IS 875 Part 3: Minimum design loads for buildings and structures 

• ASCE 7-10: Minimum design loads for buildings and other structures

• IS 3043 / IEC 60364: Code of practice for earthing

• IEC 62257-9: Recommendations for small renewable energy and hybrid systems for rural 
electrification

o Part 9-1: Micropower systems

o Part 9-2: Minigrids

o Part 9-3: Integrated systems – User interface

o Part 9-4: Integrated systems – User installation

o Part 9-5: Integrated systems – Laboratory evaluation of stand-alone renewable 
energy products for rural electrification.

1.4.2 Standards applicable for equipment selection

a) Standards for PV module

• IEC 61225 / IS 14286: Crystalline silicon terrestrial PV modules – Design qualification 
and type approval 

• IEC 61646 / IS 16077: Thin-film terrestrial PV modules – Design qualification and type 
approval 

• IS / IEC 61730: PV module safety qualification

o Part 1: Requirements for construction 

o Part 2: Requirements for testing 

b) Standards for Inverter

• IEC 62109-1:2010 (E) / IS 16221: Safety of power converters for use in photovoltaic 
power systems

o Part 1: General requirements

o Part 2: Particular requirements for inverters

• IEC 62116:2014/ IS16169: Utility-interconnected PV inverters – Test procedure of 
islanding prevention measures
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• IEC 61683:1999: PV systems – Power conditioners – Procedure for measuring efficiency

• IEC 60068:2013: Environmental testing

o Part 1: General and guidance

• IEC 61727: 2004: PV systems – Characteristics of the utility interface

• UL 1741: Standard for inverter, converters, controllers and interconnection system 
equipment for use with distributed energy resources

• BS EN 50438:2013: Requirements for micro-generating plants to be connected in parallel 
with public low-voltage distribution networks

• DIN VDE V 0126-1-1 VDE V 0126-1-1: 2013-08: Automatic disconnection device 
between a generator and the public low-voltage grid. 

c) Standards for Battery

• IEC 61427: Secondary cells and batteries for solar PV energy systems – General 
requirements and methods of test

• IEC 62619: Secondary cells and batteries containing alkaline or other non-acid 
electrolytes – Safety requirements for secondary lithium cells and batteries, for use in 
industrial applications

• IEC 60896: Stationary lead acid batteries (series)

• UL 1973: Standard for batteries for use in stationary, vehicle auxiliary power and Light 
Electric Rail (LER) applications

• UL 1642: Standard for lithium batteries

• IEC 62133-2: 2017: Secondary cells and batteries containing alkaline or other non-acid 
electrolytes - Safety requirements for portable sealed secondary lithium cells, and for 
batteries made from them, for use in portabe applications - Part 2: Lithium systems

d) Switches and connectors

• EN 50521: Connector for PV systems – Safety requirements and tests 

• IEC 60529: Degrees of protection provided by enclosures (IP Code)

• IEC 60898: Circuit-breakers for overcurrent protection for household and similar 
installation

o Part 2: Circuit-breakers for a.c. and d.c. operation

• IEC 60947: Low voltage switchgear and control gear

o Part 1: General rules

o Part 2: Circuit breakers

o Part 3: Switches, disconnectors, switch-disconnectors and fuse-combination units

1.4.3 Regulations Applicable for Grid Integration

• Central Electricity Authority (Technical Standards for Connectivity of the Distributed 
Generation Resources) Regulations, 2013

• Central Electricity Authority (Grid Standards) Regulations, 2012
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Designing a PV Minigrid

This guidebook provides a step-by-step process for design of a PV minigrid plant in accordance to 
IEC/TS 62548: PV array design requirements, IEC/TS 62257: Recommendations for small renewable 
energy and hybrid systems for rural electrification, AS/NZS 4509 Standalone power systems design 
and other relevant international and Indian standards and safety compliances. 

The following design steps are included in this guidebook.

Section 2.1 : Design Principles

Section 2.2 :   Energy Demand and Load Assessment 

Section 2.3 :   Solar and Temperature Data

Section 2.4 :   Determining System Configuration

Section 2.5 :   Sizing and Selection of Battery Bank

Section 2.6 :   Selection of a Battery Inverter

Section 2.7 :   Selection of PV Module

Section 2.8 :   Determine PV Array Capacity 

Section 2.9 :   Selection of MPPT and Matching with PV Array

Section 2.10 :   Selection of Array Mounting Structure 

Section 2.11 :   Cable Sizing and Voltage Drop Calculation

Section 2.12 :   System Protection Requirement

Section 2.13 :   Disconnection Requirements

Section 2.14 :   Distribution Grid Network System

Section 2.15 :   Battery Bank Room and Ventilation

2
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2.1 Design Principles

Appropriate system design and component sizing is a fundamental requirement for reliable operation, 
better performance, safety and longevity of a solar PV minigrid system. The design approach of solar 
PV minigrid systems must have the following underlying principles: 

• The system is safe and meets regulatory requirements

• The system meets the requirement of the users

• The provision for anticipated energy demand in near future

• The design is robust and resulted into a reliable system

Major system parameters for designing solar minigrid systems are:

• Energy supply strategy and how to manage supply of electricity with respect to demand

• Whether distribution is for d.c. loads or a.c. loads

• Maximum and surge demand

• System voltage

• Days of autonomy

• In case of a hybrid system size and optimized run time of generator;

• Size or capacity of solar array

• Size or capacity of battery bank

• Ratings of major components

2.2 Energy Demand and Load Assessment 

An energy demand assessment and load profiling for a proposed PV minigrid system must be as 
detailed and quantitative as possible. A faulty energy demand assessment may result in incorrect 
sizing and system performance. The energy demand and load characteristics influence every aspect 
of system design, and must be as accurate and reliable as possible.

2.2.1 Energy Demand and Load Analysis 

The average daily energy consumption is determined as the sum of the energy consumption for each 
individual load (for all loads of either a.c. or d.c.) as follows:

Average daily energy demand = Sum of power × Usage time 

where

Average daily energy demand = Daily energy consumed by all loads either d.c. or a.c. (Wh)

Power = Power of an individual load (W)

Usage time = Average daily usage time of the individual load (hours)

When the system is designed to supply both a.c. and d.c. loads, these are calculated separately.

E
Total

 = E
dc

 +  
E

ac
 

η
inv
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where

E
Total

 = Total average daily energy demand from the d.c. bus (Wh)

E
dc

 = Energy demand from d.c. load (Wh)

E
ac

= Energy demand from a.c. load (Wh)

η
inv

 = Energy efficiency of the inverter when supplying the a.c. load (dimensionless)

According to AS/NZS 4509.2:2010, the inverter efficiency factor is estimated based on the efficiency 
versus load curve of the inverter.

• If only the efficiency curve but the load profile is not available, then the efficiency at 50% 
power should be used as the inverter efficiency.

• If only the maximum efficiency is available, then 10% less than this value should be used 
as the inverter efficiency.

Estimate maximum load demand

Maximum load demand is estimated considering the power of largest load combined with all other 
loads likely to be in use at the same time. The selection should be based on an understanding of load 
usage patterns and load management plan. In case of d.c. loads, maximum load demand is the sum 
of all loads (W) that operates at the same time. In case of a.c. loads, maximum load demand is the 
sum of apparent power (VA) of all loads that operates in the same time. The apparent power (VA) is 
calculated by dividing the real power (W) with the power factor of the appliances.  

Estimate surge demand for a.c. loads

Surge demand from a.c. load is estimated considering the largest inductive load having highest surge 
demand combined with all other loads likely to be in operation at the same time without surge. The 
surge demand for an individual load can be estimated from the following equation:

Surge demand = Surge factor × 

where

Surge demand = surge demand (VA)

Power = Real power consumption when running (W)

Power factor = Power factor of the device when running (dimensionless)

Surge factor = A factor which depends on the type of load (dimensionless)

Get the value of surge factor from manufacturer data sheet. As an example, surge factor is 1 for 
resistive loads, 3 for universal motors and 7 for induction motors.

Accurate estimation of a.c. surge current is important while selecting an inverter and capacity of 
battery bank which must be able to supply that surge current: both must be capable of delivering 
power during a surge event.

Power 

Power factor
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Estimate surge demand for d.c. loads

If the system operates d.c. motors that may draw significant surge currents. Estimation of d.c. surge 
current if any, is important for cable sizing to minimize voltage drops during surge conditions and the 
batteries’ capability to sustain the surge.  d.c. surge power does not have any impact on the inverter. 

Format and example for a.c. load demand estimation

No. Description of 

a.c. loads

Watt per 

load (W)

Quantity 

(Nos.)

Real  

power 

(W)

Operating 

hours/ day*

Daily energy 

demand 

(Wh/day)

Power 

factor

Total  

apparent 

power (VA)

1 a.c. LED lights 10 20 200 5 1000 0.90 222

2 a.c. fan 50 10 500 5 2500 0.80 625

3 a.c. mobile 

charger

5 10 50 2 100 0.90 56

4 a.c. LED TV 30 10 300 3 900 0.90 333

5 a.c. laptop 

charger

20 5 100 4 400 0.90 111

6 a.c. lantern 

charger

5 10 50 2 100 0.90 56

Total real power 

(W)

1200 Total  

energy 

demand  

(Wh/day)

5000 Total  

apparent 

power 

(VA)

1403

Format and example for d.c. load demand estimation

No. Description of d.c. 

loads

Watt per 

load (W)

Quantity 

(Nos.)

d.c. power 

(W)

Operating  

hours/day*

Daily energy  

demand  

(Wh/day)

1 d.c. LED lights 10 20 200 5 1000

2 d.c. fan 20 10 200 5 1000

3 d.c. mobile charger 5 10 50 2 100

4 d.c. LED TV 30 10 300 3 900

5 d.c. laptop charger 20 5 100 4 400

6 d.c. lantern charger 5 10 50 2 100

Total power (W) 900 Total energy  

demand (Wh/ day)

3500

* Operating hours of different loads may vary based on seasonal variation of the user’s demand.  

This is particularly applicable for the geographical locations where climate conditions are variable 
in winter and summer. For example, a fan will not be used in most of the places of north India during 
winter, as the ambient temperature will be much lower. Therefore, daily energy demand should be 
estimated for different seasons of the year considering operating hours for each load for that season. 
System sizing should be done based on design month which is discussed in the next section of this 
document. A careful consideration of operating hours will lead to a reliable system design.  
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2.2.2 Seasonal Load Variation

There will be a seasonal variation to the energy demand, which will influence the choice of tilt angle 
for the array as well as the array and battery size. Systems designed to supply a demand of 1kWh/day 
or less may be designed without reference to seasonal variations in demand. Design of systems to 
supply more than 1kWh/day should take seasonal variations into account, preferably based on data 
for each month of the year.

2.2.3 Provision for Growth

Provision for growth of energy demand should be made, considering increase in use of electrical 
appliances and increase in number of consumers connected to a minigrid system. This has to be 
carefully considered based on budget, initial subscription, socio-economic status of the present and 
potential consumers, and economic activities in the minigrid area. 

2.2.4 Consideration of Energy Efficiency

It is very important that system designers seek the most efficient loads for PV systems. Investing in 
efficient loads will most often pay for itself in cost savings through reduced PV array and battery size. 
Demand side management may be applied to lower the maximum demand and to reduce component 
size and cost. This may be implemented by the user or by automatic control.  Typical demand 
management practices include:

• Staggering the time of operation of high-power loads, so that they do not operate 
concurrently

• Delaying or reducing the usage of energy during periods of low resource availability

• Scheduling high energy use to diesel generator run time or peak PV hours whenever 
possible
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2.3 Solar and Temperature Data 

The energy produced by the sun is emitted to the earth as radiation. The amount of solar power 
available per unit area is known as irradiance and its unit is expressed as kW/m2. Irradiation is the total 
quantity of radiant solar energy per unit area received over a given period of time and is expressed as 
kWh/m2/day, kWh/m2/month or kWh/m2/year. 

To design a PV system accurately, it is important to acquire reliable solar irradiation data for the site 
where the PV system will be installed. Higher temperature has a negative impact not only on solar PV 
power generation, but also in battery life, cable current carrying capacity, voltage drop and inverter 
efficiency. Therefore, it is important to collect temperature data for the site and consider it in the 
design process. The other factors that influence solar energy generation at a particular site are tilt 
angle and orientation of PV array, shading and dirt on the PV array. 

2.3.1 Movement of Sun Across Sky

In the northern hemisphere, sun reaches its highest position in the sky on 21st June and its lowest 
position on 21st December and vice-versa for the southern hemisphere. In the summer season, days 
are longer and the sun is high in the sky. The days during summer are longer than the days during the 
winter season. Figure 11 shows seasonal variation of sun’s radiation due to movement of earth.

Figure 11: Seasonal variation of solar radiation due to earth’s movement

2.3.2 Solar Irradiation

Solar irradiation is the total quantity of radiant solar energy per unit area received over a given period 
of time and is expressed as kWh/m2/day, kWh/m2/month or kWh/m2/year. There are many sources 
from where solar irradiation data can be obtained. When simulation software like PVSyst, Homer, 
RETScreen, HelioScope etc. are used, these software programs directly source solar irradiation data 
from specified sources.

Solar and temperature data for any location can be obtained from website https://power.larc.nasa.
gov/data-access-viewer/. One can download the desired data by entering the latitude and longitude 
of the site.
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Figure 12: Snapshot of NASA website from where solar and temperature data can be downloaded

Another source of solar irradiation data is PVGIS through weblink https://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/

 Figure 13: Snapshot of PVGIS website from where solar and temperature data can be downloaded

Data from solar radiation resource assessment (SRRA) stations:

The Department of Solar Radiation Resource Assessment at the National Institute of Wind Energy 
(NIWE) under the Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) has installed 117 SRRA stations 
and 4 Advance Measurement Stations across all states and UTs of India for measurement of solar 
radiation and other weather parameters. This data is freely available and can be downloaded from 
the weblink http://niwe.res.in/department_wra_data_portal.php
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Table 2: Global horizontal irradiation data (kWh/m2/day) from multiple sources for a site near Delhi

Data 
Source

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 
Average

NASA 3.71 4.64 5.73 6.17 6.39 6.04 5.19 4.78 4.99 4.79 4.07 3.45 5.00

PVGIS 3.42 4.75 5.61 6.87 7.16 6.73 5.00 4.90 5.20 4.16 3.57 3.45 5.07

NIWE 2.23 3.57 4.94 5.76 5.80 4.96 3.80 4.22 4.72 3.79 2.76 2.37 4.08

Equivalent number of No SUN days

Equivalent number of No SUN days can be obtained from NASA website as mentioned above. This 
may be used for estimating number of days of autonomy for battery storage and calculating the Loss 
of Load Probability (LoLP) i.e. the overall probability that there will be a shortage of power (loss of 
load). 

Table 3: Equivalent number of no-sun or black days

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual 
Average

1 day 0.83 0.96 0.74 0.85 0.71 0.83 0.94 0.88 0.95 0.85 0.86 0.91 0.86

3 day 1.85 1.69 1.52 1.2 1.15 1.76 1.84 2.18 2.08 1.92 1.57 2.11 1.74

7 day 3.41 2.71 2.16 1.66 1.18 2.76 3.16 3.62 3.56 4.02 3.33 3.58 2.93

14 day 5.34 3.07 2.68 1.93 1.47 3.25 4.25 5.02 5.05 5.29 5.1 5.31 3.98

21 day 7.26 2.92 4.04 1.76 1.67 3.04 5.53 7.15 5.88 4.68 5.39 7.2 4.71

Month 6.83 2.87 3.72 1.8 2.21 2.89 6.32 8.64 7.23 6.55 4.98 8.35 5.20

Ambient temperature data of the site

Normally, average, minimum and maximum ambient temperature data is available in weather data 
sources. Please remember that solar plant works during daytime and therefore daytime average 
temperature should be considered for PV array sizing. If daytime average temperature data is not 
available, average maximum ambient temperature data should be used. However, for sizing and 
selection of battery bank, inverter, a.c. and d.c. cables, safety and protection system devices, historical 
highest and lowest temperature data should be considered.

Table 4: Ambient temperature data for a site near Delhi

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual
Minimum °C 14.3 16.9 22.7 28.6 33.4 34.2 31.1 29.7 29.3 25.8 20.2 15.8 25.17

Maximum °C 21.5 24.0 30.5 36.5 40.7 40.0 35.3 33.6 34.2 33.2 28.9 23.7 31.84

2.3.3 Peak Sun Hours (PSH)

Solar irradiation available in a given location is expressed as kWh/m2/day. This is commonly referred 
as Peak Sun Hours (PSH), as shown in Figure 14. The number of PSH for the day is the number of 
hours for which power, at the rate of 1kW/m2, would give an equivalent amount of energy to the total 
energy gained for that day. For example, if solar radiation for a location is 5kWh/m2/day then PSH for 
that location will be 5 hours.
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Figure 14: Illustration of Peak Sun Hours (PSH)

2.3.4 Irradiation for Design Month

Design month is the month where ratio of available solar irradiation (PSH) to daily energy demand 
is the smallest. An example of determining the design month is illustrated in Table 5. The first row of 
the table shows daily average solar irradiance in kWh/m2/day and second row of the table shows daily 
energy demand in kWh/day. The numbers in the third row are the ratio of solar irradiance over daily 
energy demand.  The worst month is in the month of August when the ratio is lowest (0.030). In this 
example, the design month will be the month of ‘August’ with available daily average solar irradiance 
of 4.30 kWh/m2/day or 4.30 PSH.  For a solar PV off-grid or minigrid system where there is no backup 
power supply, PV array capacity is determined based on design month’s irradiation. 

Table 5: Example of irradiation for design month calculation 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Solar 

irradiation 

(kWh/ m2/

day)

4.74 5.40 6.27 6.19 6.03 5.31 4.39 4.30 4.61 5.68 5.42 4.79

Energy 

demand 

(kWh/day)

100 100 100 140 140 140 140 140 140 100 100 100

Ratio 0.047 0.054 0.063 0.044 0.043 0.038 0.031 0.030 0.033 0.057 0.054 0.048

2.3.5 Effect of orientation and tilt

Sun positions are mostly in south direction for the northern hemisphere regions and in north direction 
for the southern hemisphere regions (as shown in Figure 15). A solar PV array will receive maximum 
irradiation when it is oriented towards true south i.e. 180° Azimuth (Northern Hemisphere) and true 
north i.e. 0° Azimuth (Southern Hemisphere) and tilted at an angle when solar irradiance comes to the 
surface perpendicularly.
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Sun positions for New Delhi  
(Northern Hemisphere)

Sun positions for Sydney  
(Southern Hemisphere)

Figure 15: Sun positions for southern and northern hemisphere regions

Table 6: Solar irradiation (PSH) at different tilted surface of a location at 28° latitude 

Tilt angle Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Annual

Tilt Angle 13° 4.49 5.11 6.22 6.32 6.29 5.87 5.07 4.82 5.21 5.42 4.89 4.27 5.33

Tilt Angle 28° 5.14 5.61 6.46 6.20 5.90 5.43 4.74 4.61 5.24 5.83 5.57 4.97 5.48

Tilt Angle 43° 5.48 5.80 6.33 5.75 5.27 4.80 4.25 4.21 5.01 5.92 5.92 5.38 5.34

In Table 6, it can be noted that the surface with a higher tilt angle receives more solar energy (PSH) 
during the winter months while the surface with a lower tilt receives more solar energy (PSH) during 
the summer. However, the highest annual average solar energy is received when the array is placed at 
a tilt angle of 28° which is equal to the latitude of the location. Therefore, for a PV array with a fixed 
mounting structure, the tilt should ideally be equal to the latitude angle of the location to receive 
maximum annual average solar radiation.  However, when a PV system with no backup power supply 
is designed for the worst month the optimum tilt angle of the worst month should be considered.  

Please note that obtaining maximum solar radiation should not be the only deciding criteria for PV 
array tilt angle. The other two factors which must be considered are wind loading and self-cleaning. 
When a system is installed in a high wind zone, the recommended tilt angle of a PV array mounting 
structure to minimise wind pressure is <20°. However, a minimum tilt of 10° should be maintained to 
minimize dirt deposition and facilitate natural cleaning of the PV modules. 

2.3.6 Shading on the PV Array

Objects that come in the path of the incident solar rays any time during the day, will cast shadows and 
hence reduce the solar generation. A taller object located in the east direction would cast shadows 
during the morning and a taller object located on the west direction would cast shadows during the 
afternoon.  When multiple rows are placed, one row can cast shadow on the other if not properly 
placed. Shading does not only lead to lower generation, but can also damage the PV modules over a 
period of time.
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Shading due to nearby object Shading due to inappropriate inter-row spacing

Figure 16: Different kinds of shading

Shadow analysis – using solar pathfinder

The most accurate and easy method to determine usable and shadow free area is by using a solar 
pathfinder. The Solar Pathfinder (Figure 17) is a simple but highly accurate tool for determining 
shadow free area at any location. It can be used at anytime of the day, anytime of the year, in either 
cloudy or clear weather. The sun path diagram provided with this device is latitude specific, which 
provides the percentage of solar radiation available at different times of the day. By positioning the 
solar pathfinder at the location where an object can cast shadows, one can easily determine whether 
the location is shadow free or if shadow is unavoidable, how much energy will be blocked by the 
shadow until what time and which months of the year. The picture below shows a solar pathfinder 
(left) and sun path diagram (right). The images seen in the solar pathfinder are objects (trees) which 
will create shadows at different times of the day in different months of the year. 

Figure 17: Solar pathfinder and sun path diagram (www.solarpathfinder.com) 

Shadow analysis – analysing sun position

When the position and height of the object are known, it is easy to calculate shadow length at different 
times of the day using a simple trigonometry formula as shown in Figure 18. Azimuth angle and 
altitude angle can be derived from various tools that are available in web domain. One such web tool is  
www.suncalc.org.    
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To calculate the minimum distance from the objects to proposed PV array to avoid shadowing, the 
formula given below could be used. Consider azimuth and altitude angle on 21st December (Northern 
Hemisphere) to get maximum distance in the year.

 Figure 18: Calculation of shadow length analysing sun position

When object is in the south direction:

Minimum distance from the object = Height of object ×

When object is in the east or west direction:

Minimum distance from the object = Height of object ×    

For example, a site with coordinates of 26.5030°N, 90.5536°E will have azimuth angle of 133.01o and 
altitude angle of 22.14o at 8:00am local time (www.suncalc.org). If height of an object is 3m from the 
lowest position of array and it is located in the south side of the array position, length of shadow from 
the object at 8:00am local time will be 5.03m.

Minimum distance from the object at 8:00am = 3m ×                               =5.03m

For the same example, if the object is located in the east or west side of the array position, length of 
shadow from the object at 8:00am local time will be 5.39m.

Minimum distance from the object at 8:00am = 3m ×                               = 5.39m

Shadow analysis – using simulation software 

Shadow analysis can also be performed through desktop analysis using simulation software like 
PVSyst, HelioScope and SketchUp.  However, results from such an analysis solely depends on the 
accuracy of input data i.e. height, breadth of the object and distance from the solar array location. 
When shadow analysis is performed with software, confirm the actual physical dimension of the 
objects that can potentially cast shadows. 

cos(Azimuth angle) 

tan(Altitude angle)

sin(Azimuth angle)

 tan(Altitude angle)

sin(133.01)

tan(22.14) 

cos(133.01)

 tan(22.14)
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Figure 19: SketchUp diagram showing shadow from objects
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2.4 Determining System Configuration  

The system configuration should be chosen so as to satisfy the design criteria, to make it more  
cost-effective, efficient, reliable, long-lasting and to make sure that the system qualifies for any future 
upgrade. Economic evaluation of different options, if required, may be carried out on the basis of life 
cycle costing.  The following factors or criteria are generally taken into account while determining the 
system configuration for a PV minigrid system:

• Type of application and appliances

• Load size 

• Time of operation

• Installed cost and maintenance costs

• User specific preferences

• Local regulations / constraints / benefits

• PV only or hybrid generation

• Future expansion

• Consideration of integration to distribution grid

PV minigrid systems are generally configured either as d.c. bus system or as a.c bus system. When more 
than one energy generating systems (such as diesel generator or distribution grid) are connected at a 
common point for reliable power supply, these configurations are further categorised as below based 
on the factors / criteria mentioned above.

• d.c. bus system integrated with DG set in series configuration

• d.c. bus system integrated with DG set in switch configuration

• d.c. bus system integrated with DG set in parallel configuration

• a.c. bus system integrated with DG set in parallel configuration

• a.c. bus system integrated with DG set and distribution grid in parallel configuration

These configurations are illustrated in section 1.3 of this document. 

 

2.4.1 Selection of d.c. Bus and a.c. Bus Configuration

Whether a PV minigrid system should be configured in d.c. bus system or a.c. bus system will be 
determined based on the following considerations:

Table 7: Selection criteria for d.c. and a.c. bus system configurations

No. Considerations d.c. bus configuration a.c. bus configuration

1 Type of application and appli-

ances

All d.c./ a.c. or mix of d.c. and a.c. 

appliances

All a.c. appliances

2 Load size Smaller Larger

3 Time of operation Loads are predominantly  

operated during night time

Loads are predominantly  

operated during daytime

4 Upfront and maintenance costs Lower than a.c. bus Higher than d.c. bus

5 User specific preferences Less flexible More flexible
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6 Local regulations/  

constraints/ benefits

Difficult to integrate with the 

DISCOM grid

Easy to integrate with the 

DISCOM grid

7 PV only or hybrid generation Largely used for PV only Suitable for PV only and 

hybrid generation

8 Future expansion/ upgradation Limited scope Easy to expand/ upgrade

9 Consideration of integration to 

distribution grid

Not possible or major 

modification required

Possible with minor or no 

modification required

2.4.2 Determination of d.c. nominal voltage 

The d.c. nominal system voltage of a solar PV minigrid system is decided based on the following 
criteria: 

• The current drawn from the battery bank at maximum demand conditions should not be 
greater than recommended maximum battery discharge current.

• Maximum charging current from PV array via MPPT should not be greater than 
recommended maximum battery charging current.

• Battery nominal voltage must match with the input voltage of selected battery inverter 
and output voltage of MPPT / charge controller.

In small and medium size solar PV minigrid system, nominal d.c. system voltages are generally 12V, 
24V or 48V based on requirement. In larger systems, 120V or 240V d.c. could be used

Table 8: Example of determining d.c. system nominal voltage

Parameters for calculation Reference Value Units

Capacity of battery bank at nominal discharge rate a 3000 Ah

Maximum allowable charging/ discharging current (at C/10) b 300 A

Maximum a.c. load demand c 9000 W

Average inverter efficiency d 90%

Maximum load at d.c. bus e = [c ÷ d] 10000 W

Maximum discharge current at nominal system voltage (12V) e ÷ 12 833.33 A

Maximum discharge current at nominal system voltage (24V) e ÷ 24 416.67 A

Maximum discharge current at nominal system voltage (48V) e ÷ 48 208.33 A

  

In the example above, maximum allowable charge / discharge current of battery is 300A. If we use 
12V nominal d.c. system voltage, the discharge current will be 833.33A and if we use 24V nominal 
d.c. system voltage, the discharge current will be 416.67A. In both cases, the discharge current is 
higher than the maximum allowable charge/ discharge current of battery which is 300A.  Therefore, 
we cannot use 12V or 24V nominal system d.c. voltage. Now, if we select 48V nominal d.c. voltage 
for this system, maximum discharge current will be 208.33A which is lower than maximum charge / 
discharge current of the battery bank. Therefore, nominal d.c. system voltage must be 48V (or higher) 
for this system.  
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Important to note:

When solar PV Minigrid systems use MPPT, solar array voltage likely to be higher than 120V d.c. 
irrespective of battery voltage that may be 12V, 24V or 48V. A voltage level of 120V is considered to be 
lethal. Technicians working with voltage level higher than 120V must have appropriate training to work 
with such system. IEC 62257-6 suggests that if the local level skill is relatively low, the system should be of 
extra low voltage i.e. lower than 120V d.c.
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2.5 Sizing and Selection of Battery Bank 

Batteries should be capable of meeting both the power and energy requirements of the system.  The 
major design parameters to be considered in the sizing of batteries are as follows: 

• Number of days of autonomy or reserve 

• Daily and Maximum Depth of Discharge (MDOD) 

• Daily energy demand 

• Maximum power demand 

• Surge demand 

• Maximum charging current 

 

The number of days of autonomy is to be determined based on acceptable level of loss of load 
probability, equivalent no sunshine days, presence of backup generator and acceptable average daily 
depth of discharge (this will determine life of the battery).

The battery capacity is determined using the following equation:

Battery capacity =   

where

Battery capacity = Rated charge capacity (Ah)

MDOD = Maximum Depth of Discharge or maximum % usable from a battery

Temperature derate = Battery capacity decreases when temperature decreases below the rated 
value. Therefore, battery capacity calculation must be compensated with this factor. This will be 
available in the battery characteristic for temperature vs. capacity 

Figure 20: Effect of temperature on battery capacity (Image credit: Hoppecke)

Days of autonomy × Daily energy demand

Nominal d.c. voltage × MDOD × Temperature derate
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Table 9: Example of 2V OPzS2 battery capacity in Ah at C/10 (For example purpose only)

Model Capacity (Ah) @C/10 Model Capacity (Ah)  @C/10

OPzS2-100 100 OPzS2-1000 1000

OPzS2-150 150 OPzS2-1200 1200

OPzS2-200 200 OPzS2-1500 1500

OPzS2-250 250 OPzS2-1750 1750

OPzS2-300 300 OPzS2-1875 1875

OPzS2-350 350 OPzS2-2000 2000

OPzS2-420 420 OPzS2-2250 2250

OPzS2-500 500 OPzS2-2500 2500

OPzS2-600 600 OPzS2-3000 3000

OPzS2-800 800

Table 10: Example of battery capacity sizing calculation

Parameters for Calculation Reference Value Units

Maximum energy demand (assumed) a 40000 Wh/day

Target number of days of autonomy (assumed) b 2.0 days

Maximum Depth of Discharge (assumed) c 70% %

System d.c. nominal voltage d 48 V

Minimum mean daily temperature of site (assumed) e 10 °C

Temperature correction factor (Figure 20) f 0.93  

Required battery capacity g = [a x b]÷[c x d x f] 2560 Ah

Selected cell/block (from Table 9) Exide OPzS2-3000

Selected battery capacity at C/10 (from Table 9) h 3000 Ah

Selected battery voltage (from Table 9) i 2 V

Number of strings in parallel (round UP) j = [g ÷ h] 1 No.

Number of batteries in series k = [d ÷ i] 24 Nos.

Final capacity of battery bank at C/10 l = [h x j] 3000 Ah

Nominal daily DOD m = a ÷ [d x l] 28 %

Battery Expected Life Cycle (Figure 21 at 30oC) n 4000 Cycle

Maximum load at d.c. bus (assumed) o 10000 W

Maximum discharge current of battery bank p = [o ÷ d] 208.33 A

The selected battery bank will operate at nominal daily depth of discharge of 28% which will give a life 
of 4000 cycles i.e. approximately 11 years at 30oC operating temperature (Figure 21).  The maximum 
discharge current is 208.33A, which is lower than the maximum allowable discharge current of 300A 
of a 3000Ah battery.
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 Figure 21: Battery cycle lifetime vs. daily average depth of discharge (Image credit: Hoppecke)

Selection of battery

When selecting a battery, it should meet one of the following standards:

• IEC 61427: Secondary cells and batteries for solar PV energy systems –  
General requirements and methods of test

• IEC 62619: Secondary cells and batteries containing alkaline or other non-acid 
electrolytes – Safety requirements for secondary lithium cells and batteries, for use in 
industrial applications

• IEC 60896: Stationary lead acid batteries (series)

• UL 1973: Standard for batteries for use in stationary, vehicle auxiliary power and light 
electric rail (LER) applications

• UL 1642: Standard for lithium batteries

Batteries selected should be rated for the required d.c. nominal system voltage and capacity. 
Connecting batteries in parallel is not recommended as this may likely reduce battery life significantly. 
If parallel batteries are unavoidable, the manufacturer’s recommendation for the maximum number 
of parallel strings should be followed. Never connect more than 4 batteries in parallel.
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2.6 Selection of a Battery Inverter
Inverter(s) for a solar PV minigrid system are to be chosen based on the following criteria:

• The continuous output power of the inverter(s) at maximum ambient temperature must 
be equal to or higher than the maximum power demand of the loads

• The peak power of the inverter(s) must be higher than the maximum surge power 
demand 

• Output voltage and frequency – single phase or three phase, 50Hz

• Efficiency – higher efficiency at low operating load

• Output waveform – sine wave

• d.c. input voltage 

• IP and ventilation requirement

• Protection circuit – reverse polarity, overload, over temperature, voltage tolerance 

• Power factor handling range 

• Availability in the domestic market and after sales service 

A data sheet of Victron Phoenix 24/5000 and 48/5000 inverter is presented below.  This inverter can 
deliver continuous a.c. power of 5kVA (for non-linear loads, crest factor 3:1) at 25°C and 3.7kVA at 
40°C and can handle peak power up to 10kVA.  The inverter output is single phase 230V at 50Hz and 
can be combined in parallel for three phase and split phase operation. Visit www.victronenergy.com/
inverters for details.

Table 11: Victron Phoenix inverter data sheet

Phoenix Inverter (Victron) 24/5000 48/5000

Input voltage range (V d.c.) 19 – 33 38 – 66

Output voltage (V a.c.) 230 +/- 2% (adjustable)

Output Frequency (Hz) 50 +/-0.1% (adjustable)

Cont. output power at  25ºC (VA) for non-linear loads 5000 5000

Cont. output power at 25ºC (W) 4000 4000

Cont. output power at 40ºC (W) 3700 3700

Cont. output power at 65ºC (W) 3000 3000

Peak power (W) 10000 10000

Max. efficiency (%) 94% 95%

Zero load power (W) 25 30

Parallel, three phase & split-phase operation Yes

Protection Overload, short circuit, over/under voltage

An example on how to determine inverter capacity has been presented in Table 12. In this example, 
maximum a.c. load demand is 12kVA and surge power demand is 20kVA. The system d.c. nominal 
voltage is 48V. Considering 10% safety factor, desired inverter capacity for continuous operation is 
13.20kVA and surge power capacity 22kVA. Considering the 40°C maximum operating temperature 
at site the inverter continuous output power capacity is 3.7kVA. Therefore, 4 inverters are to be 
combined in parallel to operate the load.
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Table 12: Example of inverter capacity determination

Load and system information Reference Value Units

Maximum a.c. load demand a 12 kVA

Surge power demand b 20 kVA

System nominal d.c. voltage c 48 V

Safety factor (to be considered in general) d 10%  

Suggested inverter maximum load rating e = a x [1 + d] 13.20 kVA

Suggested inverter surge rating f = b x [1 + d] 22 kVA

Maximum operating temperature at site 40 °C

Selected inverter Victron data sheet Phoenix 48/5000   

Selected inverter continuous rating at 40oC g 3.7 kVA

Selected inverter surge rating h 10 kVA

Number of inverters to be combined in parallel i* = [e ÷ g] 4 Nos. 

*Round up to the nearest whole number

Selection of inverter

The battery inverter should be compliant with the following standards:

• IEC 62109-1:2010 (E) / IS 16221: Safety of power converters for use in photovoltaic 
power systems

o Part 1: General requirements

o Part 2: Particular requirements for inverters

• UL 1741: Standard for inverter, converters, controllers and interconnection system 
equipment for use with distributed energy resources

For smaller systems when there are limited inductive loads, the selected battery inverter should be 
capable of supplying continuous power to all loads that are connected to it and must have a sufficient 
surge capacity to start all loads that may surge when turned on, should they all be switched on at the 
same time.

For larger systems when there are multiple inductive loads such as water pumps, rice hullers, power 
tools and others, they only operate occasionally.  In this case, it may not be practical to select an inverter 
based on the total power rating of all loads. The inverter should be selected based on determining 
what loads would typically be operating at the same time. Attention might need to be given to load 
control and priority settings. For example, if the inverter has surge capacity enough for only one or 
two motor loads but there are several motors that it powers, the motor switching should be designed 
such that not more than prescribed number of motor loads can be switched on at the same time.
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2.7 Selection of PV Modules

When selecting solar PV modules for a minigrid system, one of the following design qualifications and 
type approval standards must be complied with. 

• IEC61225 / IS14286: Crystalline silicon terrestrial PV modules – design qualification

• IEC61646 / IS 16077: Thin-film terrestrial PV modules – design  qualification

• IS / IEC61730 (Part 1): PV module safety qualification Part 1

• Only ‘Class A’ modules according to IS/IEC 61730-1 and IS/IEC 61730-2 shall be used.
‘Class B’ modules shall not be used as per IEC 62548

• Potential-Induced Degradation (PID) can cause high yield loss in PV systems; only
PID-free module certified according to IEC 62804 shall be considered

• All modules should include bypass diodes

• Only positive tolerance modules should be used

Material warranty

The manufacturer should warrant the solar module(s) to be free from 

• Defects and/or failures due to manufacturing defects and/or failures due to materials,
including PID effect, and

• Non-conformity to specifications due to faulty manufacturing and/or inspection
processes for a period of not less than ten years from the date of sale.

If the solar module(s) fails to conform to this warranty, the contractor will replace the defective solar 
module(s).

Performance warranty

Performance of all PV modules shall be warranted with more than 95% (fist year maximum 2.5% 
including LID and next 24 years not more than 0.7% per year). 

The following information must be mentioned on each module (this can be inside or outside the 
laminate but must be able to withstand harsh environmental conditions):

• Name of the manufacturer of the PV module

• Name of the manufacturer of solar cells

• Month & year of the manufacture (separate for solar cells and modules)

• Country of origin (separately for solar cells and module)

• I-V curve for the module

• Wattage, I
mp

, V
mp

 and FF for the module

• Unique serial No. and Model No. of the module

• Date and year of obtaining IEC PV module qualification certificate

• Name of the test lab issuing IEC certificate
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2.8 Determination of PV Array Capacity 

Solar PV array capacity in a solar PV minigrid system can be determined by the following equation:

PV array capacity = 

where

PV array capacity = PV array rated capacity at standard test condition (W
p
), described below

fo = Oversupply coefficient (dimensionless), described below

PSH = Peak Sun Hour (Hour), the solar radiation at tilted surface site (kWh/m2/day)

Derating factor for PV array = Product of all derating factors for PV generation such as temperature, 
shadow, manufacturing tolerance, dust etc. 

Sub-system efficiency = Product of all derating factors for losses in inverter, MPPT, batteries, cable 
voltage drop etc.

These terminologies are described in detail below:

PV Array Capacity (peak watt or W
p
)

This is the rated nameplate capacity of the system, derived from rated power of the modules. The 
peak wattage of a solar module or array is the number of watts it will produce under Standard Test 
Conditions (STC) i.e. 1000W/m2 of solar irradiance, cell temperature of 25º C and air mass 1.5.  
However, a PV array never works in those standard test conditions at field and array power will be 
always derated from the rated power at STC.

Oversupply Coefficient (f
o
)

It is advisable that the design load should be first multiplied by the oversupply coefficient (fo) to 
allow for the required increase in array size. Consideration of oversupply coefficient will help in the 
following ways:

• Less impact on the performance of the system due to variable solar resources

• System is able to meet demand due to progressive increase in new loads 

• Less impact from continuous degradation PV array over period of time 

A minimum value of 1.2 to 1.3 of oversupply coefficient should be considered.  Critical loads require a 
higher value of oversupply coefficient than non-critical loads. 

The performance of a PV module will decrease over time. The degradation rate is typically higher 
(2-3%) in the first year upon initial exposure to light and then stabilizes. Generally, degradation of a 
good quality module is considered to be about 20% during the module life of 25 years at 0.7% to 1% 
per year. Therefore, consideration of the oversupply coefficient will ensure that PV array supplies 
required amount of energy for the given load.

Daily energy demand × Oversupply coefficient

PSH × Derating factor for array × Sub-system efficiency 
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Derating Factor for PV Array

The factors directly affecting power generation are: operating temperature, shading, dust over PV 
array, manufacturer’s tolerance, orientation, tilt angle and loss due to irradiance level. The PV array 
will also degrade over time. 

Loss Due to Temperature of the PV Module

f
TEMP

 = 1+[γPMP
  x ( T

CELL EFF
 – T

STC
 )]

where

f
TEMP

 = temperature de-rating factor (dimensionless)

γ        = Negative power temperature co-efficient per °C 

T
CELL EFF

 = average daily cell temperature, in °C

T
STC

 = temperature at standard test conditions (i.e. 25°C) in °C

Dirt (Soilage)

• Tilt angle of the array influences dust deposition on modules

• Heavy pollution forms a film on the glass

• Dusty environment / dust storms can cause huge losses in generation

• Hard water used for cleaning may reduce transmittivity of the module glass

• Bird droppings not only make the module dirty, but may also cause damage to the modules

Manufacturer’s Tolerance

• If the manufacturer’s tolerance shows ± 4 %, the module output should be based on the
minimum amount of power. The quoted 4% loss in the example equals an efficiency of
96% or 0.96 as de-rating factor (f

MM
) for manufacturing tolerance

• If the manufacturer’s tolerance is given as = 0/+3%, then there is no need to de-rate

Array Tilt Angle and Orientation

The tilt angle should be chosen so as to maximize useable energy production of the array. The optimum 
angle depends on the site latitude. However, in high wind zones, array tilt is designed for minimum 
impact from wind loading. A minimum tilt angle of 20° is recommended under any circumstances, to 
ensure adequate self-cleaning.  Similarly, an array with a fixed orientation should be set up to face 
within ± 10° of true south unless system or site requirements dictate otherwise. 

Shading

• If enough of the array is shaded, then the MPPT voltage may drop outside the inverter
voltage window

• If shading cannot be avoided, separate MPPTs should be used by sub-grouping the PV
arrays and connecting the sub-arrays to different MPPTs based on shadow profile in the
area

PMP
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Table 13: Summary of indicative losses experienced in PV array generation

Cause Average Expected Loss (%) De-rating/Loss Factor

Temperature (Seasonal) 10-15% 0.90-0.85

Dirt 0-15% 1.0-0.85

Manufacturer’s Tolerance 0-5% 1.0-0.95

Shading 0-20% 1.0-0.80

Orientation 0-20% 1.0-0.80

Tilt Angle 0-10% 1.0-0.90

Loss due to irradiance level 2-3% 0.98-0.97

Sub-system Efficiency

Apart from derating of module power, there will also be losses due to inverter efficiency, voltage drop 
and losses in the transformer if used. 

• Inverter efficiency

• MPPT efficiency

• Voltage drop in d.c. and a.c. cables

• Battery efficiency

Voltage Drop

• As per IEC 62548, maximum voltage drop in d.c. cables should not be more than 3% and 
maximum voltage drop in a.c. cables should not be more than 2%

Inverter Efficiency

• The efficiency is dependent on the actual input power, so it is important that the inverter 
and PV array are suitably matched to avoid excessive losses due to the inverter operating 
less efficiently

• Inverter efficiency is directly related to its operating temperature, hence it is vital that 
the inverter is installed in a location where it is not exposed to direct sunlight, and has 
adequate ventilation

• The inverter efficiency factor is estimated based on the efficiency versus load curve of 
the inverter

• If only the maximum efficiency is available, then a value 10% less than that should be used 
as the inverter efficiency

• A slightly conservative approach is recommended
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Table 14: Summary of indicative losses experienced in a sub-system of PV system

Cause Average expected loss (%) Derating factor

Inverter 4 – 10% 0.96 – 0.90

MPPT / Charge Regulator 5 – 10% 0.96 – 0.90

Battery 10 – 20% 0.90 – 0.80

d.c. and a.c. cable loss 0 – 5% 1.0 – 0.95

Table 15: Example PV array derating factor

Derating factor for PV array Loss Derating factor

PV loss due to irradiance level 3% 0.97

Temperature loss 10% 0.90

Dirt 3% 0.97

Manufacturer’s tolerance 0% 1.00

Shading 3% 0.97

Total derating factor for PV array loss

(0.97 x 0.90 x 0.97 x 1.00 x 0.97)

0.82 

Table 16: Example of sub-system efficiency 

Sub-system efficiency Loss Derating factor

Loss in the Inverter conversion 5% 0.95

Loss in MPPT/ Charge Regulator 5% 0.95

Loss in Battery 15% 0.85

Loss in d.c. and a.c. cable drop 5% 0.95

Total derating factor for sub-system loss  

(0.95 x 0.95 x 0.85 x 0.95)

0.73

Table 17: Example of PV array sizing

Load and system information Reference Value

Maximum daily energy demand (kWh) a 40

Oversupply coefficient b 1.3

PSH for the site for design month (hour) c 4.5

De-rating factor for PV array (Table 14) d 0.79

Sub-system efficiency (Table 15) e 0.73

PV array capacity (kWp) f = [a x b]  ÷   

[c x d x e]

20
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2.9 Selection of MPPT and Matching with PV Array 

Once the PV array capacity is determined, select an MPPT based on the following criteria:

• Maximum d.c. power

• Maximum input voltage

• Minimum and maximum MPPT voltage range

• Maximum charging current 

• Nominal battery voltage and

• Battery voltage operating range

Once selected, the same has to be matched with the PV array for voltage, current and power. There 
are three parameters to match between PV array and MPPT.

i. Matching of PV array voltage to MPPT/optimizer voltage range

ii. Matching of PV array to the MPPT current rating

iii. Matching of PV array power to the MPPT maximum d.c. power rating

Procedures to follow (with example):

Step 1: Get datasheet information of the modules that you are going to install

 Module specification Reference Value Source of information

Make and model Module XYZ Data sheet

Peak power P
max

 a 315W
p

Data sheet

Maximum voltage V
mp

 b 36.42V Data sheet

Maximum current I
mp

 c 8.65A Data sheet

Open circuit voltage V
oc

 d 45.10V Data sheet

Short circuit current I
sc

 e 9.10A Data sheet

Temperature coefficient of V
oc

 f - 0.140V/°C Data sheet

Temperature coefficient of I
sc

g 0.0046A/°C Data sheet

Temperature coefficient of V
mp

h - 0.142V/°C Data sheet

Step 2: Get datasheet information of the MPPT you are going to install

MPPT specification Reference Value Source of Information

Make and model i MPPT 123 Data sheet

Max d.c. power j 4800W Data sheet

Max input voltage k 600V Data sheet

Minimum MPPT voltage l 195V Data sheet

Maximum MPPT voltage m 550V Data sheet

Maximum input current n 28A Data sheet

Maximum charging current o 80A Data sheet
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Step 3:  Calculate modified module parameters based on site temperature

Site temperature Reference Value Source of information

Lowest temperature p 5°C Climate data record

Highest temperature q 45°C Climate data record

   

Cell temperature Reference Value Source of information

Minimum cell temperature for V
oc

 at 5°C r = p 5°C Design calculation

Maximum cell temperature for V
mp

 at 45°C s = q + 25°C 70°C Design calculation

   
Modified module parameters Reference Value Source of information

Maximum voltage V
mp

 at highest 

temperature (45°C)

t = b + [h × (s-25 °C)] 30.03V Design calculation

Open circuit voltage V
oc

 at lowest 

temperature (5°C)

u = d + [f × (r-25 °C)] 47.90V Design calculation

Short circuit current I
sc

 at highest 

temperature (45°C)

v = e + [g × (s-25 °C)] 9.31A Design calculation

   

System parameters Reference Value Source of Information

Voltage drop in d.c. cable (up to MPPT) w 2% Design calculation

Margin for MPPT minimum voltage input y 5% Design condition

Safety margin for MPPT  

maximum d. c. voltage input

z 5% Design condition

Formulas to calculate module voltage at field temperature

Modified module voltage at maximum cell temperature is calculated using the equation below:

V
MP CELL EFF

 = V
MP STC

 + [γVMP
 × (T

CELL EFF
 – T

STC
)]

where

V
MP CELL EFF

 = Module voltage at maximum power point effective cell temperature (V)

V
MP STC

 = Module voltage at maximum power point at STC (V) 

γVMP
 = Negative V

MP
 temperature coefficient (V/°C) (PMP coefficient can be used as an approximation)

T
CELL EFF

 = Cell temperature at specified ambient temperature (°C)

T
STC

 = Cell temperature at STC (°C)
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Modified module voltage at minimum cell temperature is calculated using the equation below:

V
OC CELL EFF

 = V
OC STC

 + [γVOC
 × ( T

CELL EFF
  – T

STC
  )]

where

V
OC CELL EFF

 = Module voltage at open circuit at effective cell temperature (V)

V
OC STC

 = Module voltage at open circuit at STC (V) 

γVOC
 = Negative V

OC
 temperature coefficient (V/°C) 

T
CELL EFF

 = Cell temperature at specified ambient temperature (°C)

T
STC

 = Cell temperature at STC (°C)

Modified module short circuit current at maximum temperature is calculated using formula below:

I
SC CELL EFF

 =I
SC STC

 + [γISC
 × ( T

CELL EFF
 - T

 STC
)]

where

I
SC CELL EFF

 = Module short circuit current at effective cell temperature (A)

I
SC STC

 = Module short circuit current at STC temperature (A) 

γISC
 = I

SC
 temperature coefficient (A/°C)

T
CELL EFF

 = Cell temperature at specified ambient temperature (°C)

T
STC

 = Cell temperature at STC (°C)

Step 4: Calculate PV array-MPPT matching design limitation 

Parameters Reference Value

Minimum number of modules per string = [l × (1+y)] ÷ [t × (1-w)] = 6.95 7

Maximum number of modules per string = [k × (1-z)] ÷  u = 11.9 11

Maximum number of modules by Capacity = j ÷ a = 15.23 15

Maximum number of strings by current = n ÷ v = 3.01 3

Number of modules possible to connect per MPPT = 7 (s) × 2 (p) = 14 14

Maximum d.c. capacity per MPPT possible (W) = 14 × 315 = 4410 4410

Number of MPPTs required for a 20kWp PV array = 20000 ÷ 4410 = 4.55 5
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2.10 Selection of PV Array Mounting Structure

The PV array mounting structure should be selected keeping in mind the following factors:

• Structure must comply with applicable structural, building code and safety requirements

• Meet standards and module manufacturer’s mounting requirements 

• Minimize installation costs

• Enhance array performance by allowing airflow to minimize operating temperature

• Provide reasonable accessibility for installation and maintenance

• Make the system aesthetically appropriate for the site and application

• Must be designed to withstand maximum expected wind speeds

• Must be protected from corrosion for the lifetime of the system

Structural design standards to follow: 

• ASCE 7 (American Society of Civil Engineers): Minimum design loads for building and 
other structures

• IS: 875 (Part3): Wind loads on buildings and structures

Module tilt angle

As discussed in section 2.3.5, optimum tilt angle for installation of a solar PV array is decided based 
on the following criteria:

i. Latitude of the location to receive maximum annual average solar radiation (refer section 
2.3.5)

ii. Optimum tilt angle for design month (refer section 2.3.4)

iii. Optimum tilt angle considering wind loading and self-cleaning (refer section 2.3.5)

 

Table 18 provides rules of thumb to determine optimum tilt angle to receive maximum annual average 
solar radiation.  It may be noted that slight variation in the tilt angle does not affect the system 
performance.  

Table 18: Recommended tilt angle for different states of India and neighbouring countries 

States/location Latitude Recommended 

fixed tilt (°)

Jammu & Kashmir, Punjab, Himachal and Uttarakhand 30°N – 36°N 35 – 40

Rajasthan, Haryana, UP, Assam, Arunachal, Nagaland,  

Nepal & Bhutan

26°N – 30°N 30 – 35

Gujarat, MP, Bihar, Jharkhand, Meghalaya, Mizoram, West Bengal, 

Manipur, Bangladesh

22°N – 26°N 25 – 30

Maharashtra, Telangana, Chhattisgarh, Odisha 18°N – 22°N 20 – 25

North Karnataka, Goa, South Telangana, Andhra Pradesh 14°N – 18°N 15 – 20

South Karnataka, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry 10°N – 14°N 10 – 15

South Kerala, South Tamil Nadu, Sri Lanka 6°N – 12°N 10 – 15 
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Module orientation

For best output from the solar array, the modules must be oriented as close as possible towards the 
equator. In the Northern Hemisphere, this direction is true south. An array with fixed orientation 
should be set up to face within ± 20° of true south unless system or site requirements dictate 
otherwise. 

Determining space between two rows

When PV modules are installed in multiple rows, consideration must be given so that one row of 
modules does not cast a shadow on the row behind. Calculations need to be done to find the minimum 
distance between PV array rows to avoid winter mid-day shading as discussed in section 2.3.6.

This can be calculated using basic trigonometry as shown in Figure 22: 

Row spacing = Module height  x

 Figure 22: Calculation of shadow length analysing sun position

Example:

The PV array is located in New Delhi: Latitude 28.5°N. The row spacing should avoid shading at solar 
noon on December 21. 

Azimuth = 173°  

Altitude = 38° at solar noon on December 21 

 

Y = X  ×                              =  X  ×                 =   X   ×   1.27

If height of the row is 1m, distance between two rows shall be 1m x 1.27 = 1.27m

Determine design wind speed

The basic wind speed for any site can be obtained from the basic wind map of India given below.  
However, for design purposes, this has to be modified based on structure height, risk level and terrain 
roughness, local topography and importance factor for the cyclonic region.  Design wind speed and 
wind pressure at a particular location should be determined according to IS 875 Part 3.

cos(azimuth angle)

 tan(altitude angle)

cos(173°)

 tan(38°)

0.99

0.78
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Figure 23: Basic wind speed map of India (IS 875 Part 3)
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Table 19: Basic Wind Speed for few important cities and towns in India (Source IS 875 Part 3)

City/town Basic wind speed (m/s) City/town Basic wind speed (m/s)

Agra 47 Jodhpur 47

Ahmedabad 39 Kanpur 47

Ajmer 47 Kohima 44

Almora 47 Kurnool 39

Amritsar 47 Lakshadweep 39

Asansol 47 Lucknow 47

Aurangabad 39 Ludhiana 47

Bahraich 47 Madras 50

Bangalore 33 Madurai 39

Barauni 47 Mandi 39

Bareilly 47 Mangalore 39

Bhatinda 47 Moradabad 47

Bhilai 39 Mysore 33

Bhopal 39 Nagpur 44

Bhubaneswar 50 Nainital 47

Bhuj 50 Nasik 39

Bikaner 47 Nellore 50

Bokaro 47 Panjim 49

Bombay 44 Patiala 47

Calcutta 50 Patna 47

Calicut 39 Pondicherry 50

Chandigarh 47 Port – Blair 44

Coimbatore 39 Pune 39

Cuttack 50 Raipur 39

Dharbhanga 55 Rajkot 39

Darjeeling 47 Ranchi 39

Dehradun 47 Roorkee 39

Delhi 47 Rourkela 39

Durgapur 47 Shimla 39

Gangtok 47 Srinagar 39

Guwahati 50 Surat 44

Gaya 39 Tiruchchirappalli 47

Gorakhpur 47 Trivandrum 39

Hyderabad 44 Udaipur 47

Imphal 47 Vadodara 44

Jabalpur 47 Varanasi 47

Jaipur 47 Vijayawada 50

Jamshedpur 47 Vishakhapatnam 50

Jhansi 47
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2.11 Voltage Drop and Cable Sizing

Improper wiring of the components can sabotage all the precise calculations in the PV system design. 
Poor choice of cable size can restrict battery charging and eventually cause system failure. 

 

Important to note:

Proper wiring and design of safe, user-friendly photovoltaic systems are the most overlooked aspect of PV 
system designs. Adherence to the relevant electrical codes and standards and safe practices will result in 
reduced hazards associated with electrical installations. Careful design of the wiring subsystem will result 
in efficient and reliable PV systems that are safely and easily serviced.

2.11.1  Selection of Cable for PV System

As per IEC 62548: Design requirement for PV arrays, cables used within the PV array:

• Should be suitable for d.c. application

• Should have a voltage rating equal to or greater than the PV array maximum voltage 

• Should have temperature rating according to the application

• If exposed to the environment, should be UV-resistant, or protected from UV light by 
appropriate protection, or installed in a UV-resistant conduit

• Should be water resistant

• If exposed to salt environments, should be tinned copper, multi-stranded conductors to 
reduce degradation of the cable over time

• Should be selected to minimize the risk of earth faults and short-circuits. This is commonly 
achieved using reinforced or double-insulated cables, particularly for cables that are 
exposed or laid in metallic tray or conduit

• Should be flame retardant as defined in IEC 60332-1-2

• Should comply with relevant national standards

• Should be flexible (class 5 of IEC 60228) to allow for thermal/wind movement of arrays/
modules.

• Should comply with UL 4703, VDE-AR-E 2283-4

• Total voltage drop in all d.c. cables will be less than 3%

• Total voltage drop in all a.c. cables will be less than 2%

• Should be installed in such a way that all connections and wiring are protected from 
inadvertent contact and mechanical damage

2.11.2 Calculation of Current Carrying Capacity (CCC) 

Determine the current carrying capacity of d.c. cable using the table below and compensate with 
temperature correction factor as per site and cable manufacturer’s recommendation.  
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Table 20: Determination of current carrying capacity as per IEC 62548

Relevant  

circuit

Protection Minimum current rating

PV string

PV string overcurrent 

protection not provided

Current rating of nearest downstream overcurrent 

protective device + 1.25 x I
sc

  (no of strings – 1)

String overcurrent 

protection provided

Current rating of PV string overcurrent protective device

PV sub-array

PV sub-array overcurrent 

protection not provided

1.25 x I
sc

 of the sub-array

Sub-array overcurrent 

protection provided

Current rating of PV sub-array over current protective 

device

PV array

PV array overcurrent 

protection not provided

1.25 x I
sc

 of the array

Array overcurrent 

protection provided

Current rating of PV array overcurrent protective device

Table 21 provides a typical temperature correction factor for copper cable. For design calculation, 
take temperature correction factor from cable datasheet provided by respective manufacturer.

Table 21: Typical temperature correction factor for current carrying capacity 

Ambient 

temperature (ºC)

Standard temperature rating

Cable rated at 60 ºC Cable rated at 75 ºC Cable rated at 90 ºC

26-30 1.00 1.00 1.00

31-35 0.91 0.94 0.96

36-40 0.82 0.88 0.91

41-45 0.71 0.82 0.87

46-50 0.58 0.75 0.82

51-55 0.41 0.67 0.76

56-60 - 0.58 0.71

61-70 - 0.33 0.58

71-80 - - 0.41

3.11.3 Calculation of Voltage Drop 

It is important to minimise voltage drop loss in the cables for a desired performance of solar PV 
systems. Ensure that aggregate voltage drop in all d.c. cables is less than 3% as recommended by IEC 
62548 PV array design requirements. Voltage drop in d.c. cables can be calculated using the formula 
below:

V
drop DC

 =   

where

L
DC cable

 = Route length of d.c. cable (m)

I
DC

  = d.c. current (A)

ρ = Resistivity of the wire in (Ω/m/mm2)

A
DC cable

  = Cross sectional area (CSA) of d.c. cable (mm2)

2 × L
DC cable

   × I
DC

  × ρ 

A
DC cable
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Example:

A solar array has been installed and the distance between the output of the array and the solar 
controller is 20 metres. The short circuit current of the array is 9.6A. The cable has a cross sectional 
area of 10 mm2. The cable is copper with a resistivity of 0.0183 Ω/m/mm2. The battery voltage of the 
system is 48V.

V
drop DC

 =                                                       = 0.70 V 

Voltage drop percentage =                       × 100 =  1.46% 

Voltage drop in a.c. cables can be calculated using the formulas below. Ensure that total voltage drop 
in all a.c. cables is less than 2% according to IEC 62548.

For a.c. cables in single phase circuit:

V
drop AC

 = 

For a.c. cables in three phase circuit:

V
drop AC

 =    

where

L
AC cable

 = Route length of a.c. cable (m)

I
AC

 = Current (A)

ρ = resistivity of the wire (Ω/m/mm2)

cos ø = Power factor (dimensionless)

A
AC cable

 = Cross section area (CSA) of cable (mm2)

2.11.4 Sizing of PV String Cable

If a fault current protection device is located in the string cable, the string cable must have a rating 
equal to or greater than the current rating of the fault current protection device. For example, if the 
fault current protection device is rated at 10A, the string will need to be rated with a current carrying 
capacity (CCC) of a minimum of 10A. 

If no fault current protection is provided, the CCC of the string cable will be rated according to:

CCC ≥ 1.25 × I
SC mod

  × (n - 1) + In

where

I
SC mod

 = Short circuit current of the module (A)

n = Total number of parallel strings (dimensionless)

In= Current rating of the nearest downstream overcurrent protection device (A)

2 × 20 × 9.6 × 0.0183 

10

2 × L
AC cable

 × I
AC

 × ρ × cos ø  

A
AC cable

√3 × L
AC cable

 × I
AC

 × ρ × cos ø  

A
AC cable

0.70V

48V
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2.11.5 Sizing of PV Sub-array Cable

A sub-array comprises of a number of parallel strings of PV modules. The sub-array is installed in 
parallel with other sub-arrays to form the full array. If a fault current protection device is located in 
the sub-array cable, the sub-array cable must have a rating equal to or greater than the current rating 
of the fault current protection device. 

If no fault current protection device has been included (mainly in a.c. bus system configurations), the 
current carrying capacity of the PV array cable will be rated according to: 

CCC ≥ 1.25 × I
SC sub-array

 + I
n

where

I
SC

 
sub-array 

= Sum of short circuit currents of all the other sub-arrays (A)

I
n
 = Current rating of the PV array protection device (A)

2.11.6 Sizing of PV Array Cables

If a fault current protection device is located in the array cable, the array cable must have a current 
rating equal to or greater than the current rating of the fault current protection device.

If no fault current protection device has been included, the current carrying capacity of the PV array 
cable will be rated according to:

 CCC  ≥ 1.25 × I
SC array

 

where

I
SC

 
array

 = Short-circuit current of the array (A)

2.12 System Protection Requirement

The design of a protection system is essential in order to ensure safe operation of the PV system. 
For each system design, care must be taken to ensure that site specific operating conditions (such 
as varying irradiance, highest and lowest temperature), are considered when sizing the protection 
devices. System protection and safety components must be designed to comply applicable standards 
and safety regulations. IEC 62548: PV array design requirement should be followed for design and 
sizing of component for system protection and safety for a site.

2.12.1 Protection from Over Voltage

Over voltages can be caused by various sources or factors such as:

• Switching surges – caused by change in the steady state in an electrical network during 
operation of switchgears 

• Power frequency over voltages – caused after faults such as insulation fault, breakdown 
of neutral conductor etc

• Over voltages of atmospheric origin – caused by lightning strikes
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2.12.2 PV Array Maximum Voltage

All system protection devices (and cables) must have a voltage rating of at least the ‘PV Array 
Maximum Voltage’ of the system. IEC 62548 defines the ‘PV Array Maximum Voltage’ as the voltage 
of the array at the lowest expected temperature at the installation site. IEC 62548 states two ways in 
which the PV Array Maximum voltage can be calculated:

• Using the temperature coefficient given by the manufacturer 

• Using the voltage correction factors in given Table 2 in IEC 62548

The PV array maximum voltage can be calculated using the following formula:

V
max

 = N ×   V
oc

 -    γVOC
 × (T

min
 – T

STC
  )

where

N = Number of modules in series (dimensionless)

V
OC

 = Open circuit voltage of the module at STC (V)

γVOC
 = Open circuit voltage coefficient (V/°C) (absolute value)

T
min

 = Lowest expected cell temperature (°C)

T
STC

 = STC temperature, which is 25°C

Maximum V
OC 

of string at lowest expected site temperature to be calculated using formula below:

V
max

 = M  ×  V
OC STC

 × C.F.

where

M = Number of modules (in a string) in series (dimensionless)

C.F. = Correction Factor (to be taken from Table 22) (dimensionless)

V
OC STC

 = Open circuit voltage of the module at STC (V)

Table 22: Voltage correction factors for crystalline silicon PV modules (IEC 62548)

Lowest expected operating temperature (°C) Correction factor 

24 to 20 1.02

19 to 15 1.04

14 to 10 1.06

9 to 5 1.08

4 to 0 1.10

-1 to -5 1.12

-6 to -10 1.14

-1 to -15 1.16

-16 to -20 1.18

-21 to -25 1.20

- 26 to -30 1.21

-31 to -35 1.23

-36 to -40 1.25

{ ( )}
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2.12.3 Earthing of Array Frames 

The earthing system should be designed as per IS3043: Code of practice for earthing. The following 
options for earthing should be considered: 

• The earthing systems should preferably have less than 5Ω resistance

• All combiner boxes, structure, inverter body, MPPT body, battery rack etc. must be 
earthed

• Earthing for lightning protection and structural body earthing must be provided 
separately

• Equipotential bonding must be provided to avoid uneven potentials across an installation

The conductor used to earth the exposed metallic frames of the PV array should have a minimum size 
of 6mm2 copper or equivalent. PV array bonding conductors should run as close to the positive and 
negative PV array and or sub-array conductors as possible to reduce induced voltages due to lightning.

2.12.4 Lightning Protection

To protect the system from direct lightning strikes, ‘Lightning Protection System’ (LPS) should be 
installed in the system. The need for a lightning protection system should be assessed in accordance 
with IEC 62305-2 and, if required, it should be installed in compliance with IEC 62305-3. The lightning 
protection system must be able to provide coverage for the entire plant.

To protect the system from indirect lightning strikes or surges, Surge Protection Devices (SPDs) 
should be installed in the system. To protect the d.c. system as a whole, SPDs should be fitted between 
active conductors and earth at the inverter end of the d.c. cabling and at the array. 

All d.c. cables should be installed so that positive and negative cables of the same string and the main 
array cable are bundled together, avoiding the occurrence of loops in the system. The requirement for 
bundling includes any associated earth/bonding conductors.

Long cables over 50m should be either:

• Installed in earthed metallic conduit or trunking,

• Be buried in the ground using appropriate mechanical protection,

• Incorporated with mechanical protection which will provide a screen, or

• Be protected by a Surge Protection Device (SPD)

Table 23: Selection criteria of surge protection devices  

Location

PV modules or  

combiner boxes

Inverter 

d.c. side
Inverter a.c. side Main board

LDC LAC Lightning rod

Criteria < 10 m > 10 m < 10 m > 10 m Yes No

Type of SPD No need Type 2 Type 2 No need Type 2 Type 1 Type 2
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2.12.5 PV Array d.c. Cable Protection

For most modules, reverse current rating is between 10A and 20A. If the current generated by the 
other strings is greater than current rating of the module, then there is a risk of damage to that string 
and over current protection is required.

Example:

Module I
SC

: 5.5A

Number of strings: 4

Module reverse current / maximum series fuse rating: 15A

In the above configuration, if one string is faulty or shaded it will produce 0A as it is in short circuit. 
Currents from other strings without fault current protection will freely flow through it instead of 
through the inverter, as it is the path of least resistance. Combined current of three strings will be 
5.5A x 3 = 16.5A which is higher than the module reverse current rating. Therefore, fault current 
protection must be provided in the array.

Figure 24:Illustration of d.c. cable protection at string level

2.12.6 String Protection

Below mentioned formula from IEC 62548: Design requirements for PV arrays should be used to 
calculate the rated trip current of over current protection for the PV string, unless specified by the 
module manufacturer:

1.5  ×  I
sc mod 

 ≤ I
trip

  ≤ 2.4  ×  I
sc mod

 

 and

I
trip

  <  Module reverse current / maximum series fuse rating

where

I
sc mod

 = Short circuit current of the module (A)

I
trip

  = Rated trip current of the over current protection device (A)
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Example:

If short circuit current of a module in a string is 5.5A, the rating of the fault current protection device 
will be:

1.5 × 5.5 ≤ I
trip

 ≤ 2.4 × 5.5

8.25 ≤ I
trip

 ≤ 13.2

Rating of fault current protection device or fuse for each string is 10A.

According to IEC62548, fault current protection devices should be installed in both positive and 
negative conductor.

2.12.7 Sub-array Protection

A minigrid system may have sub-arrays; for example, 

• If two sections of the array are installed in separate areas

• The arrays have different orientations

• If the array consists of several identical sub-arrays

Like string protection, there is a need for sub-array protection, to stop the flow of excessive currents 
from the other differently operated sub-arrays.   

It is required when more than two sub-arrays are present within an array and one of the following 
conditions is present:

1.25 × I
SC sub-array

  >  CCC

If sub-array overcurrent protection is required for a system, the nominal rated current for the 
overcurrent protection device will be:

1.25 × I
SC sub-array

  ≤ I
trip

  ≤ 2.4 × I
SC sub-array

 

where

I
SC sub-array

   = Short circuit current of the sub-array (A)

I
trip

  = Rated trip current of the fault current protection device (A)

2.12.8 Array Cable Protection

Array overcurrent protection is designed to protect the entire PV array from external fault currents. 
For off-grid systems, this can only occur in d.c. bus systems when the MPPT charge controller allows 
fault current from the battery bank to back-feed through the controller.

If array overcurrent protection is required for a system, the nominal rated current for the overcurrent 
protection device will be as follows:

1.25  ×  I
SC array

  ≤ I
trip

  ≤ 2.4  × I
SC array
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where

I
SC array

  = Short circuit current of the array (A)

I
trip

  = Rated trip current of the fault current protection device (A)

 Figure 25:The d.c. bus system with d.c. and a.c. loads

2.12.9 Battery Cable Protection – d.c. Bus 

In a d.c. bus system with a.c. and d.c. loads two different sized battery cables may be present:

• Between the battery bank and the MPPT charge controller

• Between the battery bank and the battery inverter

The protection devices for the cable connected to the MPPT charge controller from the battery will 
be rated to maximum of:

• Maximum charging current provided by MPPT charge controller to the battery

• Maximum d.c. load current

The protection device for the battery cable to an inverter will be discussed in the section below.
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2.12.10 Battery Cable Protection – a.c. Bus

For systems with an a.c. bus, only one set of cables from the battery bank to inverter is present. It has 
been be discussed in the section below.

Figure 26: The a.c. bus system with a.c. loads

2.12.11 Battery Cable Protection – Battery Inverter

To select the appropriate battery protection for the cable to the battery inverter:

• Obtain the battery inverter manufacturer’s data of:

o Continuous power rating (W)

o 3 to 10 second surge rating (W)

o Average inverter efficiency (%)

• Obtain time-current characteristics for the overload protection to be used. (All 
manufacturers publish time-current information for their circuit breaker and HRC fuse 
ranges) 

• For each inverter power rating, determine the current drawn from the battery bank using:

I
b
 =  
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• Use the time-current characteristic of available overload protection devices to determine 
the device with an appropriate rating that matches the maximum load and maximum load 
surge characteristics

• For d.c. bus systems where the inverter protection is being used for the main battery 
protection and there are d.c. loads (connected to the MPPT charge controller) then 
the sizing of the inverter cable protection device should be sized to meet the current 
requirements of the inverter in addition to any significant d.c. loads being supplied by the 
MPPT charge controller

• For both d.c. and a.c. bus systems, the battery inverter can also act as a battery charger 
(when an a.c. backup generator has been connected). In that case, the battery inverter 
fuse is being used as a main battery fuse during charging, so the maximum charge current 
would be greater than the maximum load current. In this situation, the larger value of 
the load current or the charging current will be the determining factor for the protection 
device rating.

Figure 27: Sample Time-Current characteristics for HRC fuse (Image credit: GEC Alsthom) 
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2.13 Disconnection Requirements

Safety disconnects or switches are placed into power systems to allow equipment to be safely 
installed and maintained. Typically, there are four locations where disconnect devices are needed in 
PV minigrid systems: 

• A battery switch disconnector between the battery and the solar controller (if installed)

• A battery switch disconnector between the battery and the battery inverter (if installed)

• A PV array d.c. switch disconnector located near the MPPT controller when the array 
maximum voltage is low voltage (i.e. >120V and <1500V d.c.)

• A PV array d.c. switch disconnector located near the PV inverter (a.c. bus)

In many cases, disconnection means can be combined with the over-current protection in the form of 
a d.c. circuit breaker. A ‘Disconnector Fuse’ can be used for quick disconnection of the battery from 
the system. Separate fuse and isolation for each battery string can be implemented to isolate battery 
strings without interrupting power supply.

Both cabling and fusing for each string should be sized to cope with the full load requirement. Fuses 
are sized for continuous and surge supply current.

2.13.1 Sub-array Disconnection

• Every string should be capable of being individually disconnected (isolated) from the rest 
of the system. This disconnection does not have to be rated for load breaking. The module 
connectors can perform this function. However, if the module connectors are used, it is 
critical that they read ‘Do Not Break Under Load’. They can only be disconnected after 
the main PV array switch disconnector is opened and there is no load on the module 
connectors

• Sub-arrays should be capable of being individually disconnected (isolated) from the rest 
of the system. It is recommended that a load-break switch disconnector is used

2.13.2 Battery Bank Disconnection Devices

• All equipment connected to the battery bank should be capable of being individually 
isolated from the battery bank

• For d.c. bus systems with d.c. loads, the only isolation requirement is for the solar 
controller

• For d.c. bus systems with a.c. loads, two isolating devices are required: 

o One for the solar controller 

o One for the battery inverter

• For a.c. bus systems with a.c. loads, two isolating devices are required: 

o One for the PV inverter (which in some cases may be a component in the inverter) 

o One for the battery inverter
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• All battery isolating devices should be d.c. switch disconnectors capable of breaking the 
maximum current for the equipment the battery is connected to

• All battery switch-disconnectors should be capable of being reached for inspection, 
maintenance or repairs without necessitating the dismantling of structural parts, 
cupboards, benches or the like

• When the switch-disconnector is exposed to the weather, it should have an IP rating of at 
least IP 56, however it is recommended that they are rated to IP 66

2.13.3 Load Disconnection Device

• All d.c. and a.c. load circuits should be capable of being isolated

• For d.c. loads, this could be performed by the controller and for d.c. only systems, this 
could be the battery switch disconnector. However, it is recommended that a separate 
d.c. switch disconnector is located in the load output cables from the solar controller.

• For d.c. bus systems with a.c. loads, a.c. switch disconnectors should be located in the 
output cables from battery inverter unless there is an a.c. switch disconnector included 
with the inverter

• For a.c. bus systems, a.c. switch disconnectors should be located in the output cables 
from: 

o Battery inverter

o PV inverter

• The a.c. load switch disconnectors shall meet the standard requirements for a.c. switch 
disconnectors as required in the country of installation and have minimum current ratings 
equivalent to the rated output current of the battery inverter and/or PV inverter
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2.14 Distribution Grid Network System

2.14.1 Distribution system

Three basic configurations could be applied for distribution of power in solar minigrid systems.  
Applicability and techno-economic feasibility of these configurations depend on system capacity, 
configuration, equipment type and distribution of loads. The three configurations are:

• d.c. distribution system

• a.c. single phase distribution system

• a.c. three phase distribution system

The d.c. distribution system

For small d.c. systems, electricity may be distributed at extra low voltage such as 12V, 24V, 48V etc. 
but it should be lower than 120V d.c. for safety reasons. Actual voltage of d.c. systems is decided 
based on size of the system, distance from battery room to load point and availability of d.c. electrical 
appliances and control systems. Cross-sectional area d.c. cables (A

DC
) is calculated using below 

formula:

A
DC

 = 

where

A
DC

 

L
DC

 

I
DC

 

ρ 

= Cross-sectional area d.c. cables (mm2)

= Route length of d.c. distribution line (m)

= d.c. load current (A)

= Resistivity of conductor (Ω/m/mm2) (ρ
Cu

=0.0183, ρ
Al

=0.0294)

= d.c. voltage

Table 24: Maximum cable route length (m) of copper cable with different cross-section area for 48V d.c. 
power distribution system considering 2% voltage drop

Current 1.5 mm2 2.5 mm2 4 mm2 6 mm2 10 mm2 16 mm2 25 mm2

1A 39 66 105 157 262 420 656

2A 20 33 52 79 131 210 328

3A 13 22 35 52 87 140 219

4A 10 16 26 39 66 105 164

5A 8 13 21 31 52 84 131

6A 7 11 17 26 44 70 109

7A 6 9 15 22 37 60 94

8A 5 8 13 20 33 52 82

9A 4 7 12 17 29 47 73

10A 4 7 10 16 26 42 66

The a.c. single phase distribution system

a.c. distribution system voltage of a mini-grid system is designed for single phase 230V at 50Hz 
frequency. Single phase distribution system conductor may be Aerial Bundled Cable (AB Cable) 

2 × L
DC

 × I
DC

 × ρ 
V
DC

 × Loss%

V
DC
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or bare aluminium cable. Single phase 3 wire (2×35mm2 + 25mm2) aerial bunched cable with  
Cross-Linked Polyethylene (XLPE) insulation of minimum voltage rating 1100V should be used. 

Applicable Standards: 

• IS 7098 (Part-II) – 1985: XLPE insulated PVC sheathed cables

• IS 8130 – 1984: Conductors for insulated cables

• IS 398 (Part-IV) – 1979: Aluminum alloy conductors

• IEC- 60502 (Part-II) – 2005: Polyethylene outer sheath

Cross-sectional area of a.c. cables (A
AC

) is calculated using below formula:

where

A
AC

 = Cross-sectional area of a.c. cables (mm2)

L
AC

 = Route length of a.c. distribution line (m)

I
AC

 = a.c. load current (A)

ρ = Resistivity of conductor (Ω/m/mm2)

cosø = Power factor

VAC   = Single phase a.c. voltage

Table 25: Maximum cable route length (m) of aluminium cable with different cross-section area for 230V a.c. 
power distribution system considering 2% voltage drop

Current 2.5 mm2 4 mm2 6 mm2 10 mm2 16 mm2 25 mm2 35 mm2

1A 217 347 521 868 1389 2170 3038

2A 108 174 260 434 694 1085 1519

3A 72 116 174 289 463 723 1013

4A 54 87 130 217 347 542 759

5A 43 69 104 174 278 434 608

6A 36 58 87 145 231 362 506

7A 31 50 74 124 198 310 434

8A 27 43 65 108 174 271 380

9A 24 39 58 96 154 241 338

10A 22 35 52 87 139 217 304

The a.c. three phase distribution system

a.c. distribution system voltage of a minigrid system is designed for three phase 415V at 50Hz 
frequency. This distribution system is used where commercial or industrial loads are available such 
as - water purifiers, small ice factory, flour mill, rice huller, oil extractor etc.

All aluminium conductors and aluminium alloy conductors are used in three phase distribution 
systems. 

2 × L
AC

 × I
AC

  × ρ × cosø
A

AC
 =  

VAC  x Loss %
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√3 × L
AC

 × I
AC

 × ρ ×  cos Φ
V

3Φ ×  Loss %

Cross-sectional area a.c. cables (A
AC

) is calculated using below formula:

A
AC

 = 

where

A
AC

 = Cross-sectional area of AC cables (mm2)

L
AC

 = Route length of AC distribution line (m)

I
AC

 = AC load current (A)

ρ = Resistivity of conductor (Ω/m/mm2)

cosΦ =      Power factor (dimensionless) 

Table 26: Maximum cable route length (m) of aluminium cable with different cross-section area for 415V a.c. 
power distribution system considering 2% voltage drop

Current 16 mm2 25 mm2 35 mm2 50 mm2 70 mm2 95 mm2 120 mm2

1A 2893 4521 6329 9042 12658 17179 21700

2A 1447 2260 3165 4521 6329 8589 10850

3A 964 1507 2110 3014 4219 5726 7233

4A 723 1130 1582 2260 3165 4295 5425

5A 579 904 1266 1808 2532 3436 4340

6A 482 753 1055 1507 2110 2863 3617

7A 413 646 904 1292 1808 2454 3100

8A 362 565 791 1130 1582 2147 2712

9A 321 502 703 1005 1406 1909 2411

10A 289 452 633 904 1266 1718 2170

Pole specification

The Pre-stressed Cement Concrete (PCC) poles are as per REC construction standards.  Pole height 
may be kept 8m along the road line and 9m where there is a road crossing. A minimum ground 
clearance of 5.486m should be maintained along the street and a minimum clearance of 5.791m has to 
be maintained while crossing the street. GI stay wire and GI turn buckle rod will be used for anchoring 
of poles at dead ends and at an angular location. Guarding wire should be used at all major crossings. 
All poles must have an anti-climbing device and a danger plate fixed on it. Reinforced cement concrete 
poles and pre-stressed cement concrete poles should conform to IS785 1964 and IS1678-1960.

Number of poles

According to REC norms, span length of the distribution line should be 40 - 67m depending upon the 
location. A span length of 60m along the road and 50m across the road cosidering maximum sag of 
5.49m and 5.79m respectively would be adequate.  Based on this, the required number of poles can 
be decided. 

Pole accessories such as stay, guarding, cross arm, insulator, barbed wire and number plate etc. should 
be considered as per REC construction standards.

= Three phase voltage (V)V
3Φ 
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Cable length calculation

Cable length can be calculated based on span length and maximum sag of cable can be calculated 
using the equation given below:

The length of the cable is calculated using the formula given below:

L =  S + 

where

L = cable length

S = cable span (length between two poles)

d = cable sag 

Minimum ground clearance along road= 5.49m

Minimum ground clearance across road= 5.79m

Figure 28: Cable sag and ground clearance

Earthing

Earthing should be done according to the requirements of Indian Electricity Rules, 1956 and relevant 
regulations of the Electricity Supply Authority. Coil earthing should be provided for every 5 poles of 
the minigrid. All metallic supports and special structures on which switches, fuses etc. are mounted, 
should be earthed. Coil earthing is to be done by GI wire compressed into a coil and buried in a deep 
pit containing salt and coal as per REC construction standard. 

2.14.2 Service Connection 

Service connection may be provided using a 2×2.5mm2 unarmoured aluminium or copper conductor 
and distribution box having a metering panel and an MCB. Length of service connection should be 
less than 35m. Service connection wires should be supported by 10SWG (REC. Spec. 45/1986) GI 
wire. Insulated porcelain/Bakelite ring should be used for tying cables with supporting wire. REC 
standards should be followed. Energy meters, load limiters should be used as per commercial terms 
and operational strategy.

Following are the basic rules for service connection:

• No service line or tapping should be taken off an overhead line except at a point of support 
(Provided that the number of tapping per conductor is not more than four in case of low 
and medium voltage connections – IE Rule-89)

(8×d2)

(3×S)
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• No conductor of an overhead line, including service lines, erected across a street should 
be at a height of less than 5.8 meters for low and medium voltage lines (IE Rule – 77)

• No conductor of an overhead line, including service lines, erected along a street should be 
at a height less than 5.5 meters for low and medium voltage lines (IE Rule – 77)

• Length of service connection should be less than 35m. Service connection wire should 
be supported by 4mm2 (REC. Spec. 45/1986) GI wires. Insulated porcelain/Bakelite ring 
should be used for tying cable with supporting wire

Table 27: Overhead clearance and service line clearance

Place where to use Service line (m) Overhead distribution line (m)

Across road 5.8 5.8 

Along the road 5.5 5.5 

Elsewhere - 4.0

Above domestic house - 2.5 

Adjacent to the house - 1.2

Table 28: Cable size and GI pipe for different loads

Load (kW) Connection recommended Size of wire (mm2) Size of GI pipe (mm2)

<1 1Φ, 2 wire 2.5 20

1-2 1Φ, 2 wire 4.0 20

2-4 3Φ, 4 wire 4×2.5 25

4-10 3Φ, 4 wire 4×6 40

10-15 3Φ, 4 wire 4×10 40

Circuit breaker

A linked switch with fuses or a circuit breaker of requisite capacity to carry and break the current 
is placed after the point of commencement of supply (IE Rule 58 & 50). This equipment should be 
readily accessible and capable of being easily operated to completely isolate the supply. 

• Every fuse and circuit breaker should be suitable with respect to the maximum steady 
voltage (RMS value for a.c.) likely to be applied, as well as overvoltage which normally 
develops under fault conditions.

• All electrical equipment should be selected with respect to the maximum steady current 
(RMS value for a.c.) which it must carry in normal service, and with respect to the current 
likely to be carried in abnormal conditions and the period.

Table 29: Circuit breaker rating for different type of loads

Load (kW) Phase Operating voltage 

rating (V)

Current rating (A) Rated insulation 

voltage (V)

<1 1Φ 230 6 500

1-2 1Φ 230 16 500

2-4 3Φ 415 16 1000

4-10 3Φ 415 32 1000

10-15 3Φ 415 50 1000
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Energy meter

Energy meters are to be selected according to the load characteristics. Before installing them, they 
should be tested.  There are three types of meters depending on the load:

• Single phase meters 

• Three phase 4 wire meters

• Three phase 3 wire meters

Prepaid meter

Prepaid meters contain a prepaid card similar to a mobile phone SIM card. The prepaid meter records 
energy consumption by the consumer and communicates to the consumer and power supplier using 
mobile communication network about power consumption and payment status. 

2.14.3 Wiring of Consumer Premises

Internal wiring and conductor sizes and rating of switches will be based on total load, number of 
points, number of subcircuits etc. Internal wiring of consumer must be in accordance with wiring 
rules IS-732.

The following general rules for wiring should be complied for internal wiring:

• Every installation is to be protected near the entry of supply cables by a two/three pole 
switch and fuse of suitable rating as per requirement

• The cross-sectional area of every cable conductor should be such that its current carrying 
capacity is not less than the maximum sustained current which will normally flow through 
it

• Every subcircuit is to be connected to a distribution fuse or circuit breaker

 The height of the meter and main switch board should be 1.5m from the floor

• All plugs and socket outlets are to be of 3 pin type. If sockets are installed at a height of 
25cm from the floor, its controlling switch should be installed at a height of 1.30m above 
the floor. If sockets are to be made accessible for children, it is recommended to use 
shuttered/ interlocked sockets

• All lamps should be installed at a height of 2.5m above the floor

• Lighting and fans may be wired on a common circuit. Each subcircuit is not to have more 
than ten points of lights, fans and sockets

• No fuse / switch is to be provided with earthing conductor

• All metal conduits, metal covering of apparatus must be earthed
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2.15  Battery Bank Room and Ventilation

Battery bank room must be sized and designed to fulfil the requirements as recommended by battery 
manufacturer. AS/NZS 4509.2:2010 recommends the following:

• Localized heat sources should not be present e.g. direct sunlight, generators, battery 
proximity to walls exposed to direct sunlight

• Extreme ambient temperatures should be avoided because low temperatures decrease 
battery capacity and high temperatures shorten battery life

• The battery bank location should preclude contamination of the natural environment, 
damage to equipment and injury to personnel in the event of electrolyte spillage

• The battery bank should not be located near combustible material or near metal objects 
capable of falling across the battery terminals and causing a short circuit

• The size of the enclosure should allow for sufficient clearance to provide access for 
installation, maintenance, handling equipment and safety equipment

• The supporting surface of the enclosure should have adequate structural strength to 
support the battery bank weight and its support structure

• The enclosure should be resistant to the chemical effects of electrolyte

 Any enclosure doors should allow unobstructed exit

Ventilation

All battery banks, whether is a vented flooded electrolyte batteries or valve regulated lead acid 
(VRLA) battery, must have proper ventilation system. The system may be natural ventilation or forced 
ventilation. AS/NZS 4509.2:2010 recommends the following arrangement for battery ventilation 
system:

• Exhaust air should not pass over other electrical and electronic devices

• Battery enclosures should be provided with ventilation holes, grilles or vents so that air 
sweeps across the battery. To avoid stratification of the airflow, it is recommended that 
ventilation inlets and outlets consist of either a number of holes spaced evenly along the 
enclosure; or a slot running along the side of the room or enclosure (refer section 6.5.4)

• Battery enclosures should be designed to prevent the formation of pockets of gas

• Ventilation outlets should be at the highest level of the battery enclosure

• Ventilation inlets should be at a low level in the battery enclosure. Inlets should be no 
higher than the top of the battery cells and fitted with a coarse screen to prevent the 
entry of vermin

• To ensure airflow does not bypass the battery, ventilation inlets and outlets should be 
located on opposite sides of the enclosure

• Where mechanical ventilation is used, the fan should be positioned on the inlet and below 
the battery tops and designed to create airflow through the enclosure. An airflow sensor 
should be incorporated to initiate an alarm in case the ventilation fan fails

• For lead acid batteries, the minimum area required for natural ventilation for both inlet 
and outlet apertures are given by A = 100 × q

v
 (cm²), where q

v
 is the minimum exhaust 

ventilation rate in liters per second = 0.006 × n × I, where n = the number of battery cells 
and I = the charging rate (A). Please refer to the illustration in Figure 49
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Preparing Schematic / Single Line Diagram

A schematic circuit diagram is the representation of a power system using the simple symbol for 
each component. This diagram should show the main connections and arrangement of the system 
components along with their data such as current rating, voltage, power rating, cable size etc. Table 
30 shows universally accepted electrical symbols to represent the different electrical components 
generally applicable for a solar home system circuit diagram.  A designer must prepare this diagram and 
include it as part of design document. This will help in procuring and installing the right components 
and wiring the system correctly. 

Table 30: Electrical schematic symbols

Symbol Identification

 PV module

 Circuit breaker

 Disconnect switch

 Fuse

 Ground (earth)

 Battery

 Ammeter

 Voltmeter

 Inverter

 MPPT

 PWM charge controller

3

A

V
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Figure 29:  Example of a single line diagram for 30kW solar minigrid system
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Figure 30:  Example of a plant layout diagram for 30kW solar PV minigrid system

 

Figure 31:  Example of equipment & battery room diagram for solar PV minigrid system
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Preparing Bill of Quantity
After design is complete, a bill of materials is prepared to estimate the project cost. A typical bill of 
materials for a 30kW solar minigrid project is presented below for reference. We recommend that a 
bill of materials is prepared based on detailed engineering design.

Table 31: Typical bill of materials for a 30kW PV minigrid system

No. Product description Make Quantity Unit

1 Crystalline PV modules: 315Wp XYZ 96 Nos.

2 VRLA battery: 2V × 24 No.  600Ah XYZ 120 Nos.

3 Battery box: cold rolled close annealed, 780mm×354mm XYZ 5 Nos.

4 MPPT charge controller XYZ 6 Nos.

5 Inverter: 6kVA XYZ 3 Nos.

6 Module mounting structure (hot dip galvanised iron)  6 Nos.

7 RCC foundation for module mounting structure As per site 36  Nos.

8 DCDB (to combine 6 MPPT) 6 IN 1 OUT 1 No.

9 DCDB (battery to combine inverters) 1 IN 4 OUT 1 No. 

10 String combiner box 2 IN 1 OUT, IP 65 6 Nos.

11 Diesel generator 25 kVA, 1Ø XYZ 1 Set

12 Control Panel for inverters XYZ 1 No.

13 d.c. SPD (string combiner box) Type 1 - 6 Nos.

14 a.c. SPD (control panel a.c. load) Type 1 + 2 -  1  No.

15 d.c. circuit breaker 2P, 600V, 20A, load breaking, IP 65 XYZ 6 Nos.

16 d.c.MCCB 2P, 500V, 600A between MPPT and battery XYZ 1 No.

17 d.c.MCCB 2P, 500V, 1000A between battery and inverter XYZ 1 No.

18 a.c. MCB (control panel to load) 240V, 250A XYZ 1 No.

19 a.c. MCB (control panel to generator) 240V, 250A XYZ 1 No.

20 Copper strip for combining battery banks 16mm × 5mm  - 30  meter

23 String cable: 4 or 6mm2 single core d.c. copper cable XYZ 200 meter

24 10 or 25 mm2 single core d.c. copper cable, UV stabilized, mul-
ti-stranded XLPE – string combiner box to MPPTs

XYZ 200 meter

25 25 or 35mm2 single core d.c. copper cable, multi-stranded PVC 
insulated – combining MPPTs to DCDB

XYZ 25 meter

26 240 or 185mm2 single core d.c. copper cable, multi-stranded 
PVC insulated combining battery bank and inverter 

XYZ 10 meter

27 50mm x 5mm copper strip to combine battery banks - 10 meter

28 10 or 6mm2 single core PVC insulated copper a.c. cable - 20 meter

29 35 or 50mm2 single core PVC insulated copper a.c. cable  - 6 meter

30 GI earthing strip of 25mm × 3mm and earth pit (IS 3043)  - 2 sets

31 Monitoring system and energy meters  - 1 set

32 Cable tray with lid hot dip galvanised  - 30 meter

33 Lighting arrestor as per IS 2309  - 1 No.

4

-

-

-

-
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Part III  
Guidelines  

for 
 Installation
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Working Safely with PV Systems

Before starting installation, identify all personal health and safety risks related to the project site. 
After identifying all possible risks, suggest the ways to mitigate the risks so that they are corrected 
before proceeding with the installation and commissioning work. A wrong safety assessment will 
impact the installation schedule and could result in causing of serious injuries to the installer and 
other personnel in the vicinity. 

5.1  Potential Risks

5.1.1 Electrical Hazards

• Solar PV modules generate electricity when exposed to sunlight

• When modules are connected in series it produces high d.c. voltage (>120V)

• PV array voltage or inverter voltage can be lethal

• Possibility of burn or fall due to electrical shock

• Electrical burn due to shorting of battery terminals

Safety measures for electrical hazards:

• Measure voltage from any wire to any other wires and to ground

• Never disconnect a wire before you have checked the voltage and current

• Don’t presume that everything is in perfect order

• Don’t trust switches to operate perfectly

• Always use a digital voltmeter to measure voltage before you work

• Always test the measuring tools before you use

5.1.2 Physical Hazards

• Exposure to insects

• Cuts and bumps from sharp edges

• Fall, sprain, strain and fractures

• Thermal burns

• Injuries from lifting heavy objects such as batteries and inverters

Safety measures for exposure to sun:

• Wear a hat

• Keep your limbs covered

• Use plenty of sunscreen with a rating of SPF 15 or higher

• Drink plenty of water or fresh juice

5
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Safety measured for exposure to insects:

• Be careful before you crawl under the array

• Be cautious and look for presence of undesirable insects

Safety measures for cuts and bumps:

• Wear gloves when handling metal

• Wear a hard hat made of non-conducting material

Safety measures for fall sprain and strain:

• Wear comfortable shoes, preferably with soft soles – no steel toe reinforced shoes

• Lift with the legs and not with the back

Safety measures for thermal burn:

• Wear gloves

• Make sure that you don’t bump into cooling elements

5.1.3 Chemical Hazards

• Lead acid batteries contains sulfuric acid

• Acid will cause burns if exposed to skin

• Acid can permanently damage your eyes if it spills on the same

• Lead acid batteries releases hydrogen gas while charging, which is highly inflammable

• Li-Ion battery is highly explosive when physically tempered

• A failing Li-ion battery releases lithium hexafluorophosphate which is highly flammable

Safety Measures for chemical hazards:

• Locate batteries in a cool and ventilated area

• Do not keep anything on the top of the battery or battery box

• Wear acid proof gloves, goggles, rubber boots and apron while working with batteries

• Do not use uninsulated spanner / tools to work on the battery

• Do not wear jewelry while working on batteries

• Keep all equipment that could cause a spark, away from the batteries
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5.2 Safety Equipment

Following is a list of recommended safety equipment that you should have available. Check these items 
against a site safety plan and check to make sure all equipment in working order before beginning a 
job.

Table 32: Common safety equipment required for installation of PV minigrids power plant

 

   

Protective helmets Protective gloves Goggles

Safety Jackets Electrical safety shoes Mechanical safety shoes

   

First aid kit Hearing protection Respiratory protection

   

Lockout and tag out devices Lifting equipment Ladder

   

Multimeter Clamp meter Fire extinguisher
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5.3 Voltage Limits and Work Restrictions

According to IEC 62109-1: Safety of power converter for use in PV power systems, protective 
measures against electric shock depend on the Decisive Voltage Classification (DVC) of the circuit 
which is determined from the Table 33. 

Table 33: Decisive Voltage Classification (Table 6 of IEC 62109 -1)

Decisive voltage  

classification (DVC)

Limits of working voltage (V)

a.c. r.m.s. voltage a.c. peak voltage d.c. voltage

DVC-A V ≤ 25 (16) V ≤ 35.4 (22.6) V ≤ 60 (35)

DVC-B
25 < V ≤ 50

(16 < V ≤ 33)

35.4 < V ≤ 71

(22.6 < V ≤ 46.7)

60 < V ≤ 120

(35 < V ≤ 70))

DVC-C V > 50 (33) V > 71 (46.7) V > 120 (70)

The values in parentheses are to be used for wiring and components installed in wet locations.

From the above table, circuits complying with the requirements for DVC-A are considered safe to 
touch. DVC-B and DVC-C circuits should not be accessible unless they comply with the requirements 
for protection in case of direct contact.

Extra low voltage and low voltage 

In many countries, extra low voltage is classified as < 120V d.c. or < 50V a.c. and low voltage is classified 
as > 120V d.c. and <1500V d.c. or > 50V a.c. and < 1000 a.c.

In the NEC standard of USA, anything above 60V d.c. is considered dangerous. Except when micro 
inverters are used at module level, grid connect PV arrays have open circuit voltage typically above 
120V d.c. and hence considered low voltage which is dangerous and can kill a person if they come into 
contact with live terminals.

Working with extra low voltage

All extra low voltage wiring should be performed by a competent person, who has acquired experience 
through training or qualifications or a combination of both. Knowledge and skills enable a person to 
correctly perform the task required. 

   

Working with low voltage

All low voltage work: >120V d.c. or > 50V a.c. should be performed by a trained electrician or similar 
(e.g. licensed or registered).
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Installation of PV Minigrid Systems

6.1 Tools for Installation

Use the right tool for the job. It is important to use correct tools to deliver the work effectively. Some 
tools used for installation of solar PV systems are listed in the Table 34:

Table 34: Common tools required for installation of PV minigrids power plant

 Measuring tape  Angle finder Compass

 

Solar Pathfinder Digital multimeter Clamp meter

   

Lineman plier Needle nose plier Wire stripper

   

Screwdriver Wrench Allen wrench

6
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Caulking gun Crimper Fuse puller

  

Hacksaw Spirit level Tick tester

 

String cable assembly tool Spanner for cable gland Electrician knife

   

Hammer Battery operated drill Hydrometer

 

Soldering iron kit Earth resistance tester Insulation tester
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6.2 Pre-installation Exercise
 
The following steps should be followed to prepare appropriately before starting the installation of 
the solar PV minigrid system.

6.2.1 Site Survey and Planning 

The site parameters that influence performance and reliability of a PV system are: access to solar 
radiation, near shadow and far shadow, ambient temperature, air flow and ventilation, wind speed, 
terrain, dust level and pollution, salinity, humidity, extreme weather conditions, etc. A number of 
parameters are likely to be variable from one site to another even in the same geographical area. 
Therefore, it is crucial to plan a solar PV project to suit the site parameters and also to select the 
right components and customise the design accordingly to ensure better performance and safety. An 
inaccurate site assessment will lead to wrong design and installation of a PV system, which eventually 
follows into poor maintenance, poor performance, and unreliable system functioning. 

A site survey must be carried out to:

• Assess the suitability of the site

• Determine the limitations for installing a minigrid PV system

• Examine the locations where the different components of the system will be installed

A generic site survey format has been provided in Annexure 2.

Tasks to be performed during site survey:

• Carry out shadow analysis to determine PV array location which is free from shadow in 
all days of the year 

• Ensure that the PV array will have safe access for maintenance and fire safety

• Ensure that PV array has ample space for air cooling 

• Ensure that modules are protected from theft and vandalism

Conduct shadow analysis at site:

Objects that come in the path of the incident solar rays any time during the day, will cast shadows and 
hence reduce the solar generation. An object located in the east direction would cast shadows during 
morning and an object located on the west direction would cast shadows during the afternoon.  When 
multiple rows are placed, one row can cast shadow on the other if not properly placed. 

Shadow analysis methods have been discussed in section 2.3.6.
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Important to note:

• Shading does not only lead to lower generation but can also damage the PV modules over a period of time.

• Objective of shading analysis should not end with loss estimation, but should yield an understanding 
of unavoidable shadow and select appropriate inverter and optimize string design to minimize loss 
due to shadow. 

• Remember, a small shadow on PV array can have major impact on the system performance and life. 
It is strongly recommended that location of PV array be finalized using a solar pathfinder or sun eye 
or any equivalent solar siting device.

 

Shadow from nearby trees Shadow from control room and LPS

Figure 32: Shadow from south side will have major impact on plant performance

6.2.2 Review of Design and Installation Documents, Tools & Equipment

Before starting the installation process, the site in-charge must review and verify documents related 
to the system design, system layout, bill of materials and electrical diagrams and confirm whether 
the information in these documents is adequate and correct. Technical information from the 
manufacturer’s documentation for all major equipment must be checked against specifications in the 
design documentation. An installer must identify and take corrective measures on any mistakes on 
these documents that might lead to an unsafe condition, violation of standards requirements and 
poor system performance. 

Figure 33: Steps for verifying design documents
 

Maintain a list 
of documents 

and corrections 
or modification 

there on

Get the 
document 
/ drawings 
corrected 

before 
installation 
work starts

Review 
and verify 

documents 
related to the 

system design, 
system layout, 

bill of materials 
and electrical 
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Confirm and 
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design team / 
project head 
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6.2.3 Verification of Site Layout, Cable Routing and Cable Length

 

Verification of the quantity and availability must be done before start of installation to minimize 
the risk of project delay or an incomplete job due to non-availability or shortage of the equipment, 
accessories, and tools. 

Please follow the procedure below before installation begins:

1. Verify the location of equipment and routing of the cable at the site and measure cable 
length and compare with the drawing / design documents

2. Determine the length of conduit or cable tray required for the installation

3. Prepare the cables according to the length and size as determined after site measurement 

4. Prepare and maintain a table as provided below

Table 35: Format for preparation of cable cutting schedule (example only)

No. Cable segment Length (m) Size (mm2)

1 String 1: Array to d.c. combiner box 

2 String 2: Array to d.c. combiner box

3 String 3: Array to d.c. combiner box

4 String 4: Array to d.c. combiner box

5 d.c. combiner box internal wiring

6 d.c. cable: d.c. combiner box to MPPT(s)

7 d.c. cable: MPPT(s) to d.c. bus (combiner box)

8 d.c. cable: d.c. bus to inverter

9 d.c. cable: d.c. bus to battery common bus

10 Battery combiner (jumper or copper strip)

11 a.c. cable: inverter to main switch board

12 Conduit or cable tray as required

13 Structure earthing terminal bar and 

conductor 

14 Inverter earthing cable or conductor
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6.3 Installation of PV Array Mounting Structure
 
A PV array mounting structure must be designed and installed to protect PV modules for its lifetime. 
The structure must withstand highest wind velocity specific to the site of installation. A PV mounting 
structure must ensure that PV array receives optimum solar radiation and reduces excessive heating 
by allowing enough air circulation. It is also important to ensure that factors such as structure design, 
placement, orientation, tilt and shading are aligned with electrical string design and choice of MPPT.

Important to note:

Failure of PV array mounting structures due to strong winds is a rising concern in solar projects today. A 
large number of solar PV systems are reported to be damaged due to inadequate design consideration for 
wind loading.

6.3.1 Location of Solar Array Based on Shadow Analysis

As discussed in the previous chapter, the location of the solar array is determined and marked by 
undertaking shadow analysis at site before installing the minigrid PV system. It is highly recommended 
to carry out a final shadow analysis at site to verify and mark the location of PV array to avoid the 
delay in the project due to wrong placement of the mounting structure.

Figure 34: PV arrays should be placed such that even a small shadow during noon time is avoided

6.3.2 Orientation and Mounting Table of Solar Array

Ideal orientation of a fixed PV array should face towards true south (in northern hemisphere). A 
deviation up to 20o with respect to true south will not have major impact on energy generation.  PV 
modules are fixed on a mounting table either in landscape or portrait position. As design wind load is 
proportionate to the projected area normal to the wind, selection of mounting frame size will decide 
wind pressure on the PV array. For high damage risk wind zones, it is of utmost importance to select 

Shadow  from a 
nearby  object  and 
PV array at higher 

position
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the right mounting table size and module position to minimise wind load and keep the solar plant safe. 
It is recommended that smaller table size should be used to minimise effective wind area. 

  

Correct orientation (modules facing south) Wrong orientation (modules facing north)

Figure 35: Orientation of a solar array for a site in the southern hemisphere

6.3.3 Tilt of Solar Array

Deciding the tilt angle of a solar PV array for a particular location has been discussed in section 
2.3.5 and section 2.10. Table 18 provides recommended tilt angle for different states of India and 
neighbouring countries when PV array is installed to receive maximum annual average solar radiation.

Important to note:

There are three factors to decide PV array tilt angle for a particular location:

1. Latitude of the location to receive maximum annual average solar radiation 

2. Optimum tilt angle for design month 

3. Optimum tilt angle considering wind loading and self-cleaning

Obtaining maximum solar radiation should not be the only deciding criteria for PV array tilt angle. When 
a system is installed in a high wind zone, the recommended tilt angle of a PV array mounting structure 
to minimise wind pressure should be <20°. A minimum tilt of 10° should be maintained to minimize dirt 
deposition and facilitate natural cleaning of the PV modules.

6.3.4 Roof Mounting

In case of flat concrete roofs, the array mounting structure allows the modules to be tilted at an angle 
optimal to the particular installation. In general, a non-penetrative (ballast) foundation is used to 
resist wind uplift.
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Figure 36: Example of a minigrid system installed on an RCC roof of the control room 
(Image credit: CREDA, Chhattisgarh)

In case of tilted roofs, the installation method will vary depending on the type of roof:

a) Metal roof

• Care should be taken that bare ends of any active cables do not come in contact with roof

• For the integrity of the roofing material and the mounting system material, dissimilar 
metals should be separated to prevent corrosion

• A typical installation has brackets screwed through the ridges of the corrugated metal 
roof, into a purlin or rafter below. These brackets attach to a rail support system, which 
the modules sit on top of, and are clamped down to

• Some mounting systems do not use rails and the module rests on, and is clamped to the 
roof attachment fixing

Figure 37: Attaching mounting systems to metal roofs
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b) Tiled Roof

• Normal tiles require a tile hook that attaches flush to the rafters underneath the tiles, 
with a goose neck design having an arm that protrudes to allow arm for the attachment 
of a rail mounting system (see below)

• Many different manufactures have varying designs that connect to the top or the side of 
the rafter and are designed for use with different tile types

Figure 38: Hooks of tiled roof: (a) standard tile hook, (b) flat tile, (c) slate shingles, (d) heavy snow

Figure 39: Mounting system on tiled roofs

6.3.4 Ground Mounting

Generally, PV arrays for a solar minigrid system are installed on the ground as there is ample space 
available in rural areas. Foundation for an array mounting structure may be different for different 
sites, depending on the type and load bearing capacity of soil, wind velocity, potential waterlogging 
and type of mounting structure.
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Foundation type Schematic diagram Example

Block type 

foundation
  

Slab type foundation   

Beam type 

foundation
  

Pile type foundation  

 

Figure 40: Different types of ground mounting structure and examples

In order to ensure that the tilt angle is uniform throughout the solar array, the foundation and 
structure installation should be perfectly aligned. The points where the mounting structure is to meet 
the foundation must be levelled, and any mounting bolts must be spaced correctly. 
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Figure 41: Unaligned ground mounting structure

General steps for installation of a mounting structure:

1. Take measurement from a reference point and mark the position of foundation and array 
mounting structure on the ground as per layout drawings

2. Mark locations of the foundations and support members of the structure

3. Cross check whether the number of foundations / poles marked on structure matches 
with the drawing

4. Review structure drawing and bill of materials and verify availability of all necessary 
items

5. Review all dimensions of the mounting structure, including the frame length, number of 
modules and placement of modules (with proper orientation and tilt)

6. Lay the foundations

7. Follow installation procedure provided by mounting structure manufacturer

8. Place the poles on the marked locations of foundation

9. Level the poles properly using an accurate leveler

10. Place the mounting rafters on the poles and attach

11. Place the purlins and attach

12. Ensure that no dissimilar metals are used

13. Review and follow the safety precautions

14. Fix mid-clamps and end clamps to the rails using appropriate nut bolt sets
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6.4 Installation of PV Modules

6.4.1 Installation and Testing Earthing System for Equipotential Bonding

After installation of the module mounting structure, the next step is to provide a continuous 
equipotential bond between mounting structure and module frames. This process must be completed 
before installation of PV modules to the mounting structure.

Procedures to be followed:

1. Verify the earthing conductor routing plan

2. Prepare earth terminal bar / conductor, lugs, clamps, earthing rod and earth pit as per 
drawing

3. Ensure all module frames and each part of mounting structure are electrically bonded

4. Use proper WEEB for bonding

5. Find the best location for earthing pit where soil is wet, and resistivity is least

6. Attach the earthing terminal bar /wire with earthing rod

7. Connect terminal bar to structure

8. Ensure all the connections are neat and tight

9. Test earthing continuity and resistance of earth electrode after installation

Important to note:

The conductor used to earth the exposed metallic frames of the PV array shall have a minimum size of 6mm2 
copper or equivalent if there is no lightning system installed for the system. When a lightning protection 
system is installed, minimum size of the conductor shall be 16mm2 copper or equivalent.  PV array bonding 
conductors should run as close to the positive and negative PV array and or sub-array conductors as 
possible to reduce induced voltages due to lightning.

Procedure for measurement of earthing continuity and earth electrode resistance using earth 
resistance tester:

1. Short the P1 and E1 terminal of the Earth resistance tester

2. Connect the electrode under test to E1 terminal of earth resistance tester

3. Using a hammer, dig an electrode at a distance (D) of minimum 30 meter from the test 
electrode

4. Connect this electrode to E2 terminal of earth resistance tester

5. Using a hammer, dig another electrode in between both the electrodes at 50% of D

6. Connect this electrode to P2 of the terminal

7. Take reading by rotating the handle of Earth resistance tester or press push button

8. Repeat the above procedure by changing the location of middle electrode to 40% and 
60% of D

9. To get the resistance of electrode, take mean of these three readings
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Figure 42: Illustration for earth electrode resistance testing

Format of table to record results: 

Position of middle electrode Measured electrode resistance (Ω)

50% of D

40% of D

60% of D

Mean

Desired electrode resistance is around 1Ω and it must be lower than 5Ω. 

6.4.2 Installation of PV Modules

PV modules should be installed after earthing system of structure is complete. It is important for the 
installer to understand handling, packaging and storage of PV modules so that the modules do not get 
damaged during the process of installation. 

Please follow the instructions below carefully while handling, storing and installing the modules. 

Important to note:

Do NOT connect the modules in the strings while fixing the modules in the structure. This will produce high 
d.c. voltage, which is extremely dangerous for the installer. Connection will be done at later stage.

Handling and packaging

• Solar modules should be stacked, packed and transported vertically and separators 
should be placed between each module. Horizontal stacking should be avoided

• If due to unavoidable reason, stacked horizontally, good buffer material should be 
introduced between each module and around the modules to reduce potential damages. 
Additional protection should be added to the four corners of each module and NOT more 
than six modules should be packed in one box

   

Earth Resistance Tester
P1 P2

E2

0.5 D D

Test Electrode
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Solar modules should be stacked, packed and 
transported vertically

If stacked horizontally, NOT more than six 
modules should be packed in one box

Figure 43: Correct way of packing modules

Important to note:

Horizontally stacked modules cause stress on the modules on bottom and lead to micro-cracks that will 
be not be detected by naked eye. Even if separators are used, they are not strong and wide enough to 
sufficiently separate the modules from each other. Thus, the upper layers of the stack will cause weight 
stress towards the lower layers that leads to micro-cracks in the cells.

Loading, transport and unloading

• Modules may be damaged externally or internally, causing micro-cracks while loading, 
transport and unloading. Any external damage or breakage is visible but internal damage to 
cells is not visible by the naked eye and therefore precaution during loading, transportation 
and unloading should be taken even if there is no visible damage to the modules

• To avoid breakage and micro-cracks during loading, transportation and unloading of 
modules, the modules must be packaged properly even if the distance of travel is short.  
Rough handling during loading and unloading and walking on the package must be 
avoided. While carrying the modules in a truck on a bumpy road, the speed of the truck 
should be controlled and kept at minimum to avoid vibration and jerking

Correct way of unpacking of PV modules Correct way of carrying PV modules

Figure 44: Correct way of unpacking carrying PV modules
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• PV modules should be unpacked in the vertical manner as shown in the diagram by two 
persons. Also, care should be taken to avoid falling over of one module onto the other 
inside the packaging box

• Do NOT use a knife to cut the zip-ties, instead, use wire cutting pliers

Storage of PV modules

• Similar to packaging, solar modules should be stacked, packed and stored vertically and 
separators should be placed between each module. Horizontal stacking and storing 
should be avoided

• If due to unavoidable reason, they are stacked and stored horizontally, good buffer 
materials between each module and around the modules are necessary and NOT more 
than six modules should be stored together

Correct storage of PV modules Wrong storage of PV modules

Figure 45: Correct way of storing PV modules 

Precautions during installation

• PV modules can be fixed either by the bolt method or by the clamp method

• Understand and follow manufacturer installation manual and recommendations

• Use personnel safety equipment while installing the modules

• Use insulated tools and gloves while working with modules

• Do not step on the PV module as this will damage to the solar cells inside the module

• Ensure electrical connectors are well protected from ingression of water and dust

• Do not install / handle PV modules under gusty winds and if there is rain

• Use appropriate tools and equipment provided / recommended by manufacturer

• Do NOT connect the modules in the strings (connect in series)

Module installation

• PV modules must be installed in a place where there is no shading across the location 
throughout the year

• Use solar pathfinder to verify and confirm shadow-free location

• PV modules can be fixed either by the bolt method or by the clamp method  
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Figure 46: Wrong way to work on PV modules – will cause micro-cracks

Mounting method 240kg/m2 wind pressure 540kg/m2 wind pressure

Bolt type mounting 

system

 Use four mounting holes Use eight mounting holes

Clamping on portrait 

position
  

Clamping on 

landscape position

Mounting rails should run parallel to the 

short side of the frame. If the expected 

load is greater than 160kg/m2, a support 

bar should be inserted.

Mounting rails should run parallel to the 

short side of the frame. An additional 

support bar should be used below the 

module

Figure 47: Mounting recommendations of modules as per IEC standard
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Important to note:

When site is located in high damage risk wind zone, the mid-clamps used for attaching the modules must 
be longer than 50mm and it is recommended to use 3 rails while installing in portrait position. In a large 
system, consideration shall be given for using an end clamp for every fourth module so if one does become 
loose, then only a few other modules would be affected, not necessarily the whole array. 

6.5 Installation of Batteries

6.5.1 Health and Safety Issues

The primary health and safety issues related to batteries used in PV systems are:

• Electrical burns due to shorting of battery terminals

• Injuries from lifting heavy objects such as batteries and inverters

• Lead acid batteries contain sulfuric acid, which can cause skin burns and eye damage

• Lead acid batteries release hydrogen gas while charging, which is highly inflammable

• Lead acid batteries contain lead which is harmful if ingested

• Li-Ion battery is highly explosive when physically tampered

• A defective Li-ion battery releases lithium hexafluorophosphate which is highly flammable

Table 36: Dos and don’ts while working with batteries

DO's

Locate batteries in a cool and well-ventilated area 

DON’Ts

Do not keep anything on the top of the battery or 

battery box

Wear acid-proof gloves, goggles, rubber boots, apron Do not touch battery electrolyte. If this occurs, flush 

with large amounts of water.   

Use insulated tools Do not wear jewelry or other metal objects when 

working on or around batteries

Check connections for proper torque Do not use uninsulated spanner / tools to work on 

the battery

Keep all equipment that could make a spark away 

from the batteries

Do not smoke or bring flame / burning objects near 

to the batteries 

Use baking soda and water to neutralize small spills 

of acid.  Seek medical assistance for severe acid spill.

Never leave an acid spill unattended

Lift battery using appropriate lifting tool Do not lift battery putting pressure on your back

6.5.2 Handling and Storage 

Below are the quick check lists at the time of handling of the batteries.

At the time of receiving: 

• Check all parts are included

• No acid spills

• No visual damage to the batteries

• Verify electrolyte levels (in case of flooded battery)
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At the time of installation:

• Protective equipment should be worn

• Follow all dos and don’ts as mentioned above

• All electrical components should be turned off

• Acid spill cleanup material should be readily available

At the time of initial charge (flooded battery):

• Verify electrolyte levels (add distilled water as necessary)

• Measure specific gravity

• Set up battery charge voltage/ current limits

6.5.3 Storage of Battery

Chemical reactions take place in battery cells, even under no load, and this reduces the capacity of 
the battery. The rate of loss of charge in this process is called the self-discharge rate. Self-discharge of 
a battery can be 1% to 3% per month depending on the cell type, storage temperature and quality of 
battery. As a battery ages, its self-discharge rate generally increases. If a battery is stored at a higher 
ambient temperature, faster self-discharge takes place and prolonged storage may lead to permanent 
damage of the battery 

Figure 48: Self-discharge of lead acid battery at different storage temperature

6.5.4 Location for Battery Installation

Location of the battery bank must be selected based on the following criteria:

• The battery bank must be installed in a dedicated battery room or an enclosure

• The location of battery bank must be protected from any mechanical impact and access to 
the batteries should be restricted to those people who are authorized to be in proximity 
to the batteries
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• Sufficient space should be available within the battery blocks for ease of battery 
installation and maintenance, and no metal objects should be in the vicinity to prevent 
falling across battery terminals and causing a short circuit

• It is recommended that the battery enclosure should not be located within an occupied 
building

• If the battery room is part of an occupied building, then the access to the battery room 
should be from the outside and for batteries that emit explosive fumes (e.g. open-cell 
lead acid type batteries) the internal walls should not have any vents/penetrations to the 
inside of the house and there must be venting to the outside

• Flooded lead acid battery bank should not be located within 500mm horizontally of any 
other equipment from 100mm below the battery terminals (Figure 49), except where 
there is a solid separation barrier (Figure 50)

• No electrical equipment should be mounted above explosive and/or corrosive gas 
emitting batteries

• No metal devices should be installed above a battery that could fall onto the batteries

• The location where the batteries are installed should be dry

• Batteries must be raised off the ground or concrete floor. If left on the ground, the lower 
sections of the batteries will adopt the temperature of the ground, which is generally 
lower than the ambient temperature adopted by the upper sections of the battery 
systems. With certain chemical-based battery systems, this can lead to stratification of 
the electrolyte and premature failure

• The batteries should be placed such that there is no direct sunlight and should be in a 
location that keeps the batteries as cool as possible

• Adequate ventilation should be available to assist in temperature control and if necessary, 
to avoid the build-up of hydrogen or other gases associated with charging. The outlet 
ventilation must be to the outside of the building in which the battery system is located

• Batteries are typically heavy and the area under the batteries shall be capable of bearing 
the weight of the batteries without distortion

• Guard against electrolyte spillage for those battery system types containing liquid 
chemicals. The material used for the construction of the battery rack / enclosure should 
resist the electrolyte specific corrosive effects or be painted with a corrosion resistant 
paint
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Figure 49: Exclusion zone for equipment located near a battery system 

Figure 50: Example of battery & equipment room layout with divided wall

Battery types that can emit explosive gases should be installed in a room/enclosure with sufficient 
ventilation to prevent the build-up of explosive gases generated when the battery is being charged. 
The best practice is to provide the input ventilation vents on an outside wall below the level of the 
battery and the output vents on an outside wall on the opposite side of the batteries as high as possible 
in the enclosure to prevent hydrogen build up (as shown in Figure 51).

Equipment room 

• Inverter 

• MPPT/ charge controller 

• Control board/ protection 

• Distribution and metering 

• Main battery fuses 

• Shutdown procedure

Battery room 

• Battery bank 

• Min 500mm gap from walls 

• Keep clearance from the floor 

• Ventilation as per design 

• Safety sign
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Figure 51: Natural ventilation arrangement for battery bank

6.5.5 Combining Batteries

Batteries can be connected in series or parallel, or a combination of both. In series connection, 
positive terminal of one battery is connected to the negative terminal of another battery using a cable 
(jumper) or a solid copper strip.  In parallel connection, positive terminals of all batteries in parallel are 
connected together using a solid copper bar or strip and similarly all negative terminals are connected 
together on the other side using a solid copper bar or strip. 

Similar to solar modules, batteries are connected in series and parallel to achieve required voltage 
and capacity. To operate at a higher voltage, batteries are connected in series. To obtain higher  
ampere-hour capacity, batteries are connected in parallel. 

Examples of wiring of battery bank at different voltage configurations and capacity are shown below:

Figure 52: Two 12V, 100AH batteries are connected in parallel to get 12V, 200AH and  
three 12V batteries are connected in parallel to get 12V, 300AH
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Figure 53: Two 12V, 100AH batteries are connected in series to get 24V, 100AH and  
two 24V strings are connected to get 24V, 200AH

Figure 54: Six 2V, 200AH batteries are connected in series to get 12V, 200AH

Figure 55: Four 12V, 100AH batteries are connected in series to get 48V, 100AH and  
two 48V strings are connected to get 48V, 200AH
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Figure 56: Six 2V, 200AH batteries are connected in series and two 12V strings are connected to get 12V, 400AH

Figure 57: Twelve 2V, 200AH batteries are connected in series to get 24V, 200AH

Figure 58: Twelve 2V, 200AH batteries are connected in series and
two 24V strings are connected to get 24V, 400AH
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Figure 59: Forty eight 2V batteries are connected in series to get 96V battery bank
(Image credit: CREDA, Chhattisgarh) 

The following general rules should be followed while combining batteries in series and parallel:

• Batteries with different characteristics or ages should not be used in the same battery 
bank

• Number of parallel strings should be minimized as many battery manufacturers allow 
only 3-4 strings in parallel

• Each string in the battery bank requires fuse protection

• The batteries near the charging source may charge at a marginally higher rate than those 
away from the source.  The cable length from the nearest common point should be same 
for each string

• As a good practice, if series and parallel connections are made, tap off the battery from 
the opposite corner. This will help equalize the path of the current through the batteries 
and help in equal charging and discharging

• A large copper bar drilled with holes should be used to connect the parallel terminals that 
will ensure good conductivity, reduce the possibility of loose connections and corrosion 
at the terminals

6.5.6 Connecting Batteries

Check the following before installation of batteries:

• Review battery safety procedures

• Do not mount the batteries directly on a concrete floor. Mount onto wooden or other 
 non-conducting rails

• Make sure the batteries are fully charged, and that the electrolyte level is at manufacturer’s 
recommended level

• Check all cell voltages and write them down on a status sheet for later comparison
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• Handle batteries with extreme care and use tools carefully. Accidents can take place if 
wires are hastily connected, or if tools are dropped onto the bare battery terminals

• All connections should be ‘walked through’ a few times, perhaps with another installer 
present to confirm, before actual wiring is done

• Make sure to place a sign at the batteries warning unauthorized personnel about the 
dangers

• Complete the wiring as per drawing and manufacturers recommendations

Figure 60: Battery bank connected using solid copper strips
(Image credit: https://www.thepowerstore.com)

Figure 61: Battery bank connected using copper cable jumper
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6.6 Installation of Solar Controller / MPPT

• The solar controller and/or MPPT should be installed as per the manufacturer’s 
instructions

• Installation of solar controllers (either PWM or MPPTs) should be near to the battery 
bank where it can be conveniently monitored

• If the charge controller is installed away from the battery bank, the voltage drop in the 
cable connecting charge controller and battery must be compensated while measuring 
battery terminal voltage for the purpose of controlling deep discharge and over charging 
of batteries

• Never install controllers on top or above the enclosure of batteries that emit explosive 
gases, or near the ventilation vents

• Solar controllers dissipate heat so there must be sufficient ventilation for these sensitive 
pieces of equipment. Always follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for installation, 
ventilation and clearances around controller heat sinks

• If a solar controller is installed outside, the controller should have an IP rating of at least 
IP65

• Solar controllers are not to be installed in direct sunlight

MPPT earth fault indication

Where the PV array maximum voltage is greater than extra low voltage (DVC-C), an earth fault system 
shall be installed.

The alarm system may be an audible signal, indicator light or another form of fault communication, 
e.g. fax, email, SMS. The fault indication shall be installed in a way that it will make the system owner 
aware of the fault and initiate an action to correct an earth fault.  

Figure 62: Installation of MPPT (Image: Victron Energy)
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Appropriate Labelling

Neat and tidy isolator installation

Good cable management

6.7 Installation of PV Inverter
 

• The PV inverter should be installed as per manufacturer’s instructions

• The PV inverter should be installed in a location where there is adequate ventilation and 
protection from environment as per IT rating of the inverter

• If a PV inverter is installed outside, it should have an IP rating of at least IP65

• PV inverters are not to be installed in direct sunlight

• The PV inverter should be installed with recommended clearances around the inverter as 
specified by the manufacturer

• PV inverters should be installed in dust-free locations

• The mounting of PV inverter should be capable to bear the load of the inverter

• The PV inverter heat sink should be clear of any obstacles that may interfere with cooling 
of the PV inverter

• Use appropriate conduit to secure cables connected to the inverter

• There should be no open ends of conduit exposed to the weather. An appropriate cable 
gland should be installed on the end of the conduit to ensure the IP rating is maintained

• If the inverter requires d.c. connectors to be used, a maximum allowable distance of no 
more than 200mm of unprotected d.c. cable shall be permitted between connectors and 
conduit provided the location is not subject to mechanical damage

Inverter earth fault indication

If the PV array maximum voltage is greater than extra low voltage (DVC-C) an earth fault system 
should be installed. The alarm system may be an audible signal, indicator light or another form of fault 
communication, e.g. fax, email, SMS. The fault indication shall be installed in a way that it will make the 
system owner aware of the fault and can initiate an action to correct the fault. 

Figure 63: Installation of PV inverter
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6.8 Installation of Battery Inverter
 

• Transformer-less (non-separated) battery inverters should not be used if the output of 
the inverter is going to be hard wired to a switchboard

• Non-separated inverters should have loads directly connected via a plug to the a.c. output 
of the inverter

• The battery inverter should be installed as close as possible to the battery system to 
minimize voltage drop

• If the battery inverter is installed outside, the battery inverter should have at least an IP 
rating of at least IP56

• Battery inverters are not to be installed in direct sunlight

• The battery inverter shall be installed with recommended clearances around the battery 
inverter as specified by the manufacturer

• Battery inverters should be installed in dust-free locations

• The mounting of PV inverter should be capable to bear the load of the inverter

• The battery inverter heat sink shall be clear of any obstacles that hamper cooling of the 
battery inverter

 

Figure 64: Installation of battery inverter (Image credits: Victron Energy)
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6.9 Wiring

6.9.1 Earthing of PV Module Frames

After physical installation, PV module frames are to be bonded together and connected to the main 
earthing conductor of the mounting structure. The conductor used to earth the exposed metallic 
frames of the PV array should have a minimum size of 6mm2 copper or equivalent. PV array bonding 
conductors should run as close to the positive and negative PV array and or sub-array conductors 
as possible to reduce induced voltages due to lightning. The earthing conductor must be properly 
fastened to the module frame to ensure good electrical contact. PV module frames have anodised 
coating which is an aluminium oxide and it works as insulation. Therefore, appropriate means should 
to be employed, which will crack the aluminium oxide coating and establish electrical bond between 
PV module frames and the structure.

WEEB between PV module  
frame and rail

Specially made mid clamp used  
for earthing bond

  

Bonding through WEEB lug Wiley’s earthing and bonding connector

  

Aluminum bolted to steel without isolation 
washers and no effective bond

Daisy chain connectors are  
not recommended 

Figure 65: Correct and incorrect way of bonding PV module frames
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6.9.2 Wiring and Stringing of PV Modules

After physical installation and establishment of earthing bond of the frames, PV modules are 
connected in series electrically to form a string.

Precautions to take while wiring modules:

• Only a trained and qualified installer should perform all wiring  

• Use stainless steel clamp or UV protected cable tie to fix cables

• DO NOT connect all the module in series to avoid high d.c. voltage

• Final connection will be done when the system is ready for commissioning 

• Ensure electrical connectors are well protected against corrosion and soiling

• Ensure that connectors are corrosion free, cleaned with absolutely no gaps between the 
contacts 

• DO NOT allow any inflammable liquids/gases near installation area

Important to note:

While connecting modules, each string should have one joint (MC4 or equivalent) disconnected until 
all wiring to the d.c. combiner box has been completed. This is to ensure that no one is working on live 
dangerous d.c. voltage.

Follow the steps below in sequence for module wiring or stringing:

1. Review the d.c. cable wiring diagram

2. Review module interconnection (string or series) diagram

3. Check for any bare cable or module wire

4. Connect d.c. cable connector (MC4 or equivalent) properly with crimping tool

5. Connect number of modules in series in accordance with the wiring diagram provided

6. Attach the cables with cable tie wraps to the module frame and/or rails

7. Ensure minimum looping in cable

8. Ensure NO cable is hanging loose

9. Label the terminals with ‘+’ and ‘-’ sign using cable tag

Four important instructions to follow

1. Always verify the voltage and polarity of each individual string before making a parallel 
connection. Electrical and electronic components can be irreparably damaged if an array string 
is connected in reverse polarity to another

2. If you measure a reversed polarity or a difference of more than 10V between strings, then check 
the string configuration before making the connection

3. Minimize the area of conductive loops to reduce the magnitude of lightning-induced overvoltage 
as shown in Figure 66

4. Keep bending radius of cables more than 40mm or as recommended by module manufacturer. 
Maintain correct cable routing as shown in Figure 67
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Figure 66: Module wiring to avoid lightning strikes

The minimum bending radius 
cables should be 40mm

Incorrect routing of cable Correct routing of cable

Figure 67: Maintain bending radius

Safe installation practice

When an MPPT is used in a d.c. bus system or a PV inverter is used in an a.c. bus system, the output 
voltage in a PV array string is likely to be greater than DVC-C (> 120V d.c.). Therefore, it is extremely 
dangerous to connect a live PV array string at the switch-disconnector (isolator) before the PV inverter 
or MPPT or at d.c. combiner boxes (if used). To prevent such a lethal accident, it is a recommended 
practice that one of the interconnect cables of each string (Figure 68) is left disconnected until all the 
wiring is complete between the array and the inverter.  

 

Figure 68: Disconnected interconnect cable
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The installer should ensure that all connectors used are waterproof and connected securely using 
recommended tools to avoid the possibility of a loose connection. Only connectors of the same type 
from the same manufacturer are allowed to be mated at a connection point.

6.9.3 Installation of d.c. Combiner Box  

Combiner boxes are generally installed after installation of the PV modules. 

Procedures to follow

1. Review the d.c. combiner box internal wiring diagram

2. Prepare the diagram if there is no wiring diagram

3. Check all components, such as fuses, d.c. isolator and SPD (Surge Protection Device)

4. Ensure the cable glands are of appropriate ratings and size

5. Check IP rating and verify if there is any violation of IP rating

6. If d.c. combiner box is pre-wired, check if all wiring is done in accordance with the drawings

7. Install the combiner box in identified / marked location

8. Install conduit for cabling

9. Keep the d.c. isolator in OFF position

10. Place the fuse disconnects in the open circuit condition

11. Install the SPD (surge protection device)

6.9.4 Installation of PV Array Cables 

The d.c. cables are installed after installation of d.c. combiner box, to connect PV arrays on one side 
and the MPPT / controller (in case of a d.c. bus system) and PV inverter (in case of an a.c. bus system) 
on the other side. Installation of d.c. cables should be undertaken with care such that the possibility of  
line-to-line and line-to-earth faults occurring is minimised. All connections shall be verified for 
tightness and polarity during installation to reduce the risk of faults and possible arcs during 
commissioning, operation and future maintenance. Particular attention needs to be given to ensure 
the protection of wiring systems against external influences and all cables must be protected from 
mechanical damage.

Procedures to follow

1. Review the wiring diagram

2. PV array cables shall be enclosed in heavy-duty (HD) UV-resistant conduits

3. The wiring enclosure shall be labelled ‘SOLAR DC CABLE’ on the exterior surface

4. Leave excess wire at both ends

5. Install cable connectors (MC4 or equivalent) at both ends and tag cable with ‘+’ and ‘-’ sign

6. Tighten the cable connector using appropriate tools

7. Test the cables to ensure correct polarity labelling

8. Keep all connectors open (OFF)

9. Use cable glands according to size of the cables

10. Tighten the cable glands using appropriate tools

11. Use an EPDM rubber hole stopper to block unused holes in the combiner box
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Tools for cable connector Tool for cable glands

 

Figure 69: Tools for cable connector and cable glands

6.9.5 Installation of Battery Cabling

Two sets of cabling must be installed: one connecting the battery bank to the MPPT controller, and 
one connecting the battery bank to the battery inverter. For both, the following considerations must 
be observed.

• The d.c. cables should be double insulated

• The cables must qualify current carrying capacity and voltage rating as per the design 
guidelines

• When multiple MPPTs or battery inverters are used, cables should be combined in a d.c. 
combiner box

• The cables should be enclosed in conduits or cable trays

• Install cable connectors at both ends and tag cable with ‘+’ and ‘-’ sign

• Tighten the cable connector using appropriate tools

• Test the cables to ensure correct polarity labelling

• Keep all connectors open (OFF)

• Use cable glands according to size of the cables if installed in a combiner box
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6.10  Installation of Service Connections

Service connection is the connection from distribution box to service entrance or metering point. 
Before starting service connections, determine the total load to be connected, surge current, 
conductor size and location of service entrance. Service conductor size should guarantee a voltage 
drop of no more than 3%. Service conductor must have minimum current carrying capacity of load 
current. 

Sequence to follow

1. Switch off main ACDB isolator or a.c. output panel

2. Ensure no voltage in AB cable/distribution line

3. Connect a wire from distribution line to distribution box with proper connectors

4. Connect service wire from distribution box to main consumer meter through bent GI 
pipe as shown in Figure 70

5. Keep extra wire at every end of the connection

6. Use sealing material to prevent leaking at GI pipe and roof

7. Inspect and verify house internal wiring

Figure 70: Service connection schematic 
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6.11 Pre-commissioning Tests

After completion of installation process, pre-commissioning checks and tests have to be performed. 
This ensures that there are no wrong connections in the system and that the system components are 
not damaged.  

Sequence to follow

1. Ensure that the PV arrays (string or strings) are in segments (refer section 6.9.2)

2. Remove the string fuses if installed

3. Make sure that isolators and circuit breakers are in the ‘OFF’ position

4. Ensure that the PV array d.c. isolators are in the ‘OFF’ position

5. Ensure that the inverter is turned OFF

6. Measure and confirm that no voltage is present across any string

7. Measure and confirm that no voltage is present on the output side of the d.c. combiner 
box

8. Check continuity of cables and complete the array cabling

9. Confirm that the polarity of each of the array connections is correct

10. Measure and record the open circuit voltage of each string as shown in Table 37 

11. Measure irradiance, ambient temperature and cell temperature at the same time

12. Observe variation between effective (string) voltage and measured (string) voltage 

13. Check the polarity at the input to the PV array d.c. isolator

14. Measure and record the open circuit voltage (V
oc

) at the input to the d.c. isolator

15. Check the polarity and continuity between the PV array d.c. isolator and the inverter

16. Measure the resistance of the earth system

17. Conduct insulation testing of a.c. and d.c. cables

Table 37: Format of table to record string voltage

String  

No.

Irradiance 

(W/m2)

Ambient 

temp  

(°C)

Cell  

temp  

(°C) 

V
OC

 

effective 

(V)

V
OC

 

measured  

(V)

Variation 

of V
OC

 (%)

Acceptable 

(Yes/ No)

String 1

String 2

String 3

String 4

String 5
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6.12 Commissioning the System

When you are sure that the conductors and connections are acceptable and the system has successfully 
passed the pre-commissioning testing, then it’s time to commission the system. 

The following sequence of tests are to be carried out before starting up the system:

1. Check battery wiring for continuity

2. Measure battery voltage and polarity

3. Start up the system

4. Measure output voltage and frequency of inverter

5. Test all functions of inverter controller

6. Measure voltages at all major points in the system to check if there is excess voltage drop

7. Record all test results

 

6.13 Placing of Signage
  
It is very important to have appropriate signage at the PV system to minimize any hazard to life of 
humans working or associated with the project site. The signs should be legible from at least 0.8m. 
According to IEC 62257, the following marking and signs are to be placed with solar minigrid system:

• Emergency de-energisation procedure to isolate the system

• Isolation of the battery bank 

• Isolation of the PV power inputs

• Isolation of the diesel generator set (if any) 

• Sign at the battery room should include ‘WARNING: SPARK HAZARD. Follow shutdown 
procedure before connecting or disconnecting any equipment.’

Shut down procedure
Battery explosion  

warning sign
Electrolyte burn sign

Figure 71: Example of signage to be used near battery bank
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6.14 Documentation
   
The following information should be included in the documentation of a solar minigrid system: 

• List of equipment installed with rated power, models, manufacturers and quantity

• Wiring diagrams (single line diagram with equipment information)

• List of action to be taken in the event of an earth fault alarm

• Data sheets (module, batteries, charge controller and inverter)

• Operating instructions (systems and components)

• A checklist of what to do in case of a system failure

• Emergency shutdown and isolation procedures

• Maintenance procedure and timetable

• Test results and commission data

• Equipment manufacturer’s documentation and handbooks for all equipment supplied

• Warranty information

• Array mounting structure certificate for wind and mechanical loading

• Installer/designer’s declaration of compliance

• Battery record logbook

• Generator set record logbook 
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Part IV  
Guidelines  

for 
 Maintenance 
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Maintaining a PV Minigrid

7.1 Tools Required for Operation and Maintenance
 
Solar minigrid systems are generally installed in remote locations. Therefore, it is important that all 
essential tools, spares and consumables are kept at the site, ready for use. Tools and materials are 
listed below. Some systems may require special tools not listed here. In such cases, tools required as 
per site condition or special tools recommended by the equipment manufacturer should be used. 

The person responsible for O&M of a PV minigrid system must be familiarized and equipped with these 
tools & equipment, which should be kept in a secured location and maintained properly. Measuring 
instruments must be checked regularly for their functionality and accuracy.

Table 38: List of tools and materials required for O&M of solar minigrid systems

Tools
Needed for

Inspection Troubleshooting Maintenance Repair

First aid kit ü ü ü ü

System service logbook ü ü ü ü

Datasheet and O&M manual ü ü ü ü

This manual ü ü ü ü

Paper and pencil ü ü ü ü

Multimeter ü ü ü ü

Clamp on ammeter ü ü ü ü

Hydrometer ü ü ü ü

Screwdrivers ü ü ü ü

Nut drivers (1/4” and 5/16”) ü ü ü ü

Measuring tape (25m) ü ü ü ü

Angle measuring device ü ü ü ü

Compass ü ü ü ü

Flashlight ü ü ü ü

Sun pathfinder ü ü ü ü

Safety goggles ü ü ü

Rubber gloves ü ü ü

Combination square ü ü ü

Wire strippers ü ü

Crimping tool ü ü

Needle nose pliers ü ü

Linesman pliers ü ü

7
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Diagonal cutters ü ü

DC soldering iron ü ü

Hacksaw ü ü

Battery terminal cleaner ü ü

Battery terminal puller ü ü

Clamp spreader ü ü

Utility knife ü ü

Hammer ü ü

Cell water filler ü ü

Cleaning brush ü ü

Small container ü ü

Caulking gun ü ü

Recommended materials and supplies list for repair or maintenance

• Distilled water

• Baking soda

• Wire nuts

• Crimp connectors

• Ring, spade, and lug terminals

• Load, inverter, and charge controller fuses

• Rosin core electrical solder

• Conduit connectors

• Cable ties

• Rags or paper towels

• Dish soap or pulling grease

• Red and black electrical tape

• Assorted screws and nails

• Cable, wire and/or conduit, as needed

• Silicone sealant

 

7.2 Preventive Maintenance 
 
Preventive maintenance is the maintenance that is regularly performed on a piece of equipment to 
lessen the likelihood of it failing. It is performed while the equipment is still working so that it does not 
break down unexpectedly. The goal of preventive maintenance of a PV minigrid system is to establish 
consistent practices which are designed to improve the performance and safety of the equipment. A 
preventive maintenance schedule may include things such as cleaning, adjustments, repairs, inspecting 
and replacing parts, and partial or complete overhauls that are regularly scheduled. It should be done 
based on typical frequencies such as daily, weekly, quarterly, monthly, half-yearly, annually etc. 

A minigrid system consists of various components such as PV array, mounting structure, inverter, 
conductor, battery and DG set. Proper maintenance of each and every part of a PV minigrid system is 
necessary for better performance. 
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Table 39: Schedule of preventive maintenance work for PV minigrid

No. Maintenance work Frequency

1 Ensure security of the power plant Day-to-day 

2 Cleaning of solar PV panels to free from dust and other dirt Weekly

3 Monitor power generation and export through remote monitoring device Daily 

4 Observe battery state of charge (SOC) Weekly

5 Check if new loads have been added and system is overloaded Monthly

6 Inspect all battery terminals for corrosion and loosened cable connections Monthly

7 Check physical health of PV modules Monthly

8 If flooded LA batteries are use check electrolyte level and top up if required Monthly

9 Keep the inverters clean to minimise the possibility of dust ingress Quarterly 

10 Ensuring all electrical connections are kept clean and tigh Half-yearly 

11 Check mechanical integrity of the array structure and each nut and bolt Annually 

12 Check all cabling for mechanical damage Annually 

13 Check output voltage and current of each string of the array and compare to 

the expected output under the existing conditions.

Annually 

14 Check the operation of the PV array d.c. isolator Annually 

15 Check if there any physical damage to cables, poles or guy wires Monthly

16 Visual inspection and functional testing, replacement of faulty components Annually

17 Oil change of DG set (based on total runtime) 250 Hours

18 Decoke of DG set (based on total runtime) 1,500 Hours

19 Overhaul of DG set (based on total runtime) 6,000 Hours

7.3 Maintenance of System Operations Logbook
 
An operation logbook should be maintained by the minigrid operator and the same should be present 
at the site. 

Maintaining system operation logbook is required for purposes such as

• To determine the requirement of periodic maintenance of plant

• To assist the operator or technician during trouble-shooting a fault in the system

• To maintain a database of energy supplied and reduce possible losses

Items below should be recorded in the operation logbook

• Daily hours of operation (when started and when shut-down)

• The energy (kWh) meter reading on day to day basis

• Output voltage and current readings from a voltmeter and ammeter

• Any unusual observations (inverter tripping, module breakage, module delamination etc.)

• Module cleaning date and time for each month

• Date and explanation of any maintenance or repairs made

• DG operation record (hours of operation and diesel consumption)
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7.4 Maintenance of Batteries
 
Inspection & cleaning

• Check battery exteriors for any deformation / damage

• The battery terminal connections and top surface should be kept clean, dry and free of 
dirt

• Check battery cables and connections for any damage

• Replace damaged cables if any

• Tighten loose connections if any

• Vent caps or vent plugs should be securely fixed on the batteries

• Ensure that cleaning solution does not go inside the batteries

• Apply a thin coating of petroleum jelly on the terminals

• Area around batteries should be kept clean and dry

Terminal protection

Battery terminals should be clean and dry. To prevent corrosion, a thin coating of petroleum jelly or 
terminal protector should be applied. Loose or corroded terminals can lead to voltage drop and ‘hot 
spot’ heating and unequal charging. With unequal voltage potential across batteries, the ones with 
good connections will be overcharged and those with loose connections will be undercharged. Both 
conditions will lead to loss of battery life over time. The battery terminal screws, clamps and cables 
should be regularly checked for breakage, damage or loose connections. 

Re-filling flooded lead acid batteries

Flooded lead acid batteries need to be re-filled with distilled water periodically. The frequency of 
re-filling depends upon battery usage and operating temperatures. New batteries should be checked 
every few weeks to determine the requirement of re-filling. Older batteries normally require more 
re-filling.

• Check the electrolyte level periodically

• Add distilled water if plates are exposed

• If the electrolyte level is well above the plates, then it is not necessary to add more water

• Do not over fill the batteries. Water should be added just to cover the plates

• Add water when the battery is partially discharged

• Keep the vent plugs clean and ensure that no dirt enters inside the batteries

Battery State of Charge (SoC)

Observe battery SoC using a hydrometer. In case of VRLA battery, use a voltmeter to measure voltage 
to check corresponding SoC. With the hydrometer, the specific gravity of the electrolyte is measured. 
From the specific gravity chart, voltage of each cell is measured. With a voltmeter, stabilized voltage 
should be measured.
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Figure 72: Measuring specific gravity and corresponding state of charge using hydrometer

A hydrometer describes the state of charge by determining the specific gravity of the electrolyte. 
Usually, the specific gravity of electrolyte is between 1.120 and 1.265. At 1.120, the battery is fully 
discharged. At 1.265, it is fully charged. 

Table 40: Battery specific gravity and corresponding state of charge

Electrolyte  

temperature (°C)

Specific gravity reading

100% SOC 75% SOC 50% SOC 25% SOC 0% SOC

48.9 1.249 1.209 1.174 1.139 1.104

43.3 1.253 1.213 1.178 1.143 1.106

37.8 1.257 1.217 1.182 1.147 1.112

32.2 1.261 1.221 1.186 1.151 1.116

26.7 1.265 1.225 1.190 1.155 1.120

21.1 1.269 1.229 1.194 1.159 1.124

15.6 1.273 1.233 1.198 1.163 1.128

10.0 1.277 1.237 1.202 1.167 1.132

4.4 1.281 1.241 1.206 1.171 1.136

-1.1 1.285 1.245 1.210 1.175 1.140

-6.7 1.289 1.249 1.214 1.179 1.144

-12.2 1.293 1.253 1.218 1.183 1.148

-17.8 1.297 1.257 1.222 1.187 1.152
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Table 41: Open circuit voltage vs. state of charge for lead acid batteries

SoC 6V Battery Bank 12V Battery Bank 24V Battry Bank 48V Battery Bank

100 % 6.37 12.73 25.46 50.92

90 % 6.31 12.62 25.24 50.48

80 % 6.25 12.50 25.00 50.00

70 % 6.19 12.37 24.74 49.48

60 % 6.12 12.24 24.48 48.96

50 % 6.05 12.10 24.20 48.40

40 % 5.98 11.96 23.92 47.84

30 % 5.91 11.81 23.62 47.24

20 % 5.83 11.66 23.32 46.64

10 % 5.75 11.51 23.02 46.04

Battery load test

For this test, an accurate d.c. voltmeter is required.

• Operate the system loads from the batteries for five minutes. This will remove any
minor ‘surface charge’ the battery plates may have. Turn off the loads and disconnect the
batteries from the rest of the system

• Measure the voltage across the terminals of every battery, as shown in Figure 73. If
external cell connectors are used, measure the voltage across each cell, as shown in the
figure. Do not attempt to measure individual cell voltages unless the connectors are
external

Figure 73: Measuring the open circuit voltage of cells with external connections
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7.5 Maintenance of PV Array

Maintenance of a solar array includes: checking of physical condition, cleaning of module, electrical 
cable connection, degradation of module performance and mechanical strength of fastener.

Physical condition of modules

Inspection should be done regarding physical health of PV modules. If there are any broken modules, 
they should be replaced with an appropriate module. The cracked or broken modules may not initially 
cause performance losses or hotspots. However, over a long period of thermal cycling, these faults 
will increase in severity. 

Cleaning of PV modules

Cleaning of PV modules is necessary to maintain the performance of modules. 

Safety of personnel: Solar modules are connected in series generating up to 800V d.c. Cracks in 
modules or damaged cables or joints in a string are extremely dangerous for a person cleaning them, 
particularly when the modules are wet. Even when there is less sunlight, the array will generate lethal 
voltage and current. Therefore, it is important to inspect modules thoroughly for cracks, damage, and 
loose connections before cleaning. Cleaning personnel must wear appropriate electrically insulating 
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) during cleaning.

Safety of PV module: Don’t step on modules while cleaning. 

Cleaning time: The recommended time for cleaning modules is during low light conditions when 
production is lowest. The best time to clean modules is from dusk to dawn, when the plant is not 
in operation and risk of electrical shock hazard is minimized. Early morning can also prove to be a 
good time for cleaning of PV modules as, the dew that has settled on the panels overnight will have 
softened the grime which means that less water and less energy can be used to clean modules. 

Quality of water: De-ionized water should be used to clean the modules. If de-ionized water is not 
available, rainwater or tap water can be used. Tap water must be of low mineral content with total 
hardness less than 75ppm. In case the mineral content of water used is more than 75ppm but less 
than 200ppm, the water must be squeezed off to prevent scale build up over module surface. Water 
with mineral content of more than 200ppm should NOT be used. Water must be free from grit and 
physical contaminants that could damage the panel surface.

Use of hard water damages PV modules Wipe out the water after wash

Figure 74: Cleaning of PV modules
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Use of cleaning agent: A mild, non-abrasive, non-caustic detergent with deionized water may be used. 
Abrasive cleaners or de-greasers should not be used. Acid or alkali detergent must not be used.

Water pressure: Pressurized water should not be sprayed directly at sealed interfaces of module. 
Water pressure should not exceed 35 bars at the nozzle. Use of high-pressure hoses for cleaning may 
exert excess pressure and damage the modules.

Removing stubborn marks: To remove dirt such as bird droppings, dead insects, tar etc., use a soft 
sponge, microfiber cloth or a non-abrasive brush. Rinse the module immediately with plenty of water.

Drying: Modules should be dried after rinsing using a chamois or rubber wiper with a plastic frame on 
an extension pole. Wipe the module surface from top to bottom to remove any residual water from 
the module.

Water temperature: Temperature of water used for cleaning should be same as the ambient temperature 
at the time of cleaning. Cleaning should be carried out when the modules are cool to avoid thermal 
shock which can potentially cause cracks on the modules.

Checking mechanical damage of cables and connectors

All the conduits and wire insulation should be checked for damage. Loose, broken, corroded or burnt 
wiring connections should be checked. If any conductor is found damaged or loose, appropriate 
action should be taken immediately. Connections between equipment and wire should be properly 
secured. In case of any type of environmental disaster, for example a thunderstorm, all components 
and accessories should be checked immediately the next day.

Degradation of module performance: Performance test of a module is required to understand its 
degradation over a period.  The performance of a PV module usually starts to degrade after few years 
of installation. However, some modules degrade or even fail when operating outdoors for extended 
periods. To reduce the degradation and the number of failures, extensive research is needed. To 
sustain the commercial success of PV technology, it is important to know how power output decreases 
with time. The largest contributor to maximum power decline for crystalline Si-technologies is short 
circuit current degradation and to a lesser degree loss in fill factor. Crystalline Si-technologies in hot 
and humid climate also display a higher probability of losses as compared to other climates. 

Checking mechanical integrity of array structure: Fasteners of module and structure should be checked 
annually. If the fasteners get corroded, then they should be replaced, otherwise the module frame 
may get damaged. If EPDM (ethylene propylene diene terpolymer) sheet is used in between module 
and structure, then check the strength periodically.
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7.6 Maintenance of Inverters

Inspection and maintenance of inverters in mini grid systems is very essential.

Procedures for maintenance of inverters

• Measure and record the current draw of the inverter in both idling and operating states

• Check all inverter wiring for loose, broken, corroded, or burnt connections or wires

• Look for potential accidental short circuits or ground faults

• Visually check or inspect the inverter for any external damage

• Inspect and clean the filters or fans if choked by dust (to be done by trained personnel)

• Check if any error or warning message is displayed on the screen. If so, contact inverter 
manufacturer for trouble-shooting support

Dust accumulation at Inverter Fans Blockage of Inverter Filters

Figure 75: Inverter cooling fan and filter blocked by dust  
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7.7 Maintenance of DG Set

The maintenance of a diesel generator is proportional to the number of its running hours. A typical 
maintenance schedule for diesel generators is presented below:

Table 42: Typical maintenance schedule of diesel generator

No. Maintenance activity Interval Tasks to perform

1 Oil and filter change
250 running 

hours

Change the oil and oil filter. Also inspect air and fuel 

filters, fuel system, starter battery, and system electrical 

connections.

2
De-carbonization (top 

end overhaul)

1,500 running 

hours

Remove the cylinder head and clean valves, valve seats, 

injector nozzles, etc. Replace all top end gaskets. Repeat 

activity at No. 1

3 Full overhaul
6,000 running 

hours

Clean all combustion and inlet/outlet chambers. Replace 

all engine gaskets. Replace camshaft/crankshaft bearings, 

valves, valve springs, injectors, fuel pumps, pistons, piston 

rings, starter battery, start solenoid and engine starter, 

fuel solenoid, fuel pipes, and other parts as necessary. 

Repeat activity at No. 1 & 2

4 Cooling system
Once in a 

month

Coolant level should be checked at least once in a month. 

The radiator should be inspected for any physical damage 

or dirt deposition. 

5 Fuel system 3 – 6 months

The shelf life of diesel fuel is 6-12 months depending upon 

humidity and temperature of the site. Storage of diesel 

for longer period of time may cause corrosion. The fuel 

filter should be drained at a regular interval to remove 

condensed water in the fuel tank.

6
Visual inspection and 

cleaning
Monthly

Keep the engine and generator always clean. Check hoses 

and belts are in good condition 

7 Exhaust system Monthly
Check connection points, welded joints and gaskets for 

any damage and repair accordingly. 

         
Note: The above maintenance schedule is indicative. The minigrid operator should follow the maintenance schedule as instructed by the 
diesel generator manufacturer. 
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7.8 Maintenance of Distribution System
  
A weak distribution network fails to evacuate power from minigrid generating stations to cater to the 
needs of utilization centers for uninterrupted power supply at consumers’ premises. Such a situation 
leads to underutilization of plant capacity, un-economical higher generation cost, revenue loss and 
also customer dissatisfaction. It is necessary to inspect the overhead lines periodically to detect any 
fault in the system and repair to avoid breakdown of electric supply to the customer. The following 
things should be observed and maintained effectively.

L.T. lines

• Pole fittings, alignment of poles and accessories shall be checked annually

• Damaged service wire due to ageing shall be checked and replaced

• Clearance of service wire should be checked while road crossing

• Tree clearance should be done once in a month 

• Loose spans stringing and providing PVC separators should be done

Poles

• Leaning of pole and sinking of earth around the pole should not be there

• Corrosion of metal at the ground level should be removed

• Cracks in the poles should be repaired or replaced

Cross arms

• Tilting of cross arms should not be there

• Rusting of cross arms should be removed

• Clean out bird nests, dirt and chemicals deposited on insulators, cross arms and structures

Guy

• Corrosion of guy rod and stay wire should be removed

• Guy wire should be tightened, and insulator should be intact properly

• Creeper around the stay wire should be removed

Insulator

• All insulators should be checked properly, if found cracked, it should be replaced 

Distribution cables and boxes

• Proper supporting of distribution cable and cable boxes are necessary

• There should not be any damage in the insulator and no compound leakage from the box

• Terminal connections with the overhead lines should be intact

Earthing system

• Earthing system of the metal support should be intact

• Earthing system should be kept wet to increase the conductivity because moisture is of 
great importance when it comes to the resistance of soil
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7.9 Maintenance of Earthing and Lightning Protection

Maintenance of earthing and lightning protection system is essential for system protection and 
personnel safety. The below mentioned procedures should be followed:

Visual inspection

• Verify air terminals of lightning arrestors are in vertical position

• Verify there is no broken conductor in earthing and lighting protection system

• Verify and ensure there is no missing components in earthing and lightning protection 
system

• Verify Surge Protection Device (SPD) is in active condition on both a.c. and d.c. side

• Verify module to module earthing system continuity

• Verify PV array to mounting structure earthing system continuity

• Verify mounting structure to mounting structure earthing system continuity

• Verify that main earthing strip or cable is connected to the earthing electrode

Earthing system continuity test

• Continuity testing of the complete grounding system

• use earth resistance tester to measure the earth electrode resistance (refer section 6.4.1)

7.10 Maintenance of System Wiring

Procedure to conduct maintenance of system wiring

• Visually check all conduit and wire insulation for damage

• Check for loose, broken, corroded, or burnt wiring connections

• Check if all equipment relates to proper wire and conduit

• Make sure all wiring is secured, by gently but firmly pulling on all connections

• Check all terminals and wires for loose, broken, corroded, or burnt connections or 
components

• Check and ensure no wires are laying on ground or is exposed

• Continuity test and insulation tests must be carried out if required after visual inspection
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Monitoring System Performance

8.1 Performance Monitoring

System performance monitoring is essential to ensure better O&M and performance of solar PV 
minigrid projects and to study the risks involved. 

Purpose of having system performance monitoring:

• To measure energy generation

• To access the PV plant performance 

• To quickly identify faults

• To reduce the operation and maintenance efforts and cost

• To reduce the system downtime and enhance the generation

• To check whether the system is not affected by theft, natural calamities, etc.

System performance monitoring activities involve data collection at site or by remote monitoring and 
reporting it to developer and take up an exercise of analysis of the data. Project level data can be 
collected on a monthly basis stored in a central location and analyzed in a regular interval. Parameters 
under which data must be collected from solar PV minigrid project developers are as follows:

General project 
information

Technical 
performance 
parameters

Financial 
performance 
parameters

The system 
is safe and 
causing no 

environmental 
damage

Vandalism, 
theft, social 

issues

Impact of 
natural calamity 

like flood, 
earthquake and 

cyclone

Figure 76: Data collection 

Data collection through technicians / operators

• Technicians need to be trained with the data format and data collection methods and 
techniques

• Technicians / operators must be equipped with devices to monitor and measure data such 
as energy meter, multimeter, clamp meter, hydrometer, cell tester, shadow analyzer, etc.

• Technicians will collect and maintain data in an approved format and store and transmit 
data to a central location on scheduled date

Data collection through remote monitoring devices

• For remote monitoring of and collection of data, the system must be designed and 
equipped with measurement equipment such as energy meter, voltmeter, battery state 
of charge meter (voltmeter calibrated to measure battery state of charge), sensors, data 
logger, etc.

8
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• The system must be equipped with a GSM based communication system to transfer the 
logged data from the system to defined destination at scheduled time frame

• Transmitted data can be received, processed and stored in a centrally located computer

Data aggregation and analysis

The data captured from the minigrid site should be evaluated against the estimated parameters at the 
time of design. This would give clarity on the exact deviation of the project from the designed values. 

8.2 Monitoring Parameters
  

No. Survey & surveyor details Unit
Measured /  

observed value

Technical performance parameters

1. Daily average energy generation kWh

2. Monthly energy generation kWh

3. Plant Performance Ratio (PR) %

4. Total energy generated by the system from the date of 

commission

kWh

5. Breakdown of inverter / MPPT / any other components if 

any 

6. Is there a case of cable heating up or burnout 

7. Typical maintenance work carried out 

8. Unexpected poor performance if any  

9. Battery state of charge

10. Whether SOC of all batteries are same

11. Module cleanliness and physical health

12. Structure integrity and corrosion protection 

13. All cables are protected from damage

Financial performance parameters

14. Number of consumers at the time of COD Nos.

15. Number of consumers at the time of survey Nos.

16. Total energy generated last month / year kWh

17. Total energy billed last month / year kWh

18. Total amount realized (collected) INR / month

19. Reason for default payment INR / month

20. Cumulative revenue collected since COD INR

21. Cumulative default payment since COD INR

22. Measures taken to recover default payment

23. Was there a plant shut down or power cut
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8.3 Performance Indicators
 

No. Indicators Value Satisfactory Alarming Must address

Plant information

1.

Technical performance issue arises 

after how many years of plant 

operation

Years >10 >5<10 <5

2.
Presence of over voltage protection 

in d.c. side

Yes

No
If Yes If No If No

3.
Presence of over voltage protection 

in a.c. side

Yes

No
If Yes (Type1) If Yes (Type2) If No

4.
Presence of lightning protection 

(based on site)

Yes

No

If Yes 

(adequate type 

& height)

Yes (inadequate) If No

Technical performance indicators

5. Daily average energy generation kWh

6. Monthly energy generation kWh

7.
Total energy generated by the 

system from the date of commission
kWh

8.
Calculated Plant Performance Ratio 

(PR)
% >65% <60% <50%

9.
Breakdown of inverter / MPPT / any 

other components if any 

Yes

No
If No

If Yes 

occasionally
If Yes frequently

10.
Is there a case of cable heating up 

or burnout 

Yes

No
If No If Yes If Yes

11.
Unexpected poor performance if 

any  

Yes

No
If No

If Yes 

occasionally
If Yes frequently

12. Battery state of charge % >80% <70% <50%

13.
Whether SoC of all batteries are 

same

Yes

No
If Yes

If No 

(occasionally)

If No 

(consistently)

14.
Module cleanliness and physical 

health

Yes

No

If clean and 

physically 

sound

If clean but 

change in 

physical look

If drastic change 

in physical look

15.
Structure integrity and corrosion 

protection

If properly 

levelled and no 

rust

If physical 

deform and rust

If physical 

deform and rust

16.
All cables are protected from 

damage

If properly tied 

and no hanging 

cables

If loosen and 

hanging

If physical 

damage/ 

cut/ broken 

insulation
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Financial performance Indicators

17.
Number of consumers at the time of 

COD (A)
Nos.

18.
Number of consumers at the time of 

survey (B)
Nos. B>=A B<A B<A

19.
Total energy generated last month/ 

year (C)
kWh

20.
Total energy billed last month/ year 

(D)
kWh D = C D < C D < C

21. Total amount billed / month (E) INR

22.
Total amount realized (collected) / 

month (F)
INR F = E F < E F < E

23.
Was there a plant shut down or 

power cut

Yes

No
If No

If Yes 

(Occasionally)

If Yes 

(Frequently)

 
No. Indicators Value Satisfactory Alarming Must address
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Annexures
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ANNEXURE 1: LIGHTNING RISK EVALUATION 

According to IS 2309 (Indian Standard for protection of buildings and allied structure against lightning 
– code of practice), the probability of a structure or building being struck by lightning in any one year 
is the product of the ‘lightning flash density’ and the ‘effective collection area’ of the structure. The 
lightning flash density, Ng, is the number of (flashes to ground) per km2 per year. Table (a) below 
(provided in section 8.1.2 of IS 2039) indicates the relationship between thunderstorm days per year 
and lightning flashes per square kilometre per year. Thunderstorm days per year can be taken from 
the Table (b) below which is taken from Figure 1 of IS 2039.

For example, thunderstorm days of Srinagar is 54 per year. Therefore, ‘lightning flash density’ for 
Srinagar will be between 3.7 to 4.7 flashes per km2 per year. Similarly for Sibsagar, it will be more than 
9.2 flashes per km2 per year with 103 thunderstorm days per year.

The effective collection area of a structure as defined in IS 2039, is the area on the plan of the structure 
extended in all directions to take account of its height, which can be calculated using the formula 
below:

A
c
  (m2) = (L × W) + 2 (L × H) + 2 (W × H) + πH2  (Section 8.1.2 of IS 2039)

where

L = the structure length in meter

W = the structure width in meter

H = the structure height in meter

The probable number of strikes (risk) to the structure per year is calculated using the formula below:

P = A
c
 x N

g
  x 10-6 (Section 8.1.2 of IS 2039)

Considering weighting factors, as described in IS 2039, the effective probable number of strikes (risk) 
will be calculated using the formula below: 

P
effective

  = P x (A x B x C x D x E)

where

A = Weighting Factor for use of structure (Table 1A of IS 2039)

B = Weighting Factor for type of construction (Table B of IS 2039)

C = Weighting Factor for contents or consequential effects (Table 1C of IS 2039)

D = Weighting Factor for degree of isolation (Table 1D of IS 2039)

E = Weighting Factor for type of country (Table 1D of  IS 2039)

According to IS 2039, the acceptable risk figure (denoted by P
0
), can be taken as 10-5 flashes per year 

i.e. 1 in 100,000 per year. Therefore, lightning protection is required when, P effective is greater than 
P

0
. 
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Sample risk assessment

A minigrid system located near Aligarh covers an area of 50 m × 40 m and height of the battery and 
inverter room is 4m.  The minigrid is located in flat country and isolated from other structures. The 
construction of battery room is of brick and concrete and PV array structure is metallic. 

Whether lightning protection is needed for this system?

Flashes per km2 per for Aligarh = 1.9

Collection area, 

A
c
  (m2) =  (L×W) + 2 (L×H) + 2(W×H) + πH2

    = (50x40) + 2 (50x4) + 2 (40x4) + π x 16  

    = 2000 + 400 + 320 + 50.24 = 2770  m2

Probability of being struck,

 P = A
c
 x N

g
  x  10-6  = 2770 x 1.9 x 10-6 = 5.26 x 10-3

Applying the weighting factors, A = 0.3, B = 0.8, C = 1.0, D = 1.0, E = 0.3

Overall multiplying factor = 0.3 x 0.8 x 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.3 = 0.072

Therefore overall risk,

 P
effective 

= 5.26 x 10-3  x 0.072 = 3.7 x 10-4

Conclusion: Protection is necessary

Table (a) Relationship between thunderstorm days and lightning flashes per km2 per year (Section 8.1.2 of IS 
2039)

Thunderstorm days per year Lightning flashes per km2 per year

Mean Limits

5 0.2 0.1-0.5

10 0.5 0.15-1

20 1.1 0.3-3

30 1.9 0.6-5

40 2.8 0.8-8

50 3.7 1.2-10

60 4.7 1.8-12

80 6.9 3-17

100 9.2 4-20
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Table (b): Average number of Thunderstorm Days (ATD) in the year in different locations in India and Nepal

No. Place ATD

1 Chloht 7

2 Skarou 5

3 Gulmarg 53

4 Srinagar 54

5 Dras 3

6 Kargil 2

7 Leh 3

8 Jammu 26

9 Dharamshala 13

10 Amritsar 49

11 Pathankot 4

12 Mahoi 46

13 Ludhiana 12

14 Shimla 40

15 Patiala 26

16 Ambala 9

17 Hissar 27

18 New Delhi 30

19 Bikaner 10

20 Phalodi 14

21 Sikar 17

22 Barmer 12

23 Jodhpur 23

24 Ajmer 26

25 Jaipur 39

26 Kankroli 39

27 Mount Abu 4

28 Udaipur 34

29 Neemuch 23

30 Kota 27

31 Jhalawar 40

32 Mussoorie 61

33 Roorkee 76

34 Moradabad 36

35 Mukteshwar 53

3436 Bareilly 

37 Aligarh 30

24

23

31

22

10

38 Agra

39 Mainpuri 

40 Bharaich 

41 Gonda (UP) 

42 Lucknow 

43 Kanpur

44       Fetehpur

26

ATD

20

51

51

1

11

74

38

10

33

38

73

73

34

74

66

52

76

63

20

68

50

71

33

76

70

41

8

27

70

103

75

No. Place  

45 Jhansi

46 Allahabad 

47 Varanasi 

48 Azamgarh 

49 Gorakhpur 

50 Kathmandu 

51 Muthihari 

52 Darbhanga 

53 Patna

54 Gaya

55 Daltoganj 

56 Hazaribagh 

57 Ranchi

58 Chaibaba 

59 Jamshedpur 

60 Purnea

61 Sabour

62 Dumka

63 Darjeeling 

64 Jalpaiguri 

65 Malda

66 Asansol 

67 Burdwan 

68 Kharagpur 

69 Kolka ta 

70 Sagar Island 

71 Dhubri

72 Tezpur

73 Dibrugarh 

74 Sibsagar 

75 Shillong 

76 Cheerapunji 49

33

34

77 Silchar 

78 Kohnia 

79 Imphal 49

7

5

6

12

11

17

3

80 Deesa

81 Dwarka 

82 Jamnagar 

83 Rajkot

84 Ahmedabad 

85 Dohad

86 Porbandar 

87 Veraw

88       Bhavnagaral

3

8

4

53

33

59

41

36

44

50

89 Vadodara 

90 Surat

91 Gwalior 

92 Guna

93 Nowgong 

94 Satna

95 Sagar

96 Bhopal 

97 Jabalpur 

98 Umaria

99       Ambikapur

37

29

34

37

30

51

56

34

27

37

38

81

75

81

46

33

34

67

85

24

1

4

17

13

20

32

45

10

36

18

12

10

32

100 Indore

101 Hoshangabad 

102 Pachmarhi

103 Seoni

104 Penda dam 

105 Rajpur

106 Chindwara 

107 Kanker

108 Jagdalpur

109 Balasore

110 Chandbali

111 Angul

112 Bhubaneshwar 

113 Puri

114 Gopalpur

115 Sambalpur

116 Jbharsuguda 

117 Titlagarh

118 Rajgangpur 

119 Damamu

120 Nasik

121 Malegaon

122 Akola

123 Khraoti

124 Nagpur

125 Gonda (Chattisgarh) 

126 Aurangabad 

127 Mumbai

128 Alibag

129 Ahmednagar 

130 Parbhani

131 Pune

132      Mahabaleshwar

22

No. Place ATD

24 11 14
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ATD ATD ATD

6

23

25

39

36

43

28

26

26

20

47

20

25

29

27

18

No. Place  

133 Ratnagiri

134 Sholapur

135 Miraj

136 Vengurla

137 Nizamabad 

138 Hanamkonda 

139 Hyderabad 

140 Khammam 

141 Kalingapatnam 

142 Vishakapatnam 

143 Rentichintala 

144 Machhilpatnam 

145 Ongole

146 Kurnool

147 Anantpur

148 Nellore

149 Bidar 16

34

No. Place 

150 Gulbarga 

151 Bijapur 9

31

17

152 Belgaun 

153 Raichur 

154 Gadgag 21

22

27

5

24

36

76

45

44

39

35

63

57

155 Bellari 

156 Karwar 

157 Honawar 

158 Chikalthana 

159 Mangalore 

160 Hassan 

161 Bengaluru 

162 Mysore 

163 Hozhmoode 

164 Palghat 

165 Cochin 

166 Alleppey 

25

47

24

65

37

40

41

15

82

39

5

14

60

62

10

No. Place 

167      Trivandrum 

168 Vellore

169 Madras

170 Ootacamund 

171 Salem

172 Cuddalore 

173 Coimbatore 

174 Tiruchiripali 

175 Nagapattinam 

176 Kodiakanal 

177 Madurai 

178 Pamban 

179 Tuticorin 

180 Kanyakumari 

181 Port Blair 

183 Car Niccobar 

184 Minicoy 20

Weighting Factor ‘A’ (Use of structure) (Table 1A of IS 2039)

Houses and other buildings of comparable size 0.3

Houses and other buildings of comparable size with outside aerial 0.7

Factories, workshops and laboratories 1.0

Office blocks, hotels, blocks of flats and other residential buildings other than those included 

below

1.2

Places of assembly, for example, churches, halls, theatres, museums, exhibitions, departmental 

stores, post offices, stations, airports, and stadium structures

1.3

Schools, hospitals, children’s and other homes 1.7

Weighting Factor ‘B’ (Type of construction) (Table B of IS 2039)

0.2

0.4

0.8

1.0

1.4

1.7

Steel framed encased with any roof other than metal

Reinforced concrete with any roof other than metal

Steel framed encased or reinforced concrete with metal roof

Brick, plain concrete or masonry with any roof other than metal or thatch 

Timber framed or clad with any roof other than metal or thatch

Brick, plain concrete, masonry, timber framed but with metal roofing 

Any building with a thatched roof 2.0

Weighting Factor ‘C’ (Contents or consequential effects) (Table 1C of IS 2039)

Ordinary domestic or office buildings, factories and workshops not containing valuable or 

specially susceptible contents

0.3

Industrial and agricultural buildings with especially susceptible contents 0.8

48
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Power stations, gas works, telephone exchanges, radio stations 1.0

Industrial key plants, ancient monuments and historic buildings, museums, art galleries or other 

buildings with especially valuable contents

1.3

Schools, hospitals, children’s and other homes, places of assembly 1.7

Weighting Factor ‘D’ (Degree of isolation) (Table 1D of IS 2039)

Structures located in a large area of structures or trees of the same or greater height, for example, 

in a large town or forest

0.4

Structure located in an area with few other structures or trees of similar height 1.0

Structure completely isolated or exceedingly at least twice with the height of surrounding 

structures or trees

2.0

Weighting Factor ‘E’ (Type of country) (Table 1D of  IS 2039)

Flat country at any level 0.3

Hill country 1.0

Mountain country between 300 and 900 meters 1.3

Mountain country above 900 meters 1.7
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ANNEXURE 2: TYPICAL SITE SURVEY FORMAT 

No. Information to be collected Value

1 General Information

1.1 Date of Survey

1.2 Village name

1.3 If multiple hamlets for one village use separate sheet

1.4 Landmark 

1.5 Latitude/Longitude of site in XX° YY’ ZZ.00” format __________°N, ___________°E 

2 Area availability

2.1 Assess the shadow free area for array 

a) Shadow from trees & vegetation

b) Shadow from buildings/ houses

c) Shadow from any other objects

d) Shadow from natural landscape in hilly areas

2.2 Assess area available for battery & control room

a) Area is dry and accessible 

b) Water logging possibility

c) Distance from the array location

2.3 Ownership (owner contact details, willing to lease)

a) Present use of land 

b) Lease rental

c) Distance from all key load centres (indicate in the map)

3 Topography of the site

4 Site affected by flood/ water logging 

5 Basic wind speed, occasion of cyclone 

6 Environment: Salinity, Humidity, Dust, pollution

7 Accessibility to the site by road

8 Is the site is separated from the load centre by road, railway track, 

transmission line, river, stream, cultivation land etc. (show in the 

map)

9 Aspect of system safety from theft / vandalism 

10 Health, Safety & Environmental risks

11 Place the site in the village map
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ANNEXURE 3: VOLTAGE DROP TABLES 

Voltage Drop Table - 12 Volt d.c. Nominal

Maximum one-way distance for 2% voltage drop in 12 volt systems

Copper Wire Size (mm2)    [distance in meters]

2.5 4 6 10 16 25 35 50 70 95 120 150

Amps

1 16 25 37 62 100 156 218 311 436 592 748 934

2 8 12 19 31 50 78 109 1554 218 296 374 467

3 5 8 12 21 33 52 73 1036 145 197 249 311

4 4 6 9 16 25 39 55 777 109 148 187 234

5 3 5 7 12 20 31 44 622 87 118 150 187

6 3 4 6 10 17 26 36 518 73 99 125 156

7 2 4 5 9 14 22 31 444 62 85 107 133

8 2 3 5 8 12 19 27 389 55 74 93 117

9 2 3 4 7 11 17 24 345 48 66 83 104

10 2 2 4 6 10 16 22 311 44 59 75 93

15 1 2 2 4 7 10 15 207 29 39 50 62

20 1 1 2 3 5 8 11 155 22 30 37 47

25 1 1 1 2 4 6 9 124 17 24 30 37

30 1 1 1 2 3 5 7 104 15 20 25 31

35 0 1 1 2 3 4 6 89 12 17 21 27

40 0 1 1 2 2 4 5 78 11 15 19 23

45 0 1 1 1 2 3 5 69 10 13 17 21

50 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 62 9 12 15 19

60 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 52 7 10 12 16

70 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 44 6 8 11 13

80 0 0 0 1 1 2 3 39 5 7 9 12

90 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 35 5 7 8 10

100 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 31 4 6 7 9
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Voltage Drop Table - 24 Volt d.c. Nominal 

Maximum one-way distance for 2% voltage drop in 24 volt systems

Copper Wire Size (mm2)    [distance in meters]

 2.5 4 6 10 16 25 35 50 70 95 120 150

Amps  

1 31 50 75 125 199 311 436 623 872 1184 1495 1869

2 16 25 37 62 100 156 218 1554 436 592 748 934

3 10 17 25 42 66 104 145 1036 291 395 498 623

4 8 12 19 31 50 78 109 777 218 296 374 467

5 6 10 15 25 40 62 87 622 174 237 299 374

6 5 8 12 21 33 52 73 518 145 197 249 311

7 4 7 11 18 28 44 62 444 125 169 214 267

8 4 6 9 16 25 39 55 389 109 148 187 234

9 3 6 8 14 22 35 48 345 97 132 166 208

10 3 5 7 12 20 31 44 311 87 118 150 187

15 2 3 5 8 13 21 29 207 58 79 100 125

20 2 2 4 6 10 16 22 155 44 59 75 93

25 1 2 3 5 8 12 17 124 35 47 60 75

30 1 2 2 4 7 10 15 104 29 39 50 62

35 1 1 2 4 6 9 12 89 25 34 43 53

40 1 1 2 3 5 8 11 78 22 30 37 47

45 1 1 2 3 4 7 10 69 19 26 33 42

50 1 1 1 2 4 6 9 62 17 24 30 37

60 1 1 1 2 3 5 7 52 15 20 25 31

70 0 1 1 2 3 4 6 44 12 17 21 27

80 0 1 1 2 2 4 5 39 11 15 19 23

90 0 1 1 1 2 3 5 35 10 13 17 21

100 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 31 9 12 15 19
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Voltage Drop Table - 48 Volt d.c. Nominal 

Maximum one-way distance for 2% voltage drop in 48 volt systems

Copper Wire Size (mm2)    [distances in meters]

 2.5 4 6 10 16 25 35 50 70 95 120 150

Amps  

1 62 100 150 249 399 623 872 1246 1744 2367 2990 3738

2 31 50 75 125 199 311 436 1554 872 1184 1495 1869

3 21 33 50 83 133 208 291 1036 581 789 997 1246

4 16 25 37 62 100 156 218 777 436 592 748 934

5 12 20 30 50 80 125 174 622 349 473 598 748

6 10 17 25 42 66 104 145 518 291 395 498 623

7 9 14 21 36 57 89 125 444 249 338 427 534

8 8 12 19 31 50 78 109 389 218 296 374 467

9 7 11 17 28 44 69 97 345 194 263 332 415

10 6 10 15 25 40 62 87 311 174 237 299 374

15 4 7 10 17 27 42 58 207 116 158 199 249

20 3 5 7 12 20 31 44 155 87 118 150 187

25 2 4 6 10 16 25 35 124 70 95 120 150

30 2 3 5 8 13 21 29 104 58 79 100 125

35 2 3 4 7 11 18 25 89 50 68 85 107

40 2 2 4 6 10 16 22 78 44 59 75 93

45 1 2 3 6 9 14 19 69 39 53 66 83

50 1 2 3 5 8 12 17 62 35 47 60 75

60 1 2 2 4 7 10 15 52 29 39 50 62

70 1 1 2 4 6 9 12 44 25 34 43 53

80 1 1 2 3 5 8 11 39 22 30 37 47

90 1 1 2 3 4 7 10 35 19 26 33 42

100 1 1 1 2 4 6 9 31 17 24 30 37
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Voltage Drop Table - 120 Volt d.c. Nominal 

Maximum one-way distance for 2% voltage drop in 120 volt systems

Copper Wire Size (mm2)    [distances in meters]

 2.5 4 6 10 16 25 35 50 70 95 120 150

Amps  

1 156 249 374 623 997 1557 2180 3115 4361 5918 7475 9344

2 78 125 187 311 498 779 1090 1554 2180 2959 3738 4672

3 52 83 125 208 332 519 727 1036 1454 1973 2492 3115

4 39 62 93 156 249 389 545 777 1090 1480 1869 2336

5 31 50 75 125 199 311 436 622 872 1184 1495 1869

6 26 42 62 104 166 260 363 518 727 986 1246 1557

7 22 36 53 89 142 222 311 444 623 845 1068 1335

8 19 31 47 78 125 195 273 389 545 740 934 1168

9 17 28 42 69 111 173 242 345 485 658 831 1038

10 16 25 37 62 100 156 218 311 436 592 748 934

15 10 17 25 42 66 104 145 207 291 395 498 623

20 8 12 19 31 50 78 109 155 218 296 374 467

25 6 10 15 25 40 62 87 124 174 237 299 374

30 5 8 12 21 33 52 73 104 145 197 249 311

35 4 7 11 18 28 44 62 89 125 169 214 267

40 4 6 9 16 25 39 55 78 109 148 187 234

45 3 6 8 14 22 35 48 69 97 132 166 208

50 3 5 7 12 20 31 44 62 87 118 150 187

60 3 4 6 10 17 26 36 52 73 99 125 156

70 2 4 5 9 14 22 31 44 62 85 107 133

80 2 3 5 8 12 19 27 39 55 74 93 117

90 2 3 4 7 11 17 24 35 48 66 83 104

100 2 2 4 6 10 16 22 31 44 59 75 93
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Voltage Drop Table - 230 Volt a.c. Nominal 

Maximum one-way distance for 2% voltage drop in 230 volt single phase systems

Aluminium Wire Size (mm2)    [distances in meters]

 2.5 4 6 10 16 25 35 50 70 95 120 150

Amps

1 258 412 618 825 1649 2577 3607 5153 7215 7833 12368 15460

2 129 206 247 412 825 1288 1804 2577 2886 3917 6184 7730

3 86 137 165 275 550 859 1202 1718 1924 2611 4123 5153

4 64 103 124 206 412 644 902 1288 1443 1958 3092 3865

5 52 82 99 165 330 515 721 1031 1154 1567 2474 3092

6 43 69 82 137 275 429 601 859 962 1306 2061 2577

7 37 59 71 118 236 368 515 736 825 1119 1767 2209

8 32 52 62 103 206 322 451 644 721 979 1546 1932

9 29 46 55 92 183 286 401 573 641 870 1374 1718

10 26 41 49 82 165 258 361 515 577 783 1237 1546

15 17 27 33 55 110 172 240 344 385 522 825 1031

20 13 21 25 41 82 129 180 258 289 392 618 773

25 10 16 20 33 66 103 144 206 231 313 495 618

30 9 14 16 27 55 86 120 172 192 261 412 515

35 7 12 14 24 47 74 103 147 165 224 353 442

40 6 10 12 21 41 64 90 129 144 196 309 386

45 6 9 11 18 37 57 80 115 128 174 275 344

50 5 8 10 16 33 52 72 103 115 157 247 309

60 4 7 8 14 27 43 60 86 96 131 206 258

70 4 6 7 12 24 37 52 74 82 112 177 221

80 3 5 6 10 21 32 45 64 72 98 155 193

90 3 5 5 9 18 29 40 57 64 87 137 172

100 3 4 5 8 16 26 36 52 58 78 124 155
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Voltage Drop Table - 415 Volt a.c. Nominal 

Maximum one-way distance for 2% voltage drop in 415 volt three phase systems

Aluminium Wire Size (mm2)    [distances in meters]

2.5 4 6 10 16 25 35 50 70 95 120 150

Amps

1 268 429 644 1074 1718 2684 3758 5368 7516 10200 12884 16105

2 134 215 322 537 859 1342 1879 2684 3758 5100 6442 8053

3 89 143 215 358 573 895 1253 1789 2505 3400 4295 5368

4 67 107 161 268 429 671 939 1342 1879 2550 3221 4026

5 54 86 129 215 344 537 752 1074 1503 2040 2577 3221

6 45 72 107 179 286 447 626 895 1253 1700 2147 2684

7 38 61 92 153 245 383 537 767 1074 1457 1841 2301

8 34 54 81 134 215 336 470 671 939 1275 1611 2013

9 30 48 72 119 191 298 418 596 835 1133 1432 1789

10 27 43 64 107 172 268 376 537 752 1020 1288 1611

15 18 29 43 72 115 179 251 358 501 680 859 1074

20 13 21 32 54 86 134 188 268 376 510 644 805

25 11 17 26 43 69 107 150 215 301 408 515 644

30 9 14 21 36 57 89 125 179 251 340 429 537

35 8 12 18 31 49 77 107 153 215 291 368 460

40 7 11 16 27 43 67 94 134 188 255 322 403

45 6 10 14 24 38 60 84 119 167 227 286 358

50 5 9 13 21 34 54 75 107 150 204 258 322

60 4 7 11 18 29 45 63 89 125 170 215 268

70 4 6 9 15 25 38 54 77 107 146 184 230

80 3 5 8 13 21 34 47 67 94 127 161 201

90 3 5 7 12 19 30 42 60 84 113 143 179

100 3 4 6 11 17 27 38 54 75 102 129 161
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